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Abstract 

 

Aim: During proton therapy, neutrons are generated through the interactions of a 

proton beam with the treatment head and the patient’s body. A minor neutron dose to 

healthy tissues could be significant because of the high radiation weighting factor of 

neutrons. The aim of this research was to conduct a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation 

assessment of the relative neutron dose (neutron equivalent dose/prescribed proton 

therapy dose) and dose distribution during the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge 

Hospital.  

Materials and methods: Due to the required criteria for a neutron detector in a proton 

therapy room, a prototype neutron detector based on EJ-331 (gadolinium-loaded liquid 

scintillator) was simulated using Geant4 and GAMOS.4.0.0 MC simulation codes. 

Then, the detector was constructed, calibrated and tested. Four pulse shape 

discrimination (PSD) methods were obtained and evaluated: charges ratio, charge to 

amplitude ratio, amplitude-fall time and fall time-amplitude.  

The proton beam line at Clatterbridge Hospital was simulated using Geant4 and 

GAMOS.4.0.0  MC simulation codes. Neutrons and gamma rays were tracked during 

the proton irradiation and their deposited energies (DEs) were scored in a voxelised 

water phantom (50 x 100 x 50cm3). The simulated prototype neutron detector was 

located 15cm in front of and 30cm below the final collimator of the simulated proton 

therapy beam line.  

In addition, measurement was taken using the prototype neutron detector during the 

proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital. The measurement geometry was adjusted 

so that it was the same as the MC simulation geometry to allow a comparison with the 

MC simulation results and to validate the MC results. 

Results: The measured prototype neutron detector energy resolution was the same as 

the simulated detector, which was 17% at 477keV (Cs137 Compton edge). Using a 

Figure of Merit to evaluate the obtained PSD methods, the best PSD method 

performance was found to be the charges ratio. Thus, the charges ratio PSD method 

was applied to the collected data from the measurements at the proton therapy room 

in Clatterbridge Hospital.  
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A good agreement was found (within 80%) between the measured and the MC results. 

Hence, the MC simulation of the relative DE distributions from the neutrons and the 

gamma rays in the voxelised water phantom were validated. 

The MC simulation results showed that the contribution of gamma rays to the integral 

equivalent radiation dose was 5.1%. In addition, the contributions of internal and 

thermal neutrons to the integral equivalent neutron dose were 4.1% and 1.2% 

respectively. Thus, fast external neutrons are the main source (89.6%) of the secondary 

radiation dose during proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital. 

Most of the neutron DE was distributed in and around the target voxel. In contrast, the 

gamma-ray DE was widely distributed. The relative integral neutron equivalent dose, 

which was 1.48mSv/Gy, and its distribution, in the patient’s body (i.e. the voxelised 

water phantom), can be generalised for any prescribed proton therapy dose during 

proton therapy at Clatterbridge Hospital. 

Conclusion: Fast external neutrons are the main concern in terms of the additional 

unwanted secondary radiation dose during proton therapy at the Clatterbridge proton 

beam. Although the neutron dose was small compared to the prescribed proton therapy 

dose, it is not negligible and the dose distribution can be used as the basis of the risk 

estimation from radiation induced secondary cancers. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 

 

1.1 Aim and objectives 

 

A minor neutron dose to healthy tissues could be significant because of the high 

radiation weighting factor of neutrons. The final goals of this research are to assess 

the integral relative neutron dose and the relative neutron dose distribution during the 

proton therapy at Clatterbridge Hospital. The relative neutron dose is the neutron dose 

per prescribed proton therapy dose. Therefore, the main research question is whether 

the neutron dose during proton therapy is significant or negligible. 

Using Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, the distribution of the neutron dose within a 

voxelised water phantom was obtained during simulated proton irradiation at 

Clatterbridge Hospital. In addition, several experiments, measurements and MC 

simulations were conducted, and several objectives were achieved. 

 
a. MC simulation objectives: 

 

1. MC simulation of a neutron detector (i.e. the fourth prototype neutron detector 

design). 

2. MC simulation of the proton therapy beam line at Clatterbridge Hospital. 

3. MC simulation of the relative deposited energy (DE) distributions and the 

relative integral DEs from neutrons and gamma rays in a voxelised water 

phantom during proton irradiation. 

4. MC simulation of the measurements’ setup, which was done in the proton 

therapy room at Clatterbridge Hospital to identify the scintillation spectra of 

neutrons and gamma rays during proton irradiation. 

 

b. Experiment and measurement objectives: 

 

1. Building four prototype neutron detectors. 

The physical and clinical criteria for a neutron detector in a proton therapy room 

were considered. The physical criteria are the required neutron detector properties 
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related to the detection material and devices, while the clinical criteria are the 

required neutron detector properties related to the proton therapy facility. In 

addition, the MC simulation was used as the guideline to validate the fourth 

prototype neutron detector design for use in a proton therapy room. 

The experimental objectives of the first, second and third prototype neutron detectors 

were the following: 

 To confirm that the neutron detector was working appropriately, a Cs137 

spectrum was obtained, to be compared with a typical Cs137 spectrum from the 

literature. In addition, to evaluate the improvement to the prototype neutron 

detectors, energy resolutions of the prototype neutron detectors were 

compared. 

 Results were compared from an oscilloscope and a multichannel analyser 

(MCA). This was done to confirm that the results from the oscilloscope and 

the MCA were the same. Based on this, the procedures followed when using 

the oscilloscope were confirmed as being performed correctly. Therefore, the 

secondary neutron spectrum, during the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge 

Hospital, can be obtained using the neutron detector and the oscilloscope.  

The experimental objectives of the fourth prototype neutron detector were the 

following: 

 Obtaining pulse shape discrimination (PSD) methods. 

A neutron detector in a proton therapy room should be able to show the full neutron 

energy spectrum details in the mixed radiation field. Therefore, four PSD methods 

were used to distinguish between different radiation particles. The best-performing 

PSD method was applied to the collected data during the proton irradiation at 

Clatterbridge Hospital. 

 Taking measurements during the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital. 

The aim of taking measurements in the proton therapy room at Clatterbridge hospital 

was to validate the MC simulation results of the neutron scintillation spectrum and its 

relative DE (or its absorbed dose). Hence, the MC simulation of the relative DE 
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distributions from the neutrons and gamma rays in the voxelised water phantom can 

be validated. 

1.2 Novelty of the research 
 

Firstly, an assessment of the relative neutron dose and its distribution during the proton 

therapy at Clatterbridge Hospital was not fulfilled. In this research, the relative neutron 

dose and its distribution were obtained using an MC simulation program. In addition, 

the following radiation dose quantities and radiation spectra were obtained: 

 The relative integral gamma-ray dose and its distribution. 

 The relative integral internal neutron dose.  

 The relative integral thermal neutron dose. 

 The relative integral thermalised neutron dose. 

 Neutron and gamma-ray spectra. 

 

Secondly, the gadolinium-loaded liquid scintillator (EJ-331) had not been used in this 

application before (i.e. neutron spectroscopy in proton therapy). In this research, a 

neutron detector based on EJ-331 was simulated, constructed and calibrated (i.e. the 

fourth prototype neutron detector). Using the fourth prototype neutron detector, the 

neutron and gamma-ray spectra were obtained during the proton irradiation at 

Clatterbridge Hospital. 

Thirdly, four PSD methods were obtained and evaluated: charges ratio, charge to 

amplitude ratio, amplitude-fall time and fall time-amplitude. The fall time-amplitude 

PSD method was novel in utilising the relation between the pulse fall time and its 

relevant amplitude. 
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1.3 Clinical impact of neutrons in proton therapy 

 

Regarding the high radiation weighting factor of neutrons, a minor neutron dose could 

be significant. During scattering proton therapy, the neutron dose could be ten to 

several ten times more than during spot-scanning proton therapy [1] [2]. However, the 

dose distribution (dose location) is the basis of the risk estimation from radiation 

induced secondary cancers [3]. 

The estimation of secondary cancers risk involves converting the neutron dose to risk. 

Several studies estimated the cancers risk related to the radiation dose in healthy tissue 

during radiotherapy, and showed comparisons between proton therapy delivery 

techniques, treatment procedures, and patient conditions (e.g. age and gender) [4] [5] 

[6]. 

 System comparisons 

The secondary cancer lifetime attributable risks (LARs) was estimated according to 

simulated doses of organs, absolute risk models and excess relative risk (ERR). Monte 

Carlo simulation was used to estimate the dose during scattering and spot-scanning 

proton therapy, and 6MV Intensity-Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT). The organs 

doses were estimated during radiotherapy at spine and head locations.  The treated 

patients were simulated to be voxelised phantoms of different genders and ages. The 

risk for patients was proportional to the patient body size because small patients mean 

fewer interactions incurred by the proton beam, resulting in lower neutron dose. Most 

of the LARs’ estimated values for different body organs were found to be less than 

0.1%, but a few were found to have a value of slightly more than 1%. For example, 

thyroid cancers the LAR from 54Gy scattering proton therapy for a brain tumour of a 

four-year-old patient was found to be 1.1% [4]. However, the spot scanning presented 

the lowest risk and there was a lower risk associated with IMRT than with scattering 

proton therapy for organs close to the treatment area. Infrequently, studies have 

reported that photon therapy has an advantage over scattering proton therapy regarding 

the secondary cancers risk. For example, a comparison between scattering proton 

therapy and IMRT showed that the secondary equivalent dose at 20cm from the field 

edge of the scattering proton therapy beam was several times greater than that found 

using IMRT [2]. It was however reported nine years later in 2015 that this study was 
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“wrongly dose quantified’’ and that the comparison must be done under the same 

conditions. Therefore, it was reported that the secondary dose during scattering proton 

therapy was significantly lower than IMRT [3].  

In addition, Monte Carlo simulations confirmed that the secondary cancers risk from 

secondary neutrons produced during proton therapy, was low but not negligible. In 

contrast, the secondary cancers risk when using scattering proton therapy was 6 and 

11 times less than modulated and conventional photon therapy respectively. In 

addition, the secondary cancers risk when using scanning proton therapy was 

approximately half of those related to scattering proton therapy (i.e. 0.8% and 1.5% 

respectively) [5] [6]. The secondary cancers risk from scattering proton therapy was 

80% dominated by the external neutron source. The estimated risk from a 70Gy brain 

tumour treatment was found to be small but not negligible (i.e. <1%). Moreover, the 

risk was of more concern regarding young females and children. There are also 

concerns regarding the risks of breast cancer. In addition, leukaemia was reported as 

being the highest risk for adults [7]. 

 

 

 Estimation of secondary cancers risk from neutrons during proton 

therapy  

The secondary cancer risk is widely calculated using results found in the BEIR VII 

report introduced by the National Academy of Science Committee. This report 

reviewed the data from the after effects of the Japanese-atomic-bomb, laboratory 

studies, patients treated with radiation and populations living in high radiation 

background areas. Therefore, the excess relative risks (ERR) of several cancer types 

were estimated. The ERR is defined as [8]: 

ERR = (A/B) -1 (𝐒𝐯−𝟏) 

Where, A is exposed population cancer occurrence and B is unexposed population 

cancer occurrence. 

Example of ERR for liver cancer, thyroid cancer and leukaemia are 0.32/Sv, 0.53/Sv 

and 1.1/Sv. The probability of cancers causation (PCC) is then defined  as [8]: 

PCC = (ERR × dose)/ (1+ (dose × ERR)) (%) 
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 An MC simulation study showed the risk of developing secondary cancers to be 

within 2% of delivering a 76Gy therapeutic proton dose during scattering proton 

therapy treatment of prostate cancer. The highest secondary neutron dose was found 

to be located near the treatment target [9]. In another study, the risk was estimated for 

a 10-year-old boy to be 3.4% during the scattering proton therapy treatment of a cranial 

tumour [10]. Furthermore, it was reported that the secondary cancers risk during a 

scattering proton therapy treatment of a cranial-spinal tumour was1.2% higher than 

that of spot scanning. In addition, the risk of developing secondary cancers during the 

proton treatment of a spinal tumour in an eight-year-old female was 0.71%, 1.05% and 

0.6% for the breast, lung and rectum respectively. Moreover, the risk of developing 

secondary cancers in the lung and rectum was lower for an 11-year-old boy, at 0.32% 

and 0.43% respectively [6]. The overall risk of producing secondary cancers from the 

lung treatment using the scattering proton therapy system was found to be 11.1% and 

4.7% for a 15 year-old female and male respectively [11]. However, the overall higher 

rate of secondary cancers risk for females was significantly related to the risk of breast 

and lung secondary cancers. In addition, the neutron dose assessment of different body 

organs was significantly affected by patient size and organ location (e.g. the distance 

from the treated target). 

Thus, commonly, the risk of secondary cancers during proton therapy has been 

highlighted with the scattering proton therapy delivery technique. In addition, the risk 

of secondary cancers related to photon therapy was rarely reported to be less than that 

related to proton therapy. For example, it was reported that the secondary neutron dose 

from passive proton therapy at 20cm from the treated target was found to be several 

times higher than with IMRT [2]. 

To conclude, the risk of secondary cancers in proton therapy is low and uncertain 

because it is related to a low neutron dose. However, the probability of developing 

secondary cancers increases as the neutron dose increases. Regarding the risk of 

secondary cancers, there are arguments in favour of scattering proton therapy over 

photon radiotherapy. However, spot-scanning proton therapy treatment has the lowest 

risk of secondary cancers compared to both scattering proton radiotherapy and photon 

(IMRT and conventional) radiotherapy. In addition, the estimation of secondary 

cancers risk involves converting neutron dose to risk. Moreover, the dose distribution 

is the basis of the secondary cancers risk estimation. 
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1.4 Proton interactions with matter 

 

 Ionisation and excitation  

A proton’s interactions with electrons result in either the direct ionisation of the 

material atoms (ejection of the orbital electrons) or excitation (rising energy of the 

orbital electrons). In this kind of interaction, the path of the proton (i.e. heavy charged 

particle) through the matter remains straight, even though it interacts with electrons, 

because of the large mass difference between the two particles. The masses of a proton 

and an electron are 1.6726 x 10−27kg and 9.1085 x 10−31kg respectively [8]. 

Therefore, the maximum transferred energy to a single electron is about 0.00218 of 

the proton’s energy (4Eme mp⁄ ), where E is the proton energy and me and mp are the 

respective electron and proton masses [12].  

Thereby, the proton is slowed down along its path, and a small fraction of its energy 

is deposited in the matter. The proton’s specific ionisation increases along its path. 

The specific ionisation is the amount of ion pairs produced along the path of the 

ionisation radiation particles over the unit distance of the path [13]. The ionisation 

density increases as the proton is slowed down (i.e. there is more proton energy loss 

per matter thickness) until the maximum is reached at the end of the path, which is 

called the Bragg peak, where a significant amount of proton energy lost [8]. The 

significance of proton therapy treatment is the high proton energy deposition at the 

path end (i.e. the target volume of the proton therapy treatment). Figure 1 shows a 

Geant4 Monte Carlo simulation of the energy deposition of 60MeV proton particles 

in water as a function of their depth. 
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Figure 1: Monte Carlo simulation of the energy deposition of 60MeV proton particles in water 

as a function of their depth. 

 

 Elastic scattering  

The elastic scattering of protons occurs when protons pass near the atomic nuclei of 

the matter (both the protons and atomic nuclei have positive charges). This type of 

interaction has been utilised in designing proton therapy scattering delivery systems. 

Scattering foils are placed on the path of the narrow pencil proton beam to produce a 

wider field size proton beam [14]. Thus, by inserting a thin slab of material with a high 

atomic number, the protons are deflected from their initial straight path with a 

negligible energy loss [15] [14]. 

The energy loss of protons per material thickness (- 
dE

dx
), or material stopping power, 

is related to the material’s atomic number; for example, the proton - 
dE

dx
 in water is 

lower than in lead. The energy loss is expressed by the Bethe-Bloch formula [12]: 

- 
𝐝𝐄

𝐝𝐱
 =  

𝟒𝛑 𝐳𝟐𝐞𝟒

𝐦𝟎𝐯𝟐
NB 

B = Z  [𝐥𝐧
𝟐𝐦𝟎𝐯𝟐

𝐉
− 𝐥𝐧(𝟏 −

𝐯𝟐

𝐜𝟐) −
𝐯𝟐

𝐜𝟐] 

Where, v, ze and m0 are the velocity, charge of the charged particle and the rest mass 

of electron respectively. Z, N, J and C are the atomic number, the number of density, 
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the average ionisation and excitation of the absorber and the speed of light 

respectively. 

However, there is a wider proton scattering angle from the scattering of protons on 

materials with a high atomic number [16]. Figure 2 shows energy loss (MeV) and 

scattering angle (mRad) of 160MeV protons crossing 1g/cm2 of different elements as 

a function of material radiation length[16]. 

 

 

 Figure 2: Energy loss (MeV) and scattering angle (mRad) of 160MeV protons crossing 

1g/𝐜𝐦𝟐 of different elements, where L is the radiation length [16]. 

 

 Nuclear reactions 

Nuclear reactions occur less frequently than ionisation and excitation. In these 

reactions, the original protons are absorbed by the atomic nuclei of the matter, and 

secondary particles, such as neutrons and gamma rays, are created [14]. The 

production of secondary radiation particles (mainly neutrons) could be one of the most 

highlighted disadvantages of using proton therapy treatment (mainly in scattering 

proton therapy delivery systems), in addition to the high cost of the construction of the 
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proton therapy facility and the uncertainties regarding treatment and the proton range 

[14] [17] [18]. 

 

1.5 Neutron interactions with matter 

 

In general, neutrons interact with matter through scattering and nuclear reactions. 

Neutrons are neutral-charge, indirect-ionisation radiation particles. Usually, neutrons 

interact with materials’ nuclei and the probability of these interactions is called the 

interaction cross section—for example, the neutron absorption and scattering cross 

section [19]. The probability of the interaction per nucleus is called the neutron 

microscopic cross section. The unit of cross section is barn, which equals 10−28m2 

(area unit). Moreover, the cross section of all matter nuclei is called the macroscopic 

cross section, which is the product of the microscopic cross section multiplied by the 

number of material atoms. Furthermore, the total macroscopic cross section can be 

obtained by summation of all the macroscopic cross sections, such as the absorption 

and scattering macroscopic cross section of the material [12]. The following equations 

show the relation between the macroscopic and microscopic cross sections and the 

neutron mean free path  [12]: 

Σ = σ x n 

Σ = 𝚺𝐒𝐜𝐚𝐭𝐭𝐞𝐫𝐢𝐧𝐠 +  𝚺𝐀𝐩𝐬𝐨𝐫𝐛𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 + ⋯ 

Neutron mean free path = 1/ Σ 

Where Σ, σ and n are total macroscopic cross section, microscopic cross section and 

number of atoms of the absorber respectively.  ΣScattering and  ΣApsorbtion are the 

scattering and absorption macroscopic cross sections respectively. 

Secondary charged particles, such as electrons, protons and alphas, could be produced 

from the interactions of neutrons with the nuclei; secondary neutrons could also be 

produced.  

Usually, neutrons are classified with regard to their energies. Several terms have been 

used to classify neutrons into energy groups. For example, the terms ‘intermediate’, 

‘resonance’ and ‘slow’ are used to define neutrons’ energy ranges between thermal 
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and fast [8]. Examples of some of the terms used to classify neutrons into energy 

groups between thermal and fast energy ranges are shown in Table 1. 

  
Table 1: Examples of terms used to classify neutrons into energy groups between thermal and 

fast neutron energy ranges. 

Classification Energy range  

Thermal  0.025eV [20] 

Epithermal 0.5eV to 100keV [20] 

Slow  0.025eV to 1eV [21] 

Resonance  1eV to 100eV [21] 

Intermediate 1eV to 1MeV [21] 

Fast >1MeV [21] 

  

However, the energy ranges of some groups are intersected. In addition, the energy 

ranges of the same group (i.e. thermal or slow neutrons) are sometimes determined 

differently. For example, the neutron energy range below 0.5eV was introduced as a 

slow neutron energy range [12]. In another case, the slow neutron energy range was 

considered to be below 1eV [21]. Moreover, terms were introduced to define neutron 

subgroups within the slow energy range (i.e. under 1eV) as ‘epithermal’, ‘cold’, ‘very 

cold’ and ‘ultra-cold’. In contrast, a neutron with an energy range from 0.5eV to 

100keV was considered to be epithermal [20]. However, it is difficult to recognise 

neutron energies below 100keV; hence, they can be considered to be thermal neutrons 

[22].  

The neutron interactions with matter are divided into three categories: thermal, slow 

and fast. 

 

1.5.1 Thermal and slow neutron interactions 

 

A nuclear reaction occurs when neutrons are captured (absorbed) by the atomic nuclei, 

and secondary particles, such as protons, electrons and alphas, are released. A high 

reaction Q value (i.e. in MeV) is produced compared to the initial thermal neutron low 

kinetic energy (0.025eV).  

The scattering of slow neutrons with atomic nuclei transfers insignificant kinetic 

energy, which is difficult to measure. However, slow neutrons can be captured by the 

nuclei after they are moderated by scattering. Table 2 shows the most used materials 

to detect thermal neutrons and their properties [22] [12]. 
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 Table 2: The most used materials to detect thermal neutrons and their properties [22] 

[12]. 

Isotope Natural 

abundance 

(%) 

Reaction Cross 

section 

(barns) 

Detectable radiation 

Gd64
155  14.7 n ( Gd64

155 , gamma) Gd64
156  6.1 x 104 Gamma-ray spectrum up to 8MeV 

Gd64
157  15.7 n ( Gd64

157 , gamma) Gd64
158  2.6 x 105 Gamma-ray spectrum up to 8MeV 

B5
10  19.6 6% n ( B5

10 , alpha) Li3
 7  (ground 

state) 

94% n ( B5
10 , alpha) Li3

 7  (excited 

state) 

 

3.8 x 103 Alpha 1.78MeV 

Alpha (1.47MeV) and gamma rays 

(478keV) 

He2
 3  100 n ( H2

 3 , proton) H1
 3  5,330 Proton (0.573MeV) 

H1
 3  (0.191MeV) 

Li3
 6  7.4 n ( Li3

 6 , alpha) H1
 3  940 Alpha (2.05MeV) 

H1
 3  (2.73MeV) 

 

 

1.5.2 Fast neutron interactions 

 

Neutrons captured by atomic nuclei significantly decrease with neutron energy. More 

significantly, a scattering of fast neutrons by the atomic nuclei occurs where recoil 

nuclei are produced and neutron energy is moderated (i.e. to be thermal). The 

scattering of fast neutrons with the atomic nuclei transfers significant kinetic energy, 

particularly through collision with light nuclei, such as hydrogen and helium, where 

recoil protons are the significant secondary radiation particles produced [12]. A single 

neutron collision with hydrogen ( H1
1 ) can transfer the entire energy of the fast neutron 

to the recoil proton. The neutron energy transfer is related inversely with the nucleus 

mass number (collision with heavy nuclei transfers a low neutron energy). The 

following equation shows the maximum neutron kinetic energy that can be transferred 

to the target nuclei [12]: 

 𝐊𝐢𝐧𝐞𝐭𝐢𝐜 𝐞𝐧𝐞𝐫𝐠𝐲 𝐨𝐟 𝐫𝐞𝐜𝐨𝐢𝐥 𝐧𝐮𝐜𝐥𝐞𝐮𝐬 

𝐊𝐢𝐧𝐞𝐭𝐢𝐜 𝐞𝐧𝐞𝐫𝐠𝐲 𝐨𝐟 𝐧𝐞𝐮𝐭𝐫𝐨𝐧
 = 

𝟐𝐀

(𝟏+𝐀)𝟐
(𝟏 − 𝐜𝐨𝐬 ѳ)  

Where A is target nucleus mass / neutron mass and ѳ is the neutron scattering angle.  

The equation shows the maximum neutron energy that can be transferred at a 

scattering angle of 1800 to the proton target (i.e. hydrogen). Table 3 shows the 

maximum neutron energy that can be transferred by a single collision with some 

materials’ nuclei [12]. 
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 Table 3: The maximum neutron energy that can be transferred by a single collision with 

materials’ nuclei [12]. 

Isotope Maximum energy transfer 

H1
1  1 

H1
2  0.889 

H2
3 e 0.75 

H2
4  0.64 

C6
12  0.284 

 

 

1.6 Neutron detection and spectroscopy 

 

In general, the required neutron spectrometer has the following properties [23]: 

 Low background sensitivity. 

 Good energy resolution. 

 Wide neutron range response and high efficiency.  

Regarding the application in which neutron energy spectrum or neutron counts are 

needed, neutron detectors are categorised as counters and spectrometers. In general, 

neutron detectors are based on scattering (recoil nucleus) and neutron-induced nuclear 

reactions (neutron absorption). Based on neutrons’ interactions with matter, several 

neutron detectors have been designed. 

 

1.6.1 Thermal neutron detectors 

 
Thermal neutron detectors are based on neutron-induced nuclear reactions. The 

detection materials used always have a high thermal neutron capture cross section, as 

demonstrated previously in Table 2.  

For example, thermal neutrons captured by gadolinium result in gamma rays up to 

8MeV and internal conversion (IC) electrons with a discrete electron energy spectrum 

[24]. The discrete IC electron spectrum is shown in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3: IC electron spectrum from the gadolinium thermal neutron capture reaction [24]. 

 

Theoretically, the energy range of the IC is a discrete energy spectrum from 29keV to 

246KeV, however, experimentally some of the IC energy peaks cannot be recognised 

clearly (e.g. IC of 173keV). The IC electrons with 71keV in Figure 3 are the most 

important product of the gadolinium thermal neutron capture reaction because they 

are produced at the highest percentage (39%) of the total emitted IC electrons [12] 

[24]. Thus, the number of detected IC electrons can be utilised to determine the amount 

of thermal neutrons being captured.  

In addition, the designing of thermal neutron counters involves covering the high 

thermal neutron capture cross-section materials with an efficient fast neutron 

moderator, such as paraffin, wax or polyethylene.  

 

1.6.2 Fast neutron detection and spectroscopy  

 

Fast neutron counters and spectrometers are based on moderation and neutron-induced 

nuclear reactions. Fast neutron counters are always based on the moderation of fast 

neutrons (using fast neutron moderators) to thermal neutrons and a detection material 

of a high thermal neutron capture cross section.  

Fast neutron spectrometers are based on the following methods: 
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 Non-elastic scattering. 

 Moderation. 

 Neutron-induced nuclear reactions. 

 

1. Detectors based on non-elastic scattering  

Neutron spectrometers are widely based on a neutron non-elastic scattering reaction 

[25]. Fast neutrons with an energy range from keV to MeV can be recognised through 

non-elastic scattering (primary neutron energy and direction are changed) using low 

atomic number materials—for example, organic scintillators (liquid and plastic) and 

recoil proton telescope neutron spectrometers [26] [27]. The non-elastic scattering of 

neutrons produces detectable recoil charged nuclei. Then, fast neutrons’ energies can 

be detected through measuring the energies of the recoil charged nuclei. The most 

commonly used detection material is hydrogen ( H1
1 ). As shown in Table 3, neutrons 

can transfer their entire energy to H1
1  nuclei in one collision, regarding their near-

equivalency in neutron and H1
1  masses. 

2. Detectors based on fast neutron moderation 

A fast neutron moderating material can be utilised around the thermal neutron detector 

to make a fast neutron detector. For example, surrounding a lithium iodide (LiI) 

thermal neutron detector with different neutron moderator thicknesses is called the 

Bonner sphere spectrometer (multi-sphere) [12]. The Bonner sphere spectrometer has 

wide neutron energy response with constant efficiency. It is the only available 

spectrometer that covers a neutron energy range from thermal to GeV. However, the 

poor energy resolution and the requirement for complex spectrum unfolding codes are 

the disadvantages of this kind of spectrometer [28]. 

3. Detectors based on neutron-induced nuclear reactions  

Fast neutron spectroscopy is based on determining the energy of the secondary 

charged particles that result from fast-neutron and detection-material reactions. The 

main reactions used for fast neutron spectroscopy are n ( He2
 3 , p) H1

 3  and n ( Li3
 6 , 

alpha) H1
 3  [23] [12]. The response function of these detectors is a peak equal to the Q 

value of the reactions plus the incident neutron energy. However, less commonly, 
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other neutron spectrometers based on a nuclear reaction have been used, such as 

diamond detectors and threshold activation detectors [29] [30]. 

The n ( He2
 3 , p) H1

 3  reaction is used for neutron spectrometry with a neutron energy 

range below 5MeV—for example, H2
 3 e-proportional counters [31]. In contrast, the n 

( Li3
 6 , alpha) H1

 3  reaction is limited in neutron spectroscopy to several keV. 

  

4. Comparisons 

Table 4 shows some commercially available neutron detectors based on the previous 

three neutron detection methods.  

 
Table 4: Examples of available neutron detectors based on scattering, moderation and 

nuclear reaction methods. 

Method Detector type Detector 

Dimension    

Response 

(MeV) 

Energy 

resolution 

(%) 

Detection 

efficiency 

(%) 

Reference 

Non-elastic 

scattering 

Organic 

scintillator 

(BC501A) 

5inch×5inch Up to 135  8.5 at 

2MeV 

64 at 2MeV [32] [33] 

[34] 

Non-elastic 

scattering 

Gas-recoil 

proportional 

counter 

– keV–1MeV – <1 [12] 

Moderation Bonner sphere 

systems (LiI) 

– Thermal to 

GeV 

Poor Constant  [28] [12] 

Nuclear 

reaction 
He2

 3 -gridded 

ionisation 

chamber 

– 0.05–10 2 at 

1MeV  

0.3 at 1MeV [25] 

Nuclear 

reaction 

Diamond 

detectors 

– Up to 20 – – [29] 

 

 

Thus, it can be concluded that the optimum neutron detector for detecting secondary 

neutrons during proton irradiation is an organic scintillator detector. The reason for 

this is that it has a wide neutron energy range and a low neutron intensity. In 

addition, H2
 3 e-proportional counters are preferable for neutron spectroscopy with a 

neutron energy range below 5MeV, as they have a high energy resolution and a low 

sensitivity to gamma rays [35]. 
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1.7 Radiation dosimetry 

  

1.7.1 Absorbed dose 

 

Absorbed dose is defined as the amount of radiation energy transferred per unit mass 

of material. Two units have been introduced, the rad and the gray, to quantify the 

absorbed dose. 1 gray equals 100 rad (rad is the old absorbed dose unit), and is equal 

to 1 joule/kg. The absorbed dose can be measured directly by calorimeters; however, 

indirect absorbed dose detectors are commonly used, such as ionisation chambers and 

scintillation detectors [12].  

 

1.7.2 Equivalent dose  

 

The term ‘dose equivalent’ in International Commission on Radiological Protection 

(ICRP) Publication 26 (1977) was changed to ‘equivalent dose’ in ICRP Publication 

60 (1990). Equivalent dose describes the effectiveness of the absorbed dose on living 

tissue. Therefore, an equivalent dose (or dose equivalent) is the product of the 

absorbed dose and the radiation weighting or quality factors, as shown in the following 

relations [8]:  

 

 Dose equivalent (rem) = absorbed dose (rad) × radiation quality factor.  

 Equivalent dose (sievert) = absorbed dose (gray) × radiation weighting factor. 

 

The quality factor is a value introduced by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 

to describe the ratio of the biological damage from different radiation types to the 

biological damage from gamma rays. This quality factor was renamed by the ICRP as 

the ‘weighting factor’ [8]. ICRP Publication 60 introduced the weighting factor as a 

function of the energy transfer per unit length in water. Some quality factor values 

given by the NRC were different from those given by the ICRP. The NRC mentioned 

the quality factor values of neutrons only up to 0.5MeV, whereas the ICRP mentioned 

the weighting factor values for a wider neutron energy range. Table 5 shows the 

radiation weighting and quality factors introduced by the ICRP (Publication 92) and 
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the NRC (10 CFR Part 20). In addition, radiation weighting factors of neutrons, as 

reported in ICRP Publication 92, are shown in detail in Table 6 [8]. 

 

Table 5: Radiation weighting factors of different radiation types as reported by the ICRP and 

NRC [8]. 

Radiation type  Radiation weighting 

factor (ICRP) 

Radiation quality factor 

(NRC) 

Gamma ray  1 1 

Proton  5 10 

Alpha  20 20 

Neutron 5–20 2–11 

 

 Table 6: Radiation weighting factors of neutrons reported in ICRP Publication 92 [8]. 

Energy Radiation weighting factor 

Thermal 5 

0.01MeV 10 

0.1MeV 10 

0.1–2MeV 20 

2–20MeV 10 

>20MeV 5 

 

However, the continuous neutron energy function, which was proposed by ICRP 

Publication 92 and endorsed by the ICRP publication 103, was excepted as a better 

representation of the neutron weighting factors than the previously used step function 

[36] [37]. The main difference between the two functions was the values of the 

weighting factor for low neutron energies. Figure 4 shows the continuous and step 

neutron energy functions, introduced by ICRP (1991, 1992). 
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Figure 4: the continuous (i.e. proposed 𝐖𝐑) and step (i.e. Current discontinuous) neutron 

energy functions, introduced by ICRP (1991, 1992) [37]. 

 

Two units have been introduced, rem and sievert (Sv), to quantify the equivalent dose 

(1Sv equals 100rem, which is the old unit for the equivalent dose). It was reported that 

the higher the linear energy transfer (LET) radiation, the greater the radiobiological 

effectiveness [8]. Therefore, the radiation weighting factor was considered to be more 

for high linear energy transfer (HLET) radiation. For example, the weighting or quality 

factors of gamma-ray and alpha particles are 1 and 20 respectively. Table 7 shows the 

radiation quality factor values as a function of the radiation LET [12].  

 

 Table 7: Radiation weighting factors as a function of the LET (T) as reported in ICRP 

Publication 60 [12]. 

T (keV/µm) Radiation weighting factor 

<10 1 

10–100 0.32T – 2.2 

>100 300/√T 

 

In addition, a quantity called the ‘tissue weighting factor’ was introduced by the ICRP 

to describe the sensitivity of different human organs to radiation. This quantity serves 

to recognise the individual organic radiation dose. The product of the equivalent doses 

multiplied by the tissue weighting factors (in different organs) is called the effective 

dose. The summation of all organ tissue weighting factors is 1, where the most 
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radiation-sensitive organ was given the higher fraction. Table 8 shows examples of 

tissue weighting factors for different organs reported in ICRP Publications 60 and 26. 

 
 Table 8: Examples of tissue weighting factors for different organs as reported in ICRP 

Publications 60 and 26 [8]. 

Organ  Tissue weighting factor 

(ICRP Publication 60) 

Tissue weighting factor 

(ICRP Publication 26) 

Gonad  0.20 0.25 

Lung 0.12 0.12 

Red bone marrow 0.12 0.12 

Breast 0.05 0.15 

Thyroid 0.05 0.03 

 
 

1.8 Proton therapy delivery techniques 

 

Radiotherapy treatment was proposed to the medical field in 1946, involving high 

proton energy deposition at the target volume (i.e. the tumour) compared to low proton 

energy deposition at the entrance [13]. The first proton therapy treatment was 

conducted at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, California, USA, in 1954 [38]. 

The lateral and depth distribution of the proton beam over the target volume is 

determined by the proton therapy delivery technique. Passive (scattering) and active 

or dynamic (scanning) are two methods used to deliver the proton dose to the entirety 

of the target volume [16]. 

 

1.8.1 Proton therapy delivery technique using scatterers 

  

Generally, proton beam delivery systems using scatterers (scattering proton therapy 

systems) have the same components, but the arrangement may be different [39]. 

Depending on whether one or two scatterers are used, the scattering proton therapy is 

called either a single- or double-scattering system. The proton beam generated from 

the accelerator and entering the proton therapy room is usually a narrow pencil beam 

with a particular energy value. The proton beam, travelling through the scattering 

beam line components, is undergoing two stages. The first stage is the spreading and 

flattening of the initial narrow pencil proton beam; the second is the modulating or 

shaping of the beam to cover the target volume (lateral, distal and deep proton beam 
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distribution) [40] [15]. For example, figure 5 shows a schematic of the double-

scattering proton therapy beam line geometry at Clatterbridge Hospital [41]. 

 

 

Figure 5: The schematic of the double-scattering beam line geometry at Clatterbridge Hospital. 

collimators (1, 8 and 11), central stopper (3), scattering foils (2 and 4), range shifter (6), 

modulator wheel (7), monitor chambers (9) and nozzle (10) [41]. 

 

 
Proton beam shaping 

a. Proton beam spreading and flattening  

 

 Scatterers 

A scatterer, or scattering foil, is a disc of metal that can have different thicknesses (i.e. 

straight or step thickness) and is usually made of a high atomic number material such 

as tantalum, lead or tungsten. In addition, it can be made of a combination of two 

materials, usually with one material having a high atomic number [40]. Scatterers are 

used to spread the initial narrow field size proton beam to a useful wide field size [15]. 

Regarding the required beam field size, double scatterers are used. The first scatterer 

(straight disc) provides a Gaussian-shape proton beam distribution, whereas the 

second scatterer (step-thickness disc) provides a flat, uniform proton beam distribution 

[42] [15]. 
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b. Proton beam modulation  

 

 Modulator wheel  

The modulation of the intensity and range of the Bragg peak is called the ‘spread-out 

Bragg peak’ (SOBP). The modulation can be done by using a rotating step-thickness 

absorber wheel, which is the modulator wheel. Usually, a modulator wheel is made of 

a low atomic number material, such as poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), 

polycarbonate, or aluminium [43]. Figure 6 shows examples of the modulator wheel 

designs, whereas Figure 7 shows the SOBP. 

 

 

Figure 6: Examples of modulator wheel designs [43] [44]. 
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Figure 7: SOBP [45]. 

 

A modulator is used to distribute the proton beam deeply and to cover the target 

volume. Alternatively, the SOBP can be achieved using a ridge filter or variable proton 

beam energies with different intensities extracted from a cyclotron [45]. However, 

usually the proton beam is extracted with a fixed proton beam energy and intensity 

from the cyclotron [46] [43]. The SOBP peaks shown in figure 7 was a “cumulative 

total of six beam pulses’’. The proton energy (i.e. monoenergetic proton) was 

modulated (e.g. using modulator wheel) in depth to produce variable energies (i.e. 

multiple energies) across the entire treated target [47] .  

 

 Range compensators  

Range compensators are usually made of low atomic number and high-density 

materials to increase the ratio of proton beam absorption to scattering, such as Lucite 

[48]. Range compensators are used to shape the distal proton beam fall-off to be 

similar to the target distal surface. The shape of the compensator is specifically made 

for the particular patient being treated in terms of the treatment target’s distal shape 

[49].  
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 Apertures  

Usually, alloys or single materials are used to make the apertures—for example, lead, 

brass or Cerrobend. The aperture is used to determine the lateral profile of the proton 

beam. Therefore, it blocks the proton beam laterally, which is similar to the purpose 

of the collimator [50]. However, the shape of the aperture is patient-specific in terms 

of the treatment target’s lateral shape [49]. Figure 8 shows an example of aperture and 

range compensator designs. 

 

Figure 8: Example of aperture and range compensator designs [51]. 

 

1.8.2 Proton therapy delivery techniques using a magnet 

 

 Pencil proton therapy delivery technique 

In the pencil or the spot-scanning beam delivery technique, the initial extracted narrow 

proton beam is distributed over the entirety of the target using magnets. The magnets 

direct the proton beam from one position to another throughout the target volume. The 

shaping devices, such as scatterers, collimators and range compensators, are not used 

in spot-scanning delivery systems [52]. For, example figure 9 shows a schematic of 

the spot-scanning beam line geometry at the MD Anderson proton therapy centre [53]. 
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 Figure 9:  A schematic of the spot-scanning proton beam line geometry at the MD 

Anderson proton therapy centre [53]. 

 

 Wobbling proton therapy delivery technique 

In contrast to the scattering proton therapy system, the initial narrow pencil proton 

beam can be widened using wobble magnets. The scattering materials on the proton 

beam track are eliminated, unlike with the scattering proton therapy system [54]. 

Instead, compensators and collimators are used in the wobbling proton therapy 

delivery technique [55] [56]. Figure 10 shows a diagram of a wobbling proton delivery 

system. 

 

 Figure 10: Diagram of a wobbling proton delivery system. Wobble magnets (1 and 2), 

deflected proton beam (3), modulator wheel (4), collimator (5), and irregular target (6). 
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1.9 Neutron dose assessment during proton therapy 

 

1.9.1 Neutron production  

 

 Scattering delivery technique 

During the delivery of scattering proton therapy, in order to deliver a useful, uniform, 

flat proton beam to the target volume, the initial narrow pencil proton beam needs to 

be converted to a wide, flat and uniform proton beam profile, which is the beam-

spreading process. This is done by using high atomic number materials (scatterers). In 

addition, the proton beam needs to be modulated to cover the whole target volume. 

During proton beam spreading and modulating, the proton particles interact with the 

beam treatment head materials located in the proton beam path. Thereby, secondary 

neutrons are generated from these interactions (external neutron source). In addition, 

the interaction of the proton particles with the target volume is another source of 

secondary neutrons (internal neutron source) [57].  

The energy range of the neutrons produced was reported to be from thermal to fast, 

with a maximum energy equal to the proton therapy energy [58]. Although it has been 

agreed that the external neutron production is dominant in terms of the neutron dose, 

the dominant component (i.e. scatterer, modulation wheel, or final collimator) was 

debated [1] [6] [59]. For example, Table 9 shows an example of studies reporting the 

dominant component for the secondary neutron dose during scattering proton therapy 

treatment. 

 
Table 9: Dominant component for the neutron dose during scattering proton therapy treatment. 

Location Dominant external neutron dose Method (MC or 

measured) 

Midwest Proton Radiotherapy 

Institute [60] 

Scatterers and range modulator Measured 

Massachusetts General Hospital [61] Final collimator MC simulation 

MD Anderson Proton Therapy 

Center  [50] 

Modulation wheel and final 

collimator 

MC simulation 

MD Anderson Proton Therapy 

Center [62] 

Increased with modulation, snout 

size, proton energy, and aperture 

closure 

Measured  

Massachusetts General Hospital [63] Aperture and modulation wheel MC simulation 
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It can be concluded from Table 9 that the dominant component for the neutron dose 

during proton therapy treatment has three overall specifications, which are the 

following: 

1. The highest (or high) atomic number. 

2. The nearest (or near) to the patient’s location. 

3. The highest (or high) interception with the proton beam; for example, the neutron 

dose increased significantly (four times) from 2mSv/Gy to 8mSv/Gy without and 

with a modulator (15cm thickness) respectively [58]. In addition, the neutron dose 

increased significantly (three times) from 0.6mSv/Gy to 1.8mSv/Gy without and 

with an aperture (13cm thickness) respectively [64]. 

 

 Spot-scanning delivery technique 

The neutron production during the spot-scanning delivery technique was reported to 

be significantly low compared to the scattering delivery technique, because of the 

absence of proton beam shaping devices such as scatterers, collimators and 

compensators [52]. Therefore, the dominant neutron source was the internal neutrons 

generated inside the target volume. During spot scanning, neutrons are generated in 

the target volume, from thermal to the maximum proton energy [65]. 

In contrast, compensators and collimators are used in wobbling proton therapy 

systems. Therefore, the neutron production from the wobbling proton therapy system 

is higher compared to that of the spot-scanning proton therapy system [66] [56]. The 

neutron dose from the wobbling proton therapy system, using a multileaf collimator 

(MLC), compensator, and aperture, was reported to be four times higher than that of 

the spot-scanning proton therapy system [66].  

Thus, the neutron dose assessment during proton therapy depends strongly on the 

proton therapy delivery technique (scattering, wobbling or scanning) and the proton 

beam line configurations, as does the measurement geometry, such as the neutron dose 

measurement as a function of distance and angle [67]. Furthermore, the method used, 

such as MC simulations or a clinical neutron dose assessment, makes a difference [68] 

[69] [70].  
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1.9.2 Comparisons and discussion of the neutron dose assessment 

 

Table 10 shows the neutron equivalent dose (location1 and location2) and the effective 

dose or integral equivalent dose (if mentioned) during the use of the proton therapy 

scattering system. Two locations were chosen because most of the MC simulation and 

measured neutron dose results were obtained as a function of the distance (e.g. 

location1 and location2) from the proton therapy beam axis. In addition, other 

parameters, such as the angle to the proton beam axis, could be changed. 

 Table 10: Neutron equivalent doses at location1 and location2 (i.e. distance from the 

proton therapy beam axis) and the effective neutron or integral equivalent dose (mSv/Gy) 

during scattering proton therapy. 

Institute  Proton 

energy 

(MeV)  

Neutron 

dose 

(mSv/Gy) at 

location1 

Neutron 

dose(mSv/Gy)  

at location2 

Effective dose 

(mSv/Gy) and 

target 

Method 

(MC or 

measured) 

Massachusetts General 

Hospital [1] 

177 2–3 at 10cm 0.02 at 50cm 0.48mSv/Gy in 

Alderson–Rando 

phantom  

Measured 

(PADC or 

CR-39)  

MD Proton Treatment 

and Research Center 

[64] 

225 3.9 at 2.5cm 0.18 at 60cm – 

Anthropomorphic 

phantom 

Measured  

(SOI) 

Proton Therapy 

Center, National 

Cancer Center, 

Republic of Korea 

[71] 

– 0.17 at 

20cm 

0.086 at 50 

cm 

– 

Solid phantom 

Measured 

(CR-39) 

MD Anderson Proton 

Therapy Center [9] 

250 12 at a few 

cm 

1.9 at several 

cm 

5.5mSv/Gy in 

simulated 

Anthropomorphic 

phantom  

MC 

simulation 

(MCNPX) 

Harvard Cyclotron 

Laboratory [58] 

158 6.3 at 50cm 

and 90° 

2.3 50cm and 

0° 

– 

Simulated Lucite 

phantom  

MC 

simulation 

(MCNPX) 

 

 

It can be noted from Table 10 that, in general, the MC simulation results were higher 

than the measured results. However, the limitations of the measurements, such as using 

a realistic human-body phantom and the difficulty of measuring the neutron dose, 

could be the reasons behind the underestimation of the measurement results.  

Thereby, it was found that the amount of MC simulation studies to assess neutron dose 

during proton therapy was higher than that of practical measurements. The reasons for 

this are likely to be the following: 

 The difficulty of neutron detection in a high gamma-ray background. 
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 The difficulty and complexity of constructing realistic human-body phantoms 

[72].  

 Most of the measured neutron doses were obtained in terms of the distance 

from the proton therapy beam axis. The MC simulations give better neutron 

dose distribution results for body organs [72]. 

 The dose distribution, or localised dose, is the basis of the risk estimation from 

radiation induced secondary cancers [72]. 

In addition, the neutron dose strongly depends on the proton therapy beam 

configurations, and the distance from, and angle to, the proton beam target or proton 

beam axis. Neutron dose assessment during scattering proton therapy is at the 

maximum in these conditions: 

 At the closest points to the primary proton beam. 

 With more blocked proton therapy beam configurations. 

 With more proton therapy energy. 

For example, the neutron dose was assessed for paediatric and adult patients during 

brain tumour proton therapy. It was found that the neutron doses to the different body 

organs strongly depended on the patient’s age and organ location (body size and 

distance from the central proton beam), and the proton beam configurations (field size, 

proton energy and beam modulation). The neutron dose increased with proton energy 

and range modulation. In contrast, it decreased with distance and field size [72]. 

It has been reported that proton therapy delivers a smaller secondary radiation dose 

compared to photon therapy [73] [71]. In addition, the neutron dose during spot-

scanning proton therapy is significantly smaller than that during scattering proton 

therapy (i.e. less than a tenth at 10cm from the spot-scanning proton therapy beam axis 

[52]) [16] [1] [74] [75] [2]. This is a result of the elimination of the proton beam 

blocking devices (i.e. scatterers, the modulation wheel, and compensators).  

Therefore, the distance from the proton beam axis and the proton energy are the only 

factors that affect the neutron dose assessment during spot-scanning proton therapy. 

Table 11 shows the neutron doses (location1 and location2) and the effective dose or 

equivalent dose (if mentioned) during the spot-scanning proton therapy treatment.  
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 Table 11: Neutron equivalent dose (location1), neutron dose (location2), and the effective 

neutron or equivalent dose (mSv/Gy) during spot-scanning proton therapy treatment. 

Institute  Proton 

energy 

(MeV)  

Neutron dose 

(mSv/Gy) at 

location1 

Neutron 

dose 

(mSv/Gy)  

at location2 

Effective dose or 

integral equivalent 

dose(mSv/Gy) and the 

target 

Method 

(MC or 

measured) 

Paul Scherrer Institut 

(PSI) [1] 

177 2–3 (below 

10cm) 

>0.001 

(over 

50cm) 

Effective dose was 

0.35mSv/Gy in 

Alderson–Rando 

phantom 

Measured 

(PADC) 

Westdeutsches 

Protonentherapiezentrum 

Essen [76] 

226 – – Equivalent dose was 

0.38mSv/Gy at  
polystyrene phantom 

surface 

Measured 

(TLD-700 

and TLD-

500) 

Paul Scherrer Institut 

[52] 

177 3.6 (10cm at 

120°) 

 

0.9 (10cm 

at 0°) 

 

Equivalent dose was 

2mSv/Gy in water 

phantom 

MC 

simulation 

(FLUKA) 

Samsung Medical 

Center, Korea [66] 

230  

 SSPT 

 SSPT* 

 WPT 

– Equivalent doses were 

 0.492mSv/Gy 

 0.351mSv/Gy 

 3.13mSv/Gy 

In water phantom 

MC 

simulation 

(MCNPX) 

 

 SSPT is spot-scanning proton therapy without MLC and aperture. 

 SSPT* is spot-scanning proton therapy with MLC and aperture. 

 WPT is wobbling proton therapy with MLC, compensator, and aperture. 

 

It can be recognised from Tables 10 and 11 that, in general, the integral neutron dose 

during proton therapy was reported to be below 1% of the prescribed proton dose 

(below 10mS/Gy). In addition, the neutron dose during spot-scanning proton therapy 

is significantly lower than that during scattering proton therapy.  

In addition, the amount of measurements and MC simulations performed to assess the 

neutron dose during spot-scanning proton therapy was significantly smaller than the 

results obtained from scattering proton therapy. The reasons for this could be the 

following: 

 The difference in the start time and the widespread usage between the 

scattering and spot-scanning proton therapy systems.  

 The current MC simulation and measured results show that the internal neutron 

dose is significantly lower than the external neutron dose during proton 

therapy. Therefore, the neutron dose from spot-scanning proton therapy 

(internal neutron dose only) is significantly smaller than that from scattering 

proton therapy (both external and internal neutron doses) [52]. Thereby, the 
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neutron dose was considered to be negligible during spot-scanning proton 

therapy [1] [6] [59] [77] [78].  

 The difficultly of in vivo measurements (i.e. the absence of more realistic 

human-body phantoms). In addition, the difficulty in neutron dose 

measurement in a mixed neutron-gamma radiation field. 

However, the neutron dose to healthy tissue near the target could be the same for both 

spot-scanning and scattering proton therapy. The neutron dose at a few centimetres 

(<5cm) from the target during spot-scanning proton therapy was reported to be 

comparable to the dose from scattering proton therapy [1]. The reason for this was 

that, near the treatment target, the dominant source of neutrons was the internal 

neutrons generated inside the target volume. However, it was reported that 92.3% of 

the absorbed dose—at 2.5cm from the target of the pencil beam during scanning 

proton therapy—was due to scattered protons, and using patient-specific apertures 

reduced the dose to a tenth [79]. In addition, it was reported that the contribution of 

the internal neutrons was more than 40%, near to the treatment target [9]. Figure 11 

shows the measured results of the neutron dose per proton treatment dose from spot-

scanning proton therapy, scattering proton therapy, and IMRT as a function of the 

distance from the proton therapy and the photon therapy beam axes[1]. 
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Figure 11: Neutron dose per treatment dose from active and passive proton therapy and photon 

IMRT as a function of the distance from the proton therapy and the photon therapy beam axes 

The two vertical dotted lines indicate the target borders [1]. 

 

Figure 11 confirms that the neutron dose at a few centimetres (<5cm) from the 

treatment target for both spot-scanning and scattering proton therapy is approximately 

the same. In addition, the neuron dose from Varian IMRT was low compared to that 

produced by the proton therapy delivery systems (i.e.  PSI and MGH). The IMRT 

neutron dose decreased exponentially from 0.2mSv/Gy (i.e. 200µSv/Gy) to 

0.01mSv/Gy (i.e. 10µSv/Gy), which corresponded to the attenuation at 20cm from the 

target border at the detector. Then it appeared to be steady. The reason for this is due 

to the neutron dosimeter used, which was PADC (allyl diglycol carbonate). Using a 

PADC dosimeter and Cf 252 neutron source, the lowest detectable neutron dose was 

reported to be 153µSv. Therefore, it cannot reliably measure dose lower than this value 

[80]. 

The internal neutron dose is unavoidable, whereas the external neutron dose can be 

minimised—for example, through using an effective neutron moderator (shield) 

around the dominant component of neutron production in the proton therapy treatment 

head (i.e. around the brass collimator [81]). 
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Chapter 2. Prototype neutron detector designs 
 

2.1 Introduction and overview 

 

Based on neutron energy and its interactions with matter, several detectors have been 

designed. Thermal neutron detectors are designed to detect the charged particles 

produced by thermal neutron capture reactions [82]. Fast neutron counters are based 

on fast neutron moderation and detecting the charged particles produced by thermal 

neutron capture reactions. Fast neutron spectrometers are designed to detect the 

charged particles produced by nuclear reactions and fast neutron scattering, such as 

H-3 filled proportional counters and organic liquid scintillator (OLS) detectors 

respectively [35] [83]. Therefore, in order to design a neutron detector, the main 

questions are: 

1. What is the required energy response of the neutron detector? 

2. What is the required neutron detector efficiency and energy resolution? 

3. What is the ability of the detection material to distinguish between different 

radiation types? 

Regarding the first and second questions, during proton therapy, the neutron energy 

spectrum was found to be within an energy range of thermal to the maximum proton 

therapy energy possible [84]. Therefore, the required detector energy response varied 

according to different proton therapy facilities. The estimated secondary neutron 

spectrum energy range in the proton therapy room at Clatterbridge Hospital is from 

thermal to 60MeV. The detector efficiency and energy resolution are determined by 

the detection material, the type and energy range of radiation, and the detector design 

[12]. 

Regarding the third question, the proton therapy environment was found to be a mixed 

radiation field that contained significant amounts of neutrons and gamma rays [64] 

[85]. Therefore, the detection material should have an excellent ability to distinguish 

between these radiation types. Thus, the neutron detector in a proton therapy room 

should have the ability to show details of a full neutron energy spectrum in a mixed 

radiation field.  
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In order to design a neutron detector that is efficient enough to detect secondary 

neutrons and to show the secondary neutron energy spectrum during the mixed 

radiation field of the proton therapy environment, the following aspects were 

considered. 

Firstly, the physical and clinical criteria for a neutron detector in a proton therapy room 

were noted. The physical criteria are the required neutron detector properties that relate 

to the detection material and devices, whereas the clinical criteria are the required 

neutron detector properties relating to the proton therapy facility. 

Physically, organic scintillators can be liquid or plastic (pure or loaded). The ability to 

distinguish between different radiation particles with an OLS is superior as compared 

to an organic plastic scintillator [86]. Moreover, loading the OLS with high cross 

sections of thermal neutron capture material allows the detection of thermal neutrons 

[87]. Thus, one of the commercially available loaded OLSs will be selected to be the 

detection material for this study. The prototype neutron detector design was examined 

through four stages, which were the first, second, third and fourth designs.  

The first, second and third prototype detector designs were constructed based on a 

gadolinium-loaded OLS (EJ-331) and a 9939B EMI photomultiplier tube (PMT). In 

the first, second and third designs, only the cell of the detection material was changed 

(Teflon 9cm x 20cm, glass 5.3cm x 5cm, and white plastic 5.3cm x 5cm respectively), 

while the instruments—oscilloscope, MCA, shaping amplifier, cables and PMT—

remained the same.  

Secondly, in order to validate the fourth prototype detector design, an MC simulation 

was used as a guideline when constructing the neutron detector. The MC simulation 

was used to validate the design of the radiation detector, to plan experiments and to 

analyse the simulated data [88] [89] [90] [91]. 

Thirdly, the fourth prototype detector design was constructed based on EJ-331 and a 

9305KB PMT. The liquid container was cylindrical, measuring 10cm x 10cm in 

diameter and length, and the inside walls were painted with an adhesive light reflector 

(EJ-520). Then, the detector was tested and calibrated.  

Finally, the design of the fourth prototype detector was judged to have met the physical 

and clinical criteria, and was considered to be efficient in detecting neutrons and 
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gamma rays in the proton therapy room. In addition, it can be used in other mixed 

neutron and gamma radiation fields. 

 

2.2 Aim and objectives 

 

The neutron detector was designed taking into account the physical and clinical criteria 

for a neutron detector to be used in a proton therapy room. Even though, commercially, 

an adequate neutron detector could be found, the selection of detector size and specific 

detection material, in addition to keeping the cost low, would be difficult. Moreover, 

the preparation of the detection material, in terms of dissolved oxygen elimination, 

and the specific selection of a scintillation light reflector would need to be done 

carefully. The aim was to build an efficient neutron detector to be used in a proton 

therapy room, particularly to be used in in the proton therapy room at Clatterbridge 

Hospital.  

The objectives of building four prototype neutron detectors will be discussed under 

the following subject’s titles: 

 First prototype neutron detector design. 

 Second prototype neutron detector design. 

 Third prototype neutron detector design. 

 Fourth prototype neutron detector design. 
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2.3 Criteria for a neutron detector in a proton therapy room 

 

2.3.1 Physical requirements 

 

1. Detection material and scintillation efficiency 

Neutron detectors that are to be used in a proton therapy room are designed taking into 

account their ability to distinguish secondary neutrons from gamma rays, and to detect 

neutrons with an energy range from thermal to the maximum proton therapy energy. 

In general, OLS detectors are the most popular detection materials used for neutron 

detection and spectroscopy [34]. An OLS can detect neutrons with a wide energy range 

(from keV to MeV) without surrounding the detector with neutron-moderating 

materials, such as paraffin or polyethylene [25]. It is superior in PSD (i.e. neutron and 

gamma pulses can be easily differentiated) [92]. In addition to fast neutron detection, 

thermal neutron detection can be provided by loading the OLS (up to 1.5% by weight) 

with materials of a high thermal neutron capture cross section, such as gadolinium, 

lithium and boron. This type of OLS is called a loaded OLS, such as the EJ-331, NE-

323 and BC-521 [12]. 

The properties required by a loaded OLS to perform as an optimum neutron detection 

material are [12]: 

 Must have adequate neutron detection efficiency with a wide energy range 

response (from thermal to fast neutrons).  

 Must have excellent light transparency and fast scintillation light lifetime. This 

is to prevent self-absorption of light and delay in the output signals. 

 Must have a refractive index that is near to the refractive index of the glass, 

which is 1.5. This is important to prevent loss of scintillation light due to the 

different refractive indexes of the materials. 

 Must have adequate scintillation efficiency (>50% of anthracene light output) 

with high linearity (light photons/MeV). 
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A. OLS scintillation efficiency  

Most of the deposited radiation energy in organic scintillators is converted into non-

radioactive forms, mainly into heat and lattice vibrations. The amount of light photons 

produced per unit of deposited radiation energy is called the scintillation efficiency 

(light photons/MeV). The amount of light photons produced is based on the type and 

energy of the incident radiation particles [12]. For example, the number of scintillation 

photons produced from neutron interaction (i.e. recoil protons) is several times lower 

than that produced by gamma-ray interaction (i.e. recoil electrons) [12]. OLS 

scintillation efficiency is commonly described as a fraction of anthracene scintillation 

efficiency (~15,200 light photons/deposited MeV [93]), which has the highest 

scintillation light yield among all organic scintillator detectors [12].  

 

Thus, the detection material used as the active volume of the neutron detector should 

produce sufficient scintillation light to recognise the incident radiation particles (i.e. 

by using a PMT. Table 12 shows the scintillation efficiencies of some commercially 

available loaded OLS detection materials, which are commonly within the range of 65 

to 68% of anthracene scintillation efficiency. 

 

Table 12: Scintillation efficiencies of some commercially available loaded OLS detectors. 

Loaded OLS Scintillation efficiency 

Gadolinium-loaded OLS (EJ-331, BC-512 and NE-323) 68% of anthracene 

Boron-loaded OLS (EJ-339, BC-523A and NE-321A) 65% of anthracene 

 

B. Detection efficiency  

Detection efficiency is classified into two categories: absolute and intrinsic. The 

absolute detection efficiency is the number of recorded radiation particles over the 

total number of source-emitted radiation particles, whereas intrinsic detection 

efficiency is defined as the number of recorded radiation particles over the number of 

incident particles on the detector.  

Intrinsic detection efficiency is much more suitable to be measured, as it does not 

depend on measurement geometry. The intrinsic detection efficiency of the neutron 
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detector was determined by the type and energy of the incident radiation particles, and 

by the detection material’s type and volume [12]. 

In a proton therapy room, thermal neutrons, fast neutrons, gamma rays and heavy 

charged particles are produced from interactions between the primary protons and 

heavy materials within the treatment head (scattering proton therapy systems) [94]. 

Thermal neutrons, fast neutrons and gamma rays are significant types of radiation that 

could reach the detector’s active volume. However, the contribution of fast neutrons 

to the total secondary radiation dose was found to be approximately 90% [95]. A 

secondary neutron dose during proton therapy is the only concern in terms of the 

additional, unwanted radiation to healthy tissue [2] [72]. Therefore, fast neutron 

detection efficiency is an important criterion for a neutron detector.  

Detection materials with low mass are the most convenient materials to use as neutron 

detection materials, such as OLS detectors. These materials have excellent neutron 

detection efficiency, as well as low gamma-ray detection efficiency.  

In a proton therapy room, the secondary neutron energy spectrum is different for 

different proton beam facilities with regard to the maximum proton therapy energy 

[58] [96]. Thus, the selected OLS volume should be able to detect the maximum 

secondary neutron energy. However, larger OLS dimensions would significantly 

increase detection efficiency. For example, the calculated detection efficiency of EJ-

331 exposed to 60MeV neutron energy improved from (18±1) % to (33±1.4) % by 

increasing the OLS length from 5cm to 10cm. Figure 12 shows neutron detection 

efficiency as a function of detection material thickness for 60MeV neutrons.  In 

addition, figure 13 shows hydrogen and carbon total neutron cross sections, up to 

20MeV (i.e. ENDF data) [97]. 
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Figure 12: Calculated neutron detection efficiency as a function of detector thickness for 60MeV 

neutrons.  

 

 

 

Figure 13: Hydrogen and carbon total neutron cross sections, up to 20MeV (ENDF data) [97]. 
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C. Detector energy resolution  

Energy resolution is defined as the full width at half maximum (FWHM) over the 

centre value of the energy peak (peak centroid). It reflects the ability of radiation 

detectors to separate close energy peaks.  

The energy resolution of the scintillation detectors (i.e. pulse height resolution) is a 

result of the fluctuation of the scintillation photons over the radiation energy peak. 

This fluctuation is determined by three parameters related to the detector’s design and 

detection material. The first parameter is the variation in the scintillation photon 

production per deposited radiation energy (photons/MeV). The second parameter is 

the probability that the scintillation photons reach the light-to-electron convertors (i.e. 

the photocathode of the PMTs or the silicon diodes). The third parameter is the 

variation in the amount of photoelectrons emitted from the light-to-electron convertor 

(i.e. the photocathode of the PMT) [53]. The first parameter is based on the natural 

characteristics of the detection material, while the second and third parameters are 

related to detector design (i.e. light reflector) and the light-to-electron convertor’s 

properties respectively. Thus, the energy resolution of the scintillation detector is a 

result of the overall specifications of the detection system. 

The energy resolution of inorganic scintillators, for instance caesium iodide (CsI) and 

sodium iodide (NaI), was found to be within 3% to 10% at Cs137 photopeak energy 

(i.e. 662keV), while it was 16% to 20% for organic scintillators at Cs137 Compton 

edge energy (i.e. 477keV) [99] [12] [100] [101] [33].  

 

D. OLS pulse shape discrimination  

According to the mixed radiation field of proton therapy, the neutron detector should 

have the ability to distinguish between radiation particles. The difference between 

neutron and gamma-ray pulse shapes produced by the OLS can be analysed by an 

efficient PSD method. PSD was applied extensively using two popular methods: the 

charge comparison PSD method and the rise time PSD method. The PSD methods 

using the OLS will be covered in detail in Chapter 3. 
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E. Dissolved oxygen elimination 

The reported experimental and theoretical results showed that dissolved oxygen in the 

OLS increased light absorption (by decreasing light attenuation length), and decreased 

the scintillation light yield by approximately 30% and altered the scintillation signal’s 

shape [102] [103] [104]. This makes the PSD inefficient for discriminating gamma 

rays from neutrons [105] [106]. Thus, releasing dissolved oxygen from the OLS is an 

important requirement for a neutron detector. Figure 14 shows the oxygen releasing 

factor (𝑓𝑄), which is the ratio of the light yield from an OLS containing oxygen to an 

OLS oxygen-free sample as a function of the nitrogen gas bubbling time of the OLS 

containing oxygen [107].  

 

 

Figure 14: 𝒇𝑸 as a function of nitrogen gas bubbling time of an OLS containing oxygen [107]. 
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2. The detector’s container and light reflector 

The volume of the detection material required to detect the secondary neutron range, 

varying from thermal to maximum energy, depends on the proton therapy’s maximum 

energy. For example, 5cm for a liquid scintillator (NE-213) is the minimum detection 

length required to detect neutron energy up to 60MeV and gamma-ray energy up to 

10MeV [100].  

The light reflector could be a diffuse light reflector or a specular light reflector. Diffuse 

light reflectors are preferable, as the light reflection angle is nearly independent of the 

light incident angle. Therefore, there is a higher probability that the light will reach 

the PMT surface as compared to specular light reflectors [12]. 

3. Photomultiplier tube 

A PMT is a device that converts light (i.e. visible, infrared and ultraviolet) into 

electrical signals. It is part of the neutron detector and has to be chosen carefully. With 

regard to a neutron detector in a proton therapy room, the selected PMT should have 

the following properties: 

1. The photocathode’s maximum quantum efficiency—which is the amount of 

electrons produced from the photocathode per incident scintillation photon—

should approximately match the maximum wavelength emission of the 

scintillation material.  

2. The secondary neutron dose during proton therapy is expected to be 

significantly low, based on the researchers’ reports. The neutron dose was 

found to be less than 0.05% of the prescribed proton therapy dose [64] [71] 

[108]. Therefore, good photocathode sensitivity would be suitable for this 

application. However, high photocathode sensitivity should not lead to a high 

dark current (thermionic noise) [109]. Thermionic noise is the electrical signals 

produced by electrons ejected from the photocathode of the PMT in the 

absence of scintillation light [110]. In addition, high dark current is a 

significant problem when it occurs alongside low radiation intensity, such as 

secondary neutron intensity during proton therapy. Therefore, high dark 

current PMTs are clearly unsuitable to be used with neutron detectors in a 

proton therapy room. 
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3. The diameters of the PMT and the detection material container should be 

approximately the same. This is to increase the probability of the scintillation 

light being incident on the PMT glass window. 
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2.3.2 Clinical requirements 

  

1. Radiation environment of a proton therapy room 

The proton therapy room has a mixed radiation environment. It contains scattered 

protons, secondary neutrons, gamma rays, electrons and heavy ions. However, 

neutrons and gamma rays are the significant secondary radiation that reaches a neutron 

detector. Thus, the neutron detector should have the ability to recognise the difference 

between these two radiation types. 

 

2. Neutron production and energy 

Neutron production during proton therapy is the number of neutrons produced per 

prescribed protons (i.e. prescribed therapy dose). During the proton therapy, the 

secondary neutron sources were classified into external and internal sources. The 

external neutron source is the neutron generator outside the patient’s body, while the 

internal source is the opposite (i.e. the neutrons generated inside the treated target). 

There are two proton therapy treatment methods. Scattering and spot-scanning were 

the two methods used to deliver the proton dose to the entirety of the target volume. 

In the spot-scanning method, the internal secondary neutron production is dominant, 

whereas, in the scattering method, the external neutron source is the dominant.  

In the scattering proton therapy system, the measured neutron dose was found to be 

significantly varied at different proton therapy facilities and with different 

measurement conditions [11]. This was due to: 

 The proton beam energy. 

 The prescribed proton therapy dose. 

 The treatment field size. 

 The treatment head geometry. 

 The measurement geometry. 

The neutron production was found to decrease as the treatment field size increased, 

where more primary protons were blocked by the beam line aperture [111]. 

Furthermore, it was confirmed, experimentally and using the MC simulation method, 
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that the secondary neutron dose decreases with increased distance from the proton 

therapy beam axis [64] [112]. 

Thus, the estimated secondary neutron energy range in the proton therapy room at 

Clatterbridge Hospital is from thermal to 60MeV. In addition, the measurement 

conditions, such as the treatment field size and the prescribed proton therapy dose, 

should be considered.  

 

3. Accessibility and movability 

The ability to locate and move the neutron detector within the proton therapy treatment 

room, especially to be by the patient’s side, is a significant advantage of the neutron 

detector design. Moreover, it is more practical to use a compact and lightweight 

neutron detector that has fewer supporting devices. 

 

4. MC simulation and measurement validation  

Comparison of the in-field measurements with the MC simulations was mainly made 

to validate the obtained neutron spectrum (or dose) [58] [66]. In addition, the 

validation of the in-field measured neutron dose can be done by comparing the results 

from two neutron detectors [113].  
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2.3.3 Summary 

 

Table 13 shows a summary of the required criteria for a neutron detector in a proton 

therapy room.  

 
Table 13: Summary of the required criteria for a neutron detector in a proton therapy room. 

Criteria  Requirements  

Optimum detection material  Loaded OLS. 

Loaded OLS scintillation 

efficiency  

65–68% of anthracene. 

Detector’s detection efficiency  Efficient at detecting neutrons from thermal to 60MeV. 

Typical detector’s energy 

resolution  

16–20% at the Cs137 Compton edge position. 

PSD  Loaded OLS has an excellent ability to distinguish between 

different radiation particles.  

Light reflector A loaded OLS container should be provided with a specular or 

adhesive light reflector.  

Releasing dissolved oxygen Purging the loaded OLS with inert gas. 

PMT  To be matched with the loaded OLS scintillation light wavelength 

at high PMT quantum efficiency and low dark current.  

Accessibility and movability Compact, lightweight and as few supporting devices as possible. 

Results validation  MC simulation and measurement comparisons. 
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2.4 Neutron detectors based on an OLS 

 

An OLS is a hydrocarbon (hydrogen and carbon) compound [114]. Interactions 

between neutrons and the OLS molecules are through scattering and nuclear reactions 

[115]. In addition, Compton electrons are produced by interactions between gamma 

rays and OLS molecules. However, due to the low atomic numbers of hydrocarbons, 

photoelectric absorption is insignificant [116]. An OLS yields a different scintillation 

signal shape for gamma rays and neutrons. OLS detectors are extensively used in both 

neutron and gamma-ray detection and spectroscopy; however, the neutron detection 

efficiency is significantly higher than the gamma-ray detection efficiency [117] [118].  

Neutron (indirect ionisation radiation particle) spectroscopy can be achieved through 

the detection of secondary charged particles produced from the interactions between 

neutrons and OLS molecules. Firstly, recoil nuclei (charged particles) result from the 

scattering of fast neutrons on hydrogen and carbon nuclei. Scattering on hydrogen 

nuclei potentially transfers full neutron energy, while scattering on carbon nuclei 

transfers 28.4% of the neutron energy at the maximum [12]. Therefore, materials that 

contain a high percentage of light nuclei, such as hydrogen and deuterium, are the 

most efficient fast neutron detection materials [12] [119]. Secondly, charged particles 

are released from the nuclear reactions of fast neutrons and carbon nuclei. In addition, 

gamma rays are produced from hydrogen thermal neutron capture, which has a cross 

section of 0.329 barns [120] [121]. 

Thermal neutron detection using OLS detectors is often based on fast neutron 

moderation thermal neutron capture. The detection of thermal neutrons can be 

performed through the detection of secondary charged particles released from the 

thermal neutron capture reaction (i.e. conversion electrons and alpha particles). In 

addition, hydrogen thermal neutron capture significantly produces gamma rays with 

an average energy of 2.223MeV [122]. Loaded OLS detectors are used widely in 

neutrino detection, in addition to neutron and gamma-ray detection and spectroscopy 

[123] [124].  

Fast neutron spectroscopy using an OLS is based on scattering and nuclear 

interactions. Neutron detectors based on scattering are widely used and are the most 

popular approach. Using an OLS, fast neutrons are detected through collisions of the 

neutrons with hydrogen and carbon nuclei. This produces recoil nuclei that can be 
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detected directly [125]. In addition, the interactions of fast neutrons of energy (more 

than 8MeV) with carbon nuclei produce charged particles, which can be detected [25]. 

The majority of the detectors used for both thermal and fast neutron detection and 

spectroscopy are boron-loaded OLS, lithium-loaded OLS and gadolinium-loaded OLS 

detectors. On the one hand, these detectors can be compared with regard to fast neutron 

detection efficiency; the only difference is the effectiveness of the applied PSD 

method, which can separate neutrons from gamma rays. On the other hand, thermal 

neutron detection efficiency varies according to boron, lithium and gadolinium 

properties. Thermal neutrons are detected through the secondary charged particles 

released from boron, lithium and gadolinium thermal neutron capture reactions. These 

reactions  are shown at the following [12] [126] [24]: 

Thermal neutron + B5
10  → {  

  ground Li3
 7 + alpha  Qvalue (2.792MeV)

excited Li3
 7 + alpha  Qvalue (2.31MeV)

 

The percentages of the B5
10  thermal neutron capture reaction are 94% and 6% of the 

excited and ground states respectively. In addition, excited Li3
 7  emits 478keV gamma 

rays. The boron thermal neutron capture cross section is 3,840 barns. The abundance 

of the B5
10  isotope in natural boron is 19.8%. 

Thermal neutron + Li3
6  → H1

3  + alpha Qvalue (4.78MeV) 

The cross section of the Li3
6  thermal neutron capture is 940 barns. The abundance of 

the Li3
6  isotope in natural lithium is 7.4%. 

Loading the OLS with gadolinium, which has the highest thermal neutron capture 

cross-section isotope ( Gd64
157 ), offers the detection of thermal neutrons through 

secondary charged particles that result from the interaction. Natural gadolinium, which 

is used in loading the scintillator material, has seven isotopes: Gd64
152  (0.2%), Gd64

154  

(2.15%), Gd64
155  (14.73%), Gd64

156  (20.4%), Gd64
157  (15.6%), Gd64

158  (24.8%) and Gd64
160  

(21.90%) [127]. Gd64
157  is the highest thermal neutron capture cross section (255,000 

barns) and the Gd64
156  thermal neutron capture cross section is 60,800 barns. The 

thermal neutron cross sections of other isotopes are insignificant [128]. Electrons 

(conversion electrons) and gamma rays are produced from the following interactions 

[24]: 
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Thermal neutron + Gd64
157  → Gd64

158  + conversion electrons + gamma rays  

Qvalue (7.9MeV)  

Thermal neutron + Gd64
155  → Gd64

156  + conversion electrons + gamma rays 

Qvalue (8.5MeV) 

Gadolinium-loaded OLSs have been developed for neutron spectrometry. They have 

the ability to distinguish between different radiation types, have excellent detection 

characteristics and have wide neutron energy range responses [129] [130]. The de-

excitation of excited Gd64
158  produces 3.288 gamma rays with an average energy of 

2.394MeV and a discrete electron spectrum (from 29keV to 246keV), with the highest 

yield of 26.8% at 71keV [131] [24]. Thus, counting gamma rays or electrons at the 

previous energies can be utilised to estimate the counts of thermal neutrons captured 

[132]. 

 

To conclude, a gadolinium-loaded OLS was selected to be the detection material. This 

selection was due to its high neutron detection efficiency with wide range energy 

response, and the ability to distinguish between neutrons and gamma rays. 

 

2.5 Materials and methods 

 

2.5.1 EJ-331 gadolinium-loaded OLS 

The detection material used in all the experiments was the gadolinium-loaded OLS 

(EJ-331), which is produced by Eljen Technology. EJ-331 produces a flash of light in 

the wavelength of visible light (424nm) when exposed to radiation. The scintillation 

efficiency (light output/DE) of the gadolinium-loaded OLS is 68% of anthracene. This 

material is equivalent to NE-323 and BC-521 detection materials. The properties of 

EJ-331 and BC-521 are shown in Table 14. 
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Table 14: The properties of EJ-331 and BC-521 [130] [133]. 

Properties 

 

EJ-331 BC-521 

Gadolinium content 0.5%, w/w 0.5%, w/w 

Specific gravity (g/cc) 0.90 0.89 

Light output of anthracene 68% 68% 

Wavelength of maximum emission 424nm 424nm 

Bulk light attenuation length >4m >4m 

Refractive index 1.50 1.50 

Flash point 44°C (111°F) 44°C (111°F) 

No of H atoms per cm3 5.27x1022 5.25x1022 

No of C atoms per cm3 4x1022 4x1022 

H:C ratio 1.32 1.314 

 

The table shows the properties of two commercially available gadolinium-loaded 

liquid scintillators. The properties are similar, while the differences (for example, the 

H:C ratio and specific gravity) are insignificant. 

The EJ-331 was considered to be convenient for neutron spectroscopy in the mixed 

radiation field of the proton therapy room for the following reasons:  

1. It has good scintillation efficiency, which is 10,400 (photons/MeV). 

2. It has good detection efficiency for a wide neutron energy range (from thermal 

to fast neutrons).  

3. It has an excellent ability to distinguish between different radiation particles. 

 

2.5.2 Radiation sources 

Gamma-ray sources were used: 

a. To test the performance of the four prototype neutron detectors. 

b. To compare the obtained spectra using an MCA and an oscilloscope. 

c. To compare the obtained  Cs137 spectrum with extracted data from the 

Cs137 spectrum provided by Eljen Technology (i.e. the reference  Cs137 

spectrum). Eljen Technology obtained the reference  Cs137 spectrum 
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using an EJ-301 liquid scintillator, which has equivalent properties to 

the NE-213 liquid scintillator [134]. 

d. To calibrate the energy range of the fourth prototype neutron detector 

and to define its energy resolution. 

Table 15 shows the gamma-ray sources that were used in the experiments. 

 
Table 15: Gamma-ray sources used in the experiments. 

Source Type Half-life Energy peak 

(MeV) 

Compton edge 

(MeV) 

Activity (kBq) 

Cs137 Gamma emitter 30 years 0.662 0.477 180 

Co60 Gamma emitter 5.27 years 1.17 and 1.33 0.96 and 1.12 6.22  

  

 

2.5.3 OLS detectors’ energy range calibration using gamma-ray 

sources 

The interactions of the gamma rays with matter are via: 

 Photoelectric absorption.  

 Pair production. 

 Compton scattering. 

Compton scattering is the dominant interaction, while photoelectric absorption and 

pair production (i.e. with gamma-ray energy >10MeV) are insignificant in terms of 

low atomic number materials, such as the OLS [135]. Figure 15 shows gamma-ray 

cross sections of OLS (e.g. EJ-331).  
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Figure 15: Photon cross sections of C9H12 (i.e. EJ-331) [136]. 

 

Figure 15 was obtained using data from the National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST) website [136] . The plot shows that the Compton scattering cross 

section of EJ-331 detection material at 0.662keV (i.e.  Cs137 full energy peak) is 

approximately 1.5 × 104 more than the photoelectric absorption cross section. 

 Compton scattering electrons are produced in an energy range of zero to Compton 

edge energy, based on the scattering angle of the incident gamma ray, which is from 

0º to 180°. The maximum gamma-ray energy transfer occurs at a 180° gamma-ray 

scattering angle (backscattering gamma rays) in terms of the following equation [12]: 

 

𝐆𝐚𝐦𝐦𝐚𝐄′ =  
𝐆𝐚𝐦𝐦𝐚𝐄

𝟏+ 
𝐆𝐚𝐦𝐦𝐚𝐄

𝟎.𝟓𝟏𝟏
 (𝟏−𝐜𝐨𝐬 𝛉)

 

Here, GammaE is the energy of the incident gamma ray, GammaE′ is the energy of 

the scattered gamma ray, and θ is the gamma-ray scattering angle.  

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwi666ifiqvMAhVNF8AKHRuIAdoQFggcMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nist.gov%2F&usg=AFQjCNHDr2hK4iSbBWNRBUpEAC29fOPNwA&bvm=bv.120551593,d.ZGg
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwi666ifiqvMAhVNF8AKHRuIAdoQFggcMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nist.gov%2F&usg=AFQjCNHDr2hK4iSbBWNRBUpEAC29fOPNwA&bvm=bv.120551593,d.ZGg
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The energy calibration of the OLS detectors using the gamma-ray source is done using 

the Compton edge of the gamma-ray spectrum. The Compton edge energy can be 

calculated with the following equation [116]:  

 
Compton edge (MeV) =  𝟐 × (𝐆𝐚𝐦𝐦𝐚𝐄)𝟐 (𝐎. 𝟓𝟏 𝟏 +  (𝟐 × 𝐆𝐚𝐦𝐦𝐚𝐄))⁄   

 
However, when using the gamma-ray source to calibrate OLS detectors, the Compton 

edge cannot be observed directly in the gamma-ray spectrum shape. In general, the 

Compton edge is located between the position of the spectrum peak and the position 

of the half peak height [138]. Figure 16 shows an OLS detector’s typical gamma-ray 

spectrum (i.e. DE spectrum) and a sketch of the ideal gamma-ray spectrum [138]. 

 

 

Figure 16: Typical gamma-ray spectrum of an OLS detector and sketch of the ideal gamma-ray 

spectrum [138]. 

 
Practically, the Compton edge position on the gamma-ray spectrum is recognised 

using two methods [101]. The first is the MC simulations and the second is the γ − γ 

coincidence method.  

Using the MC simulation, the position of the Compton edge is identified by comparing 

the measured gamma-ray spectrum with the simulated DE spectrum. Figure 17 shows 

the measured gamma-ray spectrum as compared to the simulated DE spectrum [101]. 
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Figure 17: BC-537 liquid scintillator gamma-ray spectrum as compared to the simulated DE 

spectrum in order to find the Compton edge position, where 𝐋𝐂 is the Compton edge position, 

𝐋𝐦𝐚𝐱 is the spectrum peak position, and 𝐋𝟏/𝟐 is the half peak height position [101]. 

 

To use the γ − γ coincidence method, gamma-ray sources with high energies and 

intensities are needed [101]. It was reported that two OLS detectors were used (BC-

501A OLS detectors): the first was exposed to the gamma-ray source, while the second 

was exposed to both the gamma-ray source and the backscattered gamma rays [33]. 

Figure 18 shows the γ − γ coincidence method scheme from a literature review [33]. 
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Figure 18: 𝛄 − 𝛄 coincidence method scheme [33]. 

 

The single channel analyser of the monitor detector was adjusted to measure over a 

narrow energy range, whereas the analyser for the detector being tested was adjusted 

to measure over a wide energy range. The monitor detector recorded the electrons 

produced by backscattered gamma rays, whereas the detector being tested recorded 

electrons with energies from Compton scattering. By applying the coincidence 

technique, the detector being tested was recording signals that coincided with the 

chosen signal from the monitor detector (i.e. backscattered gamma rays signals). 

Therefore, the Compton edge position was determined from the recorded coincident 
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spectrum [33]. Figure 19 shows the gamma-ray energy spectrum with and without  

coincident and the coincident gamma-ray spectrum [33]. 

 

Figure 19: Gamma-ray energy spectrum and coincident spectrum. The Gaussian fitting of the 

coincident spectrum represents the detector energy resolution [33]. 

 

The difference in the Compton edge position and the spectrum peak position is 

relevant in terms of the OLS detector energy resolution (pulse height resolution) [139] 

[138]. This can be clearly recognised from Figure 16. The ratio of Compton edge 

counts to spectrum peak counts reflects the detector energy resolution. Theoretically, 

at a maximum ratio (where the ratio is 1.00), the Compton edge and spectrum peak 

positions are superimposed. Thus, the higher ratio means a sharper spectrum peak and, 

therefore, a higher detector energy resolution. For example, when using BC-501A 

OLS detectors, the ratio of Compton edge counts to spectrum peak counts was found 

to be 0.90±0.05 [33]. In another study, the ratio was considered to be 0.76±0.04 [101]. 

Thus, the first study introduced an OLS detector with a higher energy resolution than 

the second. 

Using the MC simulation, identifying the Compton edge position to calibrate the 

detector energy range and evaluate the detector energy resolution was done for the 

final neutron detector design (i.e. the fourth prototype neutron detector). Whereas, for 

the first, second and third prototype neutron detector designs, the energy range 

calibration is not important. However, improvement in energy resolution in the first, 
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second and third prototype neutron detectors was traced using spectrum peak FWHM 

comparisons [140] [141]. In addition, the results were compared with the reference 

 Cs137 spectrum. Figure 20 shows data extracted from the reference  Cs137 spectrum 

and the FWHM of the spectrum peak Gaussian distribution, which is 60 channels.  

 

 

Figure 20: Data extracted from the reference  𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 spectrum and the Gaussian fitting of the 

spectrum peak. 

 

In addition, the extracted data of the  Cs137 reference spectrum was plotted over the 

extracted data of the  Cs137 spectrum using a BC-501A OLS detector with an energy 

resolution of  16% at  Cs137 Compton edge energy [33]. Figure 21 shows the plots of 

the two extracted  Cs137 spectra. 
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Figure 21: Extracted data of  𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 from the reference spectrum and extracted data of the 𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 

spectrum obtained using a BC-501A OLS detector [33]. 

 
The plots reveal that the energy resolutions of the  Cs137 reference spectrum and the 

BC-501A OLS detector are comparable, which is 16% at  Cs137 Compton edge. 

Therefore, the 60-channel FWHM is equivalent to the energy resolution of 

approximately 16% at  Cs137 Compton edge energy. 

 

2.4.1 MCA, shaping amplifier and oscilloscope 

 
The MCA was an ORTEC Aspec-927. The oscilloscope was a PicoScope 3000 Series 

with 1GS/s sampling, 200MHz bandwidth and 8-bit resolution. The shaping amplifier 

was a 921 made in Canberra. 

The MCA was used to obtain  Cs137 spectrum. This was done in order to compare the 

results from the MCA, the literature review and the oscilloscope.  

The oscilloscope was movable, low weight and compact. It was ideal for in-field 

applications. It was used to record the output signals of the PMT. 
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The shaping amplifier modifies the scintillation pulse to be a semi-Gaussian shape (the 

PMT output is the exponential shape pulse) with regard to the shaping time constant 

used (the pulse width can be from 3µs to 70µs). This gives the required energy 

resolution in the spectroscopy [142]. Therefore, the shaping amplifier was used with 

the MCA.  

 

2.4.2 Photomultiplier tubes 

 

Firstly, The PMT used in the first, second and third prototype neutron detector designs 

was made by Thorn, with the serial number 9939B EMI [143]. The PMT glass window 

diameter was 5.1cm and was made of borosilicate glass. The PMT properties were 

equivalent to the properties of a standard PMT used with visible light emission 

scintillation materials, such as EJ-331 and BC-521 (gadolinium-loaded OLSs).  

 Firstly, the PMT spectral response curve covers the wavelength of the visible 

light emitted by the gadolinium-loaded OLS, which is 424nm. 

 Secondly, the PMT quantum efficiency, which is the number of electrons 

emitted from the PMT photocathode per the number of incident light photons, 

is 28%. Most PMTs’ quantum efficiencies are between 20% and 30% [12].  

 

Secondly, the PMT used in the design of the fourth prototype neutron detector was 

made by ET Enterprises, with the serial number 9305KB [144]. The PMT glass 

window diameter was 7.5cm and made of borosilicate glass. The PMT was placed 

inside an aluminium housing in order for it to be light-tight. The properties of the 

9305KB and 9939B PMTs are shown in Table 16. 
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Table 16: Properties of the 9305KB and 9939B PMTs [144] [143]. 

Properties 9305KB PMT 9939B PMT 

Weight 130g 150g 

Active diameter 78mm 5.1mm 

Maximum quantum efficiency  30% 28% 

Applications Scintillation spectroscopy High-energy physics  

Single electron rise time  3ns – 

Single electron FWHM  4ns – 

Multi-electron FWHM 15ns 4.5ns 

Multi-electron rise time  7.5ns 3ns 

Dark current at 20ºC 500s−1 800s−1 

 

The maximum quantum efficiencies of the 9305KB and 9939B PMTs at the EJ-331’s 

emission light wavelength (424nm) are the same, which is 27.5%. Figure 22 shows 

the extracted data from the 9305KB and 9939B PMTs’ quantum efficiency curves 

plotted on the extracted data from the emission light wavelength spectrum of the EJ-

331 liquid scintillator [130] [144] [143]. 

 

 

Figure 22: Extracted data from the 9305KB and 9939B PMTs’ quantum efficiency curves 

plotted on the extracted data from the emission light wavelength spectrum of the EJ-331 [143] 

[144] [130]. 
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2.6 Performance testing of the equipment 

 

The objectives of these experiments were to make sure that the instruments were 

working correctly and were ready to be used in the following steps. The instruments 

used during the experiments were the MCA, coaxial cables, the shaping amplifier and 

the 9939B PMT.  

Firstly, the MCA, the cables and the shaping amplifier were tested using a high-purity 

germanium (HPGe) detector. Cs137 was obtained and its shape was typical according 

to the literature review [64]. Figures 23 and 24 show the Cs137 spectrum obtained 

using the HPGe detector and the spectrum from the literature review (i.e. using an 

HPGe detector ) [145]. 

 

 

Figure 23: The 𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 spectrum obtained using an HPGe detector. 
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Figure 24: The 𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 spectrum obtained using an HPGe detector from the literature review 

[145]. 

 

Secondly, the PMT was tested using a CsI crystal that was coupled directly to the PMT 

glass window. In order to remove the air gap between the CsI crystal and the PMT, 

light, transparent grease was used. The obtained Cs137 spectrum was typical to that of 

the literature review; the spectra are shown respectively in Figures 25 and 26 [65].  
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Figure 25: The obtained 𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 spectrum using a CsI crystal and the PMT. 

 

 

Figure 26: The 𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 spectrum obtained using a CsI detector from the literature review [65]. 

 
Thus, it has been confirmed that the instruments were working correctly and were 

ready to be used during the experiments in the subsequent steps of the research. 
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2.7 Experimental setup of the first and second prototype neutron 

detectors  

 

These experiments were conducted using the first and second prototype neutron 

detectors, the MCA, the shaping amplifier and the MAESTRO program for Windows 

on a laptop. Figure 27 shows the experimental setup scheme for the first and second 

prototype neutron detectors. The applied voltage was fixed at 1,600V and the radiation 

source (Cs137) was attached directly to the bottom of the detector cell. 

 

Figure 27: Experimental setup schemes for the first and second prototype neutron detectors. 

 

 

2.8 First prototype neutron detector design  

 

2.8.1 Objectives 

 

The main objective of the first prototype neutron detector design was to find the 

response of the detection material (EJ-331) to the gamma-ray source (Cs137 ). Testing 

the performance of the first neutron detector design included scintillation light 

collection and obtaining the energy spectrum of the  Cs137  radiation source. 

 

2.8.2 Design  

 

The PMT was coupled directly to the liquid scintillator (EJ-331) to minimise the light 

loss that occurs in indirect coupling. The detector cell was cylindrical (9cm x 20cm), 

made of Teflon, and had an open side in order to insert and couple the PMT directly 

to the liquid scintillator.  
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Teflon has a high resistance to strong chemical solvent materials, such as OLSs. In 

addition, light reflectivity, which depends on the angle of the scattered light photons 

from the Teflon walls, was found to be between 47% and 66% [147]. Therefore, Teflon 

was considered suitable for use as an OLS container.  

At this stage of the research, the detection material (EJ-331) was under examination 

to recognise its response to the gamma-ray source. The size of the Teflon cell was the 

largest cell size among the four prototype neutron detector designs. The large size was 

chosen to increase the detection efficiency as much as was achievable. Detection 

efficiency is directly proportional to detection material volume [148]. The gamma-ray 

detection efficiency of the first prototype neutron detector was approximately 55%, 

which was calculated at  Cs137 energy (662keV) from the following equation [12]: 

 

Ɛ 𝐠𝐚𝐦𝐦𝐚 = 1-𝐞−µ 𝐱     

 

Here, Ɛ gamma is the gamma-ray detection efficiency, x is the EJ-331 thickness, and µ 

is the gamma linear attenuation coefficient. 

However, self-light-absorption should be considered with a large scintillator volume. 

The scintillation light that lost per scintillator length can be calculated from the 

following equation [149]: 

𝐬′

𝐬𝟎
=  𝐞

−𝐱
𝚲⁄  

 
Here, s0 is the primary generated scintillation light amount, s′ is the scintillation light 

amount that reaches x length of the scintillator, and Λ is the light attenuation length at 

a certain light wavelength (nm).  

Regarding the first prototype neutron detector, the light attenuation at a 424nm 

wavelength (i.e. EJ-331 scintillation light wavelength) was approximately 7.8m [150]. 

Therefore, the maximum light absorption (as the scintillation emission occurred at 

10cm away from the PMT glass window) was 1.27%, which is insignificant. 
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The detector (the cell and the PMT) was placed inside a black, cylindrical pipe to 

ensure it was light-tight and was then connected to the shaping amplifier and the MCA. 

Figure 28 shows a diagram of the first prototype neutron detector design. 

 

Figure 28: The first prototype neutron detector design. 

  

2.8.3 Results and discussion 

 
The first prototype neutron detector was exposed to the  Cs137  radiation source and 

the energy spectrum was displayed and stored on a laptop using the MAESTRO 

program for Windows. Figure 29 shows the  Cs137 energy spectrum obtained from the 

first prototype neutron detector design. 
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Figure 29: The 𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕  energy spectrum obtained from the first neutron detector design. 

 

The obtained  Cs137 spectrum was found to be different from the reference Cs137 

spectrum. The obtained spectrum was found to have a broadened peak due to the loss 

of scintillation light (low detector energy resolution). Figure 30 shows the problem of 

the scintillation light loss that occurred in the first prototype neutron detector design.  

 

Figure 30: The diameter of the cell in the first neutron detector design was not matched with the 

PMT’s diameter. This caused the loss of scintillation light. 
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The detector cell’s diameter (9cm) was much larger than the PMT’s diameter (5cm). 

This led to the loss of some of the scintillation light, which did not reflect onto the 

PMT glass window. In addition, scintillation light was lost due to the difference in 

refractive index between the air and the EJ-331 liquid scintillator. Therefore, the 

detector energy resolution was degraded and the  Cs137  spectrum peak appeared to be 

broadening. Thus, at this stage, matching the cell and PMT diameters was considered 

an important detector design feature.  

 

2.9 Second prototype neutron detector design 

 

2.9.1 Objectives 

 

The main objective of the second neutron detector design was to improve the detector 

energy resolution (i.e. scintillation light collection). The energy resolution is 

significantly related to the scintillation light collection and signal processing system 

(i.e. the detector cell design and the PMT properties) [151] [12]. Therefore, the energy 

resolution reflects the performance of the OLS detector system. The typical OLS 

detector’s Compton edge energy resolution (FWHM/peak centroid) was found to be 

16–20% at  Cs137  Compton edge energy. However, the improvement in energy 

resolution when progressing through the first, second and third prototype neutron 

detector designs will be evaluated using the FWHM of the spectrum peaks [140] [141]. 

The improvement in energy resolution will be compared to the FWHM of the  Cs137 

reference spectrum, which was 60 channels. 

 

2.9.2 Design  

 

The detector cell was 5.3cm x 5cm, made of light, transparent glass, and had an open 

side in order to insert and couple the PMT directly to the liquid scintillator. Moreover, 

the inside cell walls were covered with aluminium foil, which was chosen to act as a 

light reflector. The detector was placed inside a black, cylindrical pipe to ensure it was 

light-tight and was then connected to the shaping amplifier and the MCA. Figure 31 

shows the second prototype neutron detector design. 
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Figure 31: The second neutron detector design. 

 

2.9.3 Results and discussion 

 

The second prototype neutron detector was exposed to the  Cs137  radiation source and 

the energy spectrum was displayed and stored on a laptop using the MAESTRO 

program for Windows. Figure 32 shows the  Cs137  energy spectrum obtained from the 

second prototype neutron detector design. 
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Figure 32:  𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕  energy spectrum obtained from the second neutron detector design. 

 

In the second neutron detector design, loss of the scintillation light was avoided by 

using a cell with a 5.3cm diameter, which matched the PMT’s diameter (5.2cm). The 

inner wall of the cell was covered with aluminium foil to act as a light reflector. Figure 

33 shows the improvement achieved through using the second prototype neutron 

detector design as opposed to using the first detector design. 
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Figure 33: A comparison of the first and second prototype neutron detector designs: 

the 𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 spectrum obtained using the first and second designs (upper plot); the energy 

resolution of the first neutron detector design (middle plot); and the energy resolution of the 

second neutron detector design (lower plot). 
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The improvement in energy resolution in the second neutron detector design was 50% 

as compared to the first neutron detector design. However, the improvement of the 

detector energy resolution was not adequate, as the FWHM of the spectrum peak was 

100 channels, while the  Cs137 reference spectrum was 60 channels.  

In the second design, the main problem was the light reflector, which was aluminium 

foil. The aluminium foil was not completely smooth, because it was manually mounted 

onto the cell’s inner walls. Therefore, a significant amount of scintillation light was 

not reflected onto the PMT glass window and this degraded the detector energy 

resolution. At this stage, two design considerations were recognised to be significant: 

 The scintillation light reflector. 

 The matching of the PMT and cell diameters. 

 

2.10 Third prototype neutron detector design 

 

2.10.1 Objectives  

 

1 Finding a suitable scintillation light reflector.  

2 Obtaining the Cs137 energy spectrum using an MCA.  

3 Obtaining the Cs137 energy spectrum using an oscilloscope.  

 

The first objective was to improve the detector energy resolution to make it 

comparable to the Cs137 reference spectrum’s FWHM.  

The second objective was to obtain the Cs137 spectrum using an MCA and to compare 

it with the reference  Cs137 spectrum to confirm the improvement achieved in the third 

prototype neutron detector design. 

The third objective was to make sure that the spectrum could be obtained using an 

oscilloscope. This was to confirm that the two procedures (using an MCA and using 

an oscilloscope) would give the same results. If so, using an oscilloscope to obtain the 

secondary neutron spectrum during the proton irradiation in the proton therapy room 

at Clatterbridge Hospital would be confirmed as having been done correctly. 
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2.10.2 Design  

 

The diameters of the PMT and the detector cell were 5.2cm and 5.3cm respectively. 

The detector cell was cylindrical, 5.3cm x 5cm, and made of white plastic with an 

open side to insert and couple the PMT directly to the liquid scintillator. The white 

inner wall of the cell was considered to be a light reflector and it was tested as being 

dissolve resistant when used in the OLS. The light reflector performance in this design 

was expected to be much better than the first and the second prototype neutron detector 

designs. 

The detector cell and the PMT were placed inside a black, cylindrical pipe to ensure 

that it was light-tight. Figure 34 shows the third prototype neutron detector design.  

 

 

Figure 34: The third neutron detector design. 

 

 

2.10.3 Experimental setup of the third prototype neutron detector 

 

The experiments were conducted using two setups. In the first setup, the prototype 

neutron detector was connected to the MCA through a shaping amplifier. The MCA 
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output was displayed and stored using the MAESTRO program for Windows on a 

laptop. In the second setup, the detector was directly connected to the oscilloscope and 

the oscilloscope output was recorded and displayed using PicoScope software for 

Windows on a laptop. Thus,  Cs137 spectrum was obtained in two different procedures.  

Figure 35 shows the experimental setup schemes of the third prototype neutron 

detector. In all the setups, the applied voltage was fixed at 1,600V and the radiation 

source was attached directly to the bottom of the detector cell.  

 

 

Figure 35: The experimental setup schemes of the third prototype neutron detector. 

 

2.10.4 Results and discussion 

 

 The first setup 

In the first setup, the prototype neutron detector was exposed to the  𝑪𝒔𝟏𝟑𝟕  radiation 

source. The energy spectrum was displayed and stored using the MAESTRO program 

for Windows on a laptop.  
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Results 

 
Figure 36 shows the  Cs137  energy spectrum obtained in the first setup from the third 

prototype neutron detector design. 

 

 

Figure 36:  𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕  energy spectrum obtained in the first setup from the third neutron detector 

design. 

 

The improvement of the Cs137  spectrum shape was visibly recognised when obtained 

using the third detector design. The detector energy resolution was significantly 

improved as compared to the first and second prototype neutron detector designs. This 

will be confirmed by comparing the spectrum obtained to the reference  Cs137 

spectrum. 

 

 The second setup 

 

In the second setup, the prototype neutron detector was exposed to the  Cs137  radiation 

source. After this, the signals (i.e. the output of the PMT) were displayed and stored 

using PicoScope software on a laptop. Using the MATLAB program,  Cs137  signal 

amplitudes were measured and the energy spectrum was obtained from the pulse 

amplitudes histogram. 
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Result 

 
Firstly, the Cs137 spectrum was obtained from the second setup using the oscilloscope 

and was then compared with the spectrum obtained using the MCA. Figure 37 shows 

the Cs137 spectrum obtained using the oscilloscope compared with that obtained using 

the MCA.  

 

Figure 37:  𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 spectrum obtained using the oscilloscope as compared to the 𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 spectrum 

obtained using the MCA. 

 

Figure 37 confirms that the two procedures (using the MCA and using the 

oscilloscope) give the same results. Therefore, an oscilloscope can be used to obtain 

the secondary neutron spectrum during the proton irradiation in the proton therapy 

room at Clatterbridge Hospital. The main purpose of using an oscilloscope is to 

analyse the collected signals and to apply a suitable PSD method.  
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 Comparison of the three 𝑪𝒔𝟏𝟑𝟕  spectra 

 

The  Cs137 spectrum obtained from the first, second and third prototype neutron 

detector designs are shown in Figure 38. In addition, the first, second and third 

prototype neutron detector energy resolutions are shown in Figure 39. 

 

Figure 38: The  𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 spectrum obtained from the first, second and third prototype neutron 

detector designs. 
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Figure 39: The first (upper plot), second (middle plot) and third (lower plot) prototype neutron 

detector energy resolutions. 
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The energy resolution (FWHM of the spectrum peak) of the second design was 

improved by 50% as compared to the first design. The improvement was 

approximately double in the third detector design, which was 80 channels, as 

compared to the first detector energy resolution. 

 

 Comparison between the results of the third detector and the reference 

spectrum 

 

Figure 40 shows the obtained Cs137 spectrum plotted over the extracted data from the 

reference  Cs137 spectrum. 

 

 

Figure 40: The 𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 spectrum plotted over the extracted data from the reference  𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 

spectrum (i.e. the Eljen Technology detector). 

 

Figure 40 shows that the obtained Cs137 spectrum has a broadened peak as compared 

to the  Cs137 reference spectrum. The energy resolutions of the obtained  Cs137 

spectrum, using the third prototype neutron detector, and the Cs137 reference spectrum 

were 80 and 60 channels respectively. Thus, the energy resolution was 25% inferior 

compared to the Cs137 reference spectrum.  
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The broadened spectrum peak of the obtained Cs137 spectrum was due to the leakage 

of scintillation light through the white plastic cell walls, which were not 100% opaque. 

This was avoided in the fourth prototype neutron detector design.  

 

2.11 Summary 

 

The properties of the gadolinium-loaded OLS made it superior in terms of neutron 

detection for a wide range of neutron energy. It was therefore used in designing the 

prototype neutron detectors. The neutron detector design for such detection material 

and application was strongly affected by certain features that should be taken into 

consideration, such the geometry of the liquid scintillator container and the type of 

light reflector. 

Compton scattering is the dominant interaction, where photoelectric absorption and 

pair production are insignificant with low atomic number materials such as an OLS. 

The energy calibration of the OLS detectors using gamma-ray energies is done using 

the Compton edges of the gamma-ray spectrum. Practically, the Compton edge 

position of the gamma-ray spectrum is recognised using two methods. The first is the 

MC simulation and the second is the γ − γ coincidence method.  

 

The OLS detector energy resolution is evaluated using the FWHM of the Compton 

edges and the spectrum peak Gaussian distribution. The typical OLS detector’s 

Compton edge energy resolution (FWHM/peak centroid) was found to be 16–20% at 

the  Cs137  Compton edge energy. 

 

At this stage, three prototype neutron detectors had been designed. The detection 

material was selected to be a gadolinium-loaded OLS (EJ-331).  

In the first, second and third designs of the prototype neutron detector, only the cell of 

the detection material was changed (Teflon 9cm x 20cm, glass 5.3cm x 5cm, and white 

plastic 5.3cm x 5cm), while the instruments (the MCA, shaping amplifier, cables, 

PMT and oscilloscope) remained the same.  

The comparison of the obtained Cs137 spectrum to the Cs137 reference spectrum was 

to evaluate the improvement achieved among the first, second and third prototype 
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neutron detector designs and to confirm that the detectors were working appropriately. 

In addition, a comparison was made between using an MCA and using an oscilloscope 

to confirm that the two procedures would give the same results. This is to confirm that 

using the oscilloscope would be appropriate for measurement taking during the proton 

irradiation in the proton therapy room at Clatterbridge Hospital. 

In the first prototype neutron detector design, the Cs137 spectrum was found to have a 

broadened spectrum peak due to the loss of scintillation light. The detector cell 

diameter (9cm) was much larger than the PMT diameter (5cm). In addition, 

scintillation light was lost due to the difference in refractive index between the air and 

the EJ-331 liquid scintillator. This degraded the energy resolution. 

In the second prototype neutron detector design, the loss of scintillation light was 

avoided by using a cell with a 5.3cm diameter that matched the PMT diameter of 

5.2cm. However, the improvement in the energy resolution was not adequate due to 

the light reflector, which was aluminium foil that had been mounted onto the cell wall 

manually.  

In the third prototype neutron detector design, the detector cell was cylindrical (5.3cm 

x 5cm) and made of white plastic. The white inner wall of the cell was considered to 

be a light reflector. The detector energy resolution significantly improved as compared 

to the first and second prototype neutron detector designs.  

The energy resolution of the second design was improved by 50% as compared to the 

first design. The improvement was approximately double in the third detector design, 

which was inferior by 25% to the Cs137 reference spectrum. 

 

2.12 Conclusion 

 

The first, second and third prototype neutron detectors were judged to have not met 

the physical and clinical criteria of a neutron detector to be used in a proton therapy 

room. The improvement for the energy resolution did not achieve the optimum, which 

is approximately 16% at  Cs137 Compton edge energy. 
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Therefore, the target improvement for the energy resolution of the fourth prototype 

neutron detector will be 25% higher than the resolution achieved using the third 

prototype neutron detector. In addition, MC simulations will be used as an additional 

criterion to validate the fourth prototype detector design before the detector’s 

construction. 
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2.13 Fourth prototype neutron detector design validation using an 

MC simulation program 

 

Geant4 is an MC simulation toolkit that was written in the C++ programing language. 

It simulates and tracks the travel of particles through different materials. The toolkit 

includes a variety of physics, geometry, generators and user action models. In order to 

simplify Geant4, a few MC simulation toolkits were developed—for example, 

GAMOS, GATE and TOPAS [152] [153]. In addition to the simplicity of using 

GAMOS—where user action commands were used to describe, for example, physics, 

geometry and detector properties—three major medical applications were included 

[154] [155]: 

 

1. Nuclear medicine.  

2. Compton camera. 

3. Radiotherapy. 

Monte Carlo simulation programs (i.e. Geant4.9.5.p02 and GAMOS.4.0.0) were 

installed and run on Ubuntu 64-bit operating system (i.e. Linux operating system) 

in VMware Player for windows. Using the MC simulation program, GAMOS.4.0.0, 

and Geant4 codes, the fourth prototype neutron detector was validated with regard to 

the following aspects: 

1. Detection material. 

2. Container volume and light reflector. 

3. Scintillation light and PMT. 

4. DE and scintillation spectra. 

  

2.13.1 MC simulations of DE spectrum 

 

Geant4 was only used to simulate the fourth prototype neutron detector geometry, 

whereas GAMOS.4.0.0 was used to apply the required physics models, to simulate the 

radiation generators, to track secondary radiation particles, and to obtain energy 

histograms. An OLS was considered to be the optimum neutron detection material. 

Thus, three commercially available OLS detectors were compared. The three different 

types of OLS detectors (based on detection materials) were pure, boron-loaded and 
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gadolinium-loaded. These three materials were selected because they were regularly 

used for neutron detection. Table 17 shows the properties of the three simulated 

detection materials, which were a pure OLS (EJ-309), a gadolinium-loaded OLS (EJ-

331) and a boron-loaded OLS (EJ-339) [156] [130] [157]. 

  
Table 17: Three OLS detectors simulated using GAMOS.4.0.0[156] [130] [157]. 

Properties EJ-309 EJ-331 EJ-339 

Loaded – Gd 0.5%, w/w B 0.95%, w/w 

Density (g/cc) 0.959 0.90 0.92 

Light output (photons/MeV) 11,500/MeV 10,400/MeV 10,000/MeV 

Refractive index 1.57 1.50 1.415 

H:C ratio 1.25 1.32 1.73 

Wavelength of maximum emission 424nm 424nm 425nm 

Bulk light attenuation length >1m >4m – 

 

The following GAMOS.4.0.0 physics lists were used: 

 GmEMPhysics, which is an electromagnetic radiation physics list. 

 GmEMExtendedPhysics, which is an electromagnetic radiation extended 

physics list. 

 QGSP_BIC_HP, which is a neutron physics list. 

 Opticalphoton, which is an optical photons physics list. 

After this, the radiation generators (neutron and gamma-ray sources) were chosen to 

be Cs137 and Am– Be, and the detection material was chosen to be EJ-331, EJ-339 and 

EJ-309 respectively. At this stage, the detector’s sensitive volume was selected to be 

the detection material (10cm diameter x 10cm height, cylindrical shape). GAMOS 

data analysis was used to select the data output file format (i.e. CSV, text or root file) 

and to obtain energy histograms. Figures 41 and 42 show the simulated DE spectrum 

of Cs137 (i.e. from gamma rays) and Am– Be (i.e. from neutrons) obtained from the 

three scintillator MC simulations.  
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Figure 41: Simulated 𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 gamma-ray DE spectrum from the three scintillator MC 

simulations. 

 

 

Figure 42: Simulated 𝐀𝐦– 𝐁𝐞 neutron DE spectrum from the three scintillator MC simulations. 

 

The plots of the simulated Cs137 DE spectra show that the three detection materials 

(EJ-331, EJ-339 and EJ-309) have the same response to the gamma-ray source. 
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However, the difference in the DEs of the three materials is due to the difference in 

their respective densities. On the other hand, the simulated Am– Be neutron DE 

spectrum of EJ-331 and EJ-309 show a difference of approximately <6% due to the 

difference between their H:C ratios. However, the fast neutron DE in EJ-339 appears 

to be higher than in EJ-331 and EJ-309 at high neutron energies due to EJ-339’s H:C 

ratio, which is approximately 20% higher than the ratios of EJ-331 and EJ-309. 

 

2.13.2 MC simulations of scintillation spectrum 

 

The detection material properties (i.e. scintillation efficiency, refractive index and 

scintillation absorption length) and the detector container’s specifications (i.e. shape, 

dimensions and light reflector) were added in the neutron detector geometry file. 

Furthermore, the scintillation process was activated using the opticalphoton physics 

list. Figure 43 shows the geometry image of the simulated neutron detector, the 

radiation generator and the scintillation light.  

 

Figure 43: The geometry image of the simulated neutron detector, radiation generator and the 

scintillation light. 
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The container was cylindrical in shape (10cm diameter x 10cm height), with a glass 

window (95% light transparency and 1.5 refractive index) that was to be coupled to 

the PMT. The container was made of aluminium with a wall thickness of 3mm. The 

PMT was simulated to be cylindrical in shape with the same diameter as the 

scintillator. The PMT was glass and was attached to the side of the container. The 

coupling material (i.e. light guide) and the elimination of dissolved oxygen (i.e. 

nitrogen bubbling) were not considered. However, light loss regarding the use of the 

light guide (i.e. Perspex) and the dissolved oxygen effect (i.e. conducting nitrogen 

bubbling) were considered to be 8% and 2% respectively [158] [107]. Then, the 

detector was exposed to Cs137 and Am– Be simulated sources respectively. The 

scintillation light photons, incident on the PMT, were scored and energy histograms 

were obtained. Figures 44 and 45 show the scintillation spectra of Cs137 and Am– Be 

as obtained from the three scintillator MC simulations. 

 

 

Figure 44: Simulated 𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 gamma-ray scintillation energy spectrum from the three scintillator 

MC simulations. 

 

According to the plot, the simulated Cs137 gamma-ray scintillation spectra show that 

the three detection materials (EJ-331, EJ-339 and EJ-309) have a similar response to 

the gamma-ray source. There is an approximately ±5% count difference in the 

scintillation efficiencies of the three materials. 
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Figure 45: Simulated 𝐀𝐦– 𝐁𝐞 neutron scintillation energy spectrum from the three scintillator 

MC simulations. 

 
According to the plot, the simulated Am– Be neutron scintillation spectrum achieved 

with the EJ-331 and EJ-309 detection materials are similar. Whereas, EJ-339 is 

relatively better at detecting high-range neutron energy. 

 

2.13.3 MC simulations of thermal neutron scintillation spectrum 

 
The simulated neutron detector was exposed to 0.025eV thermal neutrons. Then, the 

thermal neutron scintillation spectra from EJ-331 and EJ-339 were obtained and are 

shown in Figure 46.  
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Figure 46: Thermal neutron spectra from EJ-331 and EJ-339 detection materials. 

 

The plot shows that EJ-331 produced a continuous gamma-ray spectrum, which is 

related to the gamma rays released from the gadolinium and hydrogen thermal neutron 

capture reactions. The spectrum contains some gamma-ray Compton edges. The 

highest Compton edge count is around 2.15MeV (mainly from the de-excitation of 

excited Gd64
 158 , which produces 3.288 gamma rays with an average energy of 

2.394MeV). On the other hand, EJ-339’s thermal neutron capture scintillation 

spectrum has two overlapping peaks, which are related to the alpha particles released 

from the boron thermal neutron capture reaction. The two peaks’ energy distributions 

were around 2.4MeV. 

Thermal neutron detection was found to be good with both EJ-331 and EJ-339. 

Nevertheless, in field measurements, applying PSD is required to separate fast and 

thermal neutron events from a high gamma-ray background.  

Geant4 has the ability to simulate neutron and gamma-ray PSD [89]. In Geant4, the 

scintillation yield ratio (fast components/slow components), which forms the pulse 

shape of gamma-ray and neutron events, is written regarding the type of radiation 

particles (i.e. neutrons and gamma rays) and the well-known properties of the 

detection material. For example, EJ-331 produces scintillation light with different 
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scintillation yield ratios when it is exposed to gamma rays or neutrons. Therefore, PSD 

can be simulated to recognise the difference in these two radiation types.  

However, more significantly, the MC simulation can be utilised to calculate the 

improvement in PSD performance with detector designs and experimental setups—

for example, using different detector sizes, light guides and reflectors, and using a lead 

shield or fast neutron moderator [89]. Experimentally, the PSD performances of the 

three detection materials with regard to separating fast neutrons from gamma rays 

were reported to be good with EJ-331, EJ-339 and EJ-309 [156] [130] [157]. 

 

2.13.4 Energy calibration and detector resolution  

 

The energy calibration of the organic scintillator neutron detectors can be done using 

the Compton edge energies of gamma-ray sources. The results from the MC 

simulations showed different shapes with regard to the DE and the scintillation spectra 

from the organic scintillator detectors. Figure 47 shows the MC simulations of the 

Cs137scintillation and the DE spectra.  

 

Figure 47: Simulated 𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 scintillation spectrum plotted over simulated 𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 DE spectrum to 

indicate the Compton edge position and the detector energy resolution.  
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The plot shows the Cs137 gamma-ray DE spectrum with the precise Compton edge 

position. It should be noted that the Cs137 Compton edge position cannot be observed 

on the scintillation spectrum. However, the Compton edge of the scintillation spectrum 

can be recognised by plotting the MC simulation of the DE spectrum over the 

scintillation spectrum, which can be measured.  

Moreover, the energy resolution of the organic scintillator detectors can be obtained 

from the FWHM of the Compton edge Gaussian distribution over its peak position 

(i.e. energy, channel or volt). Thus, according to the MC simulation data, the simulated 

neutron detector energy resolution (Cp/FWHM) is 17% at the Cs137 Compton edge 

energy (i.e. 477keV). The Gaussian fitting of the Compton edge distribution was done 

using the MATLAB program. 

 

2.13.5 Summary  

 

Geant4 was used to simulate the fourth prototype neutron detector geometry, whereas 

GAMOS.4.0.0 was used to apply the required physics models, to simulate the radiation 

generators, to track secondary radiation, and to obtain energy histograms. An OLS 

was considered to be the optimum neutron detection material. Thus, three 

commercially available OLS detectors were compared. The three different types of 

OLS detectors were pure, boron-loaded and gadolinium-loaded. These three materials 

were selected because they have been regularly used in neutron detection. 

Comparisons were conducted between the DE spectra and the scintillation spectra of 

the Cs137 and Am– Be radiation sources. In addition, the scintillation spectrum from 

the gadolinium and the boron thermal neutron capture was simulated.  

The simulated Cs137scintillation spectrum revealed that the three detection materials 

have similar response to the gamma-ray source. The simulated Am– Be scintillation 

spectrum showed that the EJ-331 and EJ-309 were very similar, whereas the EJ-339 

appeared to have higher detection efficiency at higher neutron energies due to its high 

H:C ratio. 
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2.14 The fourth prototype neutron detector construction 

 

2.14.1 Design  

 

The detector cell was a cylindrical aluminium container (10cm x 10cm) with a glass 

window (3mm Pyrex glass) to transmit the scintillation light to the PMT window. In 

addition, two valves were made on the container’s sides for nitrogen bubbling. The 

container’s inner walls were painted using titanium dioxide white paint (EJ-520) made 

by Eljen Technology [159]. The EJ-520 was tested and it was confirmed that it would 

not dissolve in strong chemical solvents. The container was filled with EJ-331, and 

the EJ-520’s clear white colour did not change in the many observations conducted 

over several weeks.  

The 9305KB PMT and the container’s glass window were coupled using a cylindrical 

Perspex slab (3cm length x 7cm diameter). Optical grease (Cargille Optical Gel, code 

0608) was used to eradicate the air gaps between the coupled materials. The Cargille 

0608 has 99% light transparency, with a 1mm thickness and a 1.47 refractive index at 

424nm light wavelength [160]. Figure 48 shows a diagram of the fourth prototype 

neutron detector design. 
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Figure 48: Diagram of the fourth prototype neutron detector design. 

 

 

2.14.2 Nitrogen bubbling 

 

Dissolved oxygen can be removed from OLS detectors using three methods: ultrasonic 

degassing [161], vacuum distillation, and inert gas (such as nitrogen and argon [162]) 

bubbling. Among the three techniques, a low-cost and easy procedure for oxygen 

elimination is inert gas bubbling. Therefore, an inert gas (nitrogen) was used to 

eliminate the dissolved oxygen in the EJ-331. Figure 49 shows the detector container 

under the fume hood filled with EJ-331 and connected to the nitrogen cylinder through 

the container’s side valve. 
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Figure 49: Detector container under the fume hood filled with EJ-331 and connected to the 

nitrogen cylinder through the container’s side valve. 

 

The container’s valve and the nitrogen gas cylinder were connected under the fume 

hood using a plastic pipe, and the EJ-331 liquid scintillator (785cm3) was purged with 

a 150ml/min nitrogen flow rate for 1.5 hours. It was reported that the light yield of an 

OLS with a volume of 49cm3 would reach 98% and then saturate after purging the 

liquid with nitrogen gas at a flow rate of 40ml/min for 15 minutes and 30 minutes 

respectively [107].  

 

2.14.3 The fourth prototype neutron detection efficiency 

 

The detector efficiency is the number of recorded radiation particles over the number 

of incident radiation particles. The neutron detection efficiency was calculated 

according to the neutron energy range, which was between 1MeV and 56MeV. The 

recoil proton detection and total fast neutron detection efficiencies can be calculated 

with the following equation [12]:  

 

𝐄𝐧 𝐭𝐨𝐭𝐚𝐥 = 1- 𝐞−(𝐇(𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐦𝐬∗𝛔)+𝐂(𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐦𝐬∗𝛔)∗𝐱)   

𝐄𝐧 𝐫𝐞𝐜𝐨𝐢𝐥 = 
𝐇(𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐦𝐬∗𝛔)

𝐇(𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐦𝐬∗𝛔)+𝐂(𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐦𝐬∗𝛔)
 (1- 𝐞− (𝐇(𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐦𝐬∗𝛔)+𝐂(𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐦𝐬∗𝛔)∗𝐱)) 
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Here, En total is the total fast neutron detection efficiency and En recoil is the recoil 

proton detection efficiency. H(atoms ∗ σ) is the product of the number of hydrogen 

atoms multiplied by the hydrogen fast neutron microscopic cross section, while 

C(atoms ∗ σ) is the product of the number of carbon atoms multiplied by the carbon 

fast neutron microscopic cross section [163] [164] [165]; x is the detection material’s 

thickness (i.e. EJ-331 thickness).  

The calculated total neutron detection efficiency of the fourth prototype curve is 

shown in Figure 50.  

 

 

Figure 50: Calculated total neutron detection efficiency of the fourth prototype neutron 

detector. 

 
According to Figure 50, the neutron detection efficiency with the neutron energy of a 

1MeV was >90%. Then, the detection efficiency dropped rapidly with the neutron 

energy being 62% at 7MeV to 8MeV. The detection efficiency dropped gradually 

between 8MeV to 20MeV to be 57% at 20MeV. This is a result of increasing the 
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neutron total cross section of the carbon at high neutron energies [166] [106]. After 

this, the efficiency dropped as neutron energy was increased to be 34% at 56MeV. 

Thus, the fourth prototype neutron detector has good neutron detection efficiency and 

is able to detect secondary neutrons over a wide energy range during the proton 

irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital. 

 

2.14.4 Experimental setups  

 

The experiments using the fourth prototype neutron detector were conducted using 

two setups. In the first setup, the detector was connected to the MCA through the 

shaping amplifier. The MCA output was displayed and stored using MAESTRO 

software for Windows on a laptop. In the second setup, the detector was connected to 

the oscilloscope, and the oscilloscope output was recorded and displayed using 

PicoScope software for Windows on a laptop.  

The objectives of the first setup were to confirm that the detector was working 

properly, to compare the result with results from the literature review, and to find the 

detector’s energy resolution.  

The objective of the second setup was to calibrate the detector energy range (volt to 

MeVee). MeVee (electron equivalent energy) is a term used to compare the light 

produced from interactions of different radiation types (e.g. proton and alpha) to the 

light produced from electrons [12]. For example, the scintillation light produced from 

protons is significantly less than the scintillation light produced from electrons, both 

with the same energy [167]. 

Figure 51 shows the experimental setup schemes. In the two setups, the applied voltage 

was fixed at 1,250V and the radiation source was directly attached to the outer lower 

side of the detector cell.  
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Figure 51: Experimental setup schemes. 

 

 

2.14.5 Results and discussions 

 

 Gamma-ray spectroscopy  

 

The detector was exposed to the  Cs137  gamma-ray source and the spectrum was 

plotted and compared to the reference Cs137  spectrum. Figure 52 shows the obtained 

spectrum compared with the reference  Cs137 spectrum. 
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Figure 52: The obtained 𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 spectrum from the fourth prototype neutron detector plotted 

over the extracted data from the reference 𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 spectrum (i.e. from Eljen Technology 

detector). 

 

The improvement of the Cs137 spectrum result when using the fourth prototype 

neutron detector was evident compared to the first, second and third prototype neutron 

detectors. Thus, the obtained spectrum shape was comparable to the reference 

Cs137 spectrum.  

Figure 53 shows the obtained Cs137 spectrum plotted over the Cs137 spectrum obtained 

from the third prototype neutron detector. 
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Figure 53: The obtained 𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 spectrum from the fourth prototype neutron detector plotted 

over the 𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 spectrum obtained from the third prototype neutron detector. 

 

In addition, the Cs137spectrum obtained from the fourth prototype neutron detector 

was compared to the Cs137 spectrum obtained using an MC simulation. In order to 

compare the simulated and measured  Cs137 spectrum, the simulated Cs137 spectrum 

was normalised to be the same in length and counts as the measured  Cs137  spectrum. 

This was done using a MATLAB program. Thus, the two results were in agreement 

and this is shown in Figure 54. 
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Figure 54: The experimental 𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 scintillation spectrum as compared to the MC simulation of 

the  𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 scintillation spectrum. 

 

 

2.14.6 Detector energy range calibration  

 

Using the second experimental setup, the energy calibration of the fourth prototype 

neutron detector was conducted. The detector was exposed to two gamma-ray 

sources: Cs137 and Co60. By comparing the MC simulation of the DE spectrum to the 

measured scintillation energy spectrum, the Compton edges of the two sources were 

recognised. Figure 55 shows the Cs137 and Co60 scintillation energy spectra plotted 

over Cs137 and Co60simulated DE spectra. 
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Figure 55: 𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 (left) and 𝐂𝐨𝟔𝟎 (right) scintillation energy spectra (B and D) plotted over 

𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐂𝐨𝟔𝟎simulated DE spectra (A and C) to calibrate the detector energy range. 

  
The energy calibration curve of the detector is shown in Figure 56. The calibration 

factor is the factor used to convert voltage to MeVee. This is equal to the Compton 

edge position in millivolt (mV) over the Compton edge energy in MeVee. Thus, the 

obtained calibration factor was 0.233±0.009 (volt to MeVee). 

 

Figure 56: Energy calibration curve ±4% of the fourth prototype neutron detector. 
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2.14.7 Detector energy resolution  

 

Based on the measured and the simulated DE Cs137spectrum, the detector energy 

resolution was identified. The detector energy resolution was measured as the FWHM 

of the Compton edge Gaussian distribution over the position of the Compton edge. 

Figure 57 shows the procedure followed to obtain the fourth prototype neutron 

detector energy resolution. 

 

 

Figure 57: MC simulation and measured data used to obtain the energy resolution (𝐂𝐏/FWHM) 

and the Compton edge position (𝐂𝐏). 

 

The measured detector energy resolution was the same as the simulated detector 

energy resolution, which was 17% at the Cs137 Compton edge position. 
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2.14.8 Summary  

 

A gadolinium-loaded OLS (EJ-331) was considered to be a convenient detection 

material. The detector cell was 10cm x 10cm and was a cylindrical aluminium 

container. The container’s inner walls were painted using titanium dioxide white paint 

(EJ-520). The 9305KB PMT and the container glass window were coupled using a 

cylindrical Perspex slab that was 3cm long x 7cm diameter. Optical grease (Cargille 

0608) was used to eradicate the air gaps between the coupled materials. The 

Cs137 spectrum shape obtained using the fourth prototype neutron detector was 

comparable to the reference Cs137 spectrum shape. In addition, the detector had good 

neutron detection efficiency and was able to detect secondary neutrons over a wide 

energy range during the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital. Furthermore, the 

measured detector energy resolution was the same as the simulated detector energy 

resolution, which was 17% at the Cs137 Compton edge position. In addition, the energy 

calibration curve was obtained and the calibration factor was 0.233±0.009 (volt to 

MeVee).  

 

 

2.15 Conclusions and discussions 

 

The first, second and third prototype neutron detectors showed that light collection is 

a critical specification of OLS detectors. In addition, the calibration of the OLS 

detector energy range using gamma-ray sources required recognition of the Compton 

edge position. The FWHMs of the Compton edge or the spectrum peak Gaussian 

distribution were used to evaluate the OLS detector’s energy resolution. 

Though the energy resolution of the third prototype neutron detector was inferior by 

25% as compared to the Cs137 reference spectrum, it was equivalent to some results 

from the literature review. For example, it was comparable to the  Cs137 spectrum 

obtained using the EJ-309 liquid scintillator detector [168]. Figure 58 shows a 

comparison between the  Cs137 spectrum obtained using the third prototype neutron 

detector and the extracted data from the  Cs137 spectrum obtained using the EJ-309 

liquid scintillator detector [168]. 
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Figure 58: A comparison between the  𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 spectrum obtained using the third prototype 

neutron detector and the extracted data from the 𝐂𝐬𝟏𝟑𝟕 spectrum obtained using the EJ-309 

liquid scintillator detector [168]. 

 

However, the first, second and third prototype neutron detectors were judged to have 

not met the physical and clinical criteria of a neutron detector to be used in a proton 

therapy room.  

The fourth prototype neutron detector energy resolution was considered to be an 

optimum energy resolution. In addition, the detection efficiency was found to be good 

enough to detect the neutron energy range from thermal to 60MeV of low intensity 

during proton irradiation. Furthermore, the PSD performances of the EJ-331 detection 

material with regard to separating fast neutrons from gamma rays were reported to be 

good. However, the PSD performance of the fourth prototype neutron detector will be 

examined in the next chapter. 

Thus, the fourth prototype neutron detector meets the physical and clinical criteria and 

would be efficient in detecting different radiation types in a proton therapy room, 

particularly in the proton therapy room at Clatterbridge Hospital. In addition, it could 

be used in other mixed neutron and gamma radiation fields. 
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Chapter 3. Pulse shape discrimination with an 

organic liquid scintillator detector 
 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

The mixed secondary radiation field during proton therapy (neutrons, gamma rays and 

other radiation particles [85] [122]) necessitates the use of methods to discriminate 

between the different radiation types. This chapter describes the use of PSD. PSD is 

applied using the following different methods: 

 

 Charge comparison PSD method 

The charge comparison PSD method has been widely used [169]. This method is 

applied by comparing the integration of a pulse charge at two different times during 

the scintillation pulse lifetime. The integration can be done through the summation of 

the pulse charge under the pulse curve at any two time periods of interest. Often, the 

time periods of interest are the pulse total charge and the pulse tail charge time periods. 

Thereby, the charge comparison PSD method is obtained by finding the ratio of the 

two time periods of interest —for example, the tail-to-total PSD method [103]. 

 

 Rise time PSD method  

The rise time PSD method is applied by measuring the time taken for the scintillation 

pulse to reach a specific portion of the pulse peak [170]. Therefore, the time taken for 

the HLET particles (i.e. protons) will be more than the time taken for the low linear 

energy transfer (LLET) particles (i.e. electrons) [171]. This PSD method has been 

widely used [169]. The rise time PSD method can be applied in several ways, such as 

the zero crossover [172], time over threshold [173] and the trailing edge pulse timing 

[174] PSD methods.  
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 Charge to amplitude comparison PSD method 

  
The charge to amplitude comparison method is obtained in a similar way to the charge 

comparison PSD method. The difference here is the comparison between the pulse 

charge and the pulse amplitude, while, in the charge comparison PSD method, the 

comparison is done between two charge integrals. Thereby, the charge-to-amplitude 

comparison method is obtained by finding the ratio of the pulse charge to the pulse 

amplitude—such as the charge-to-current ratio PSD method [174].  

 

 

3.2 The scintillation process of an organic liquid scintillator 

 

A scintillation emission in an organic scintillator is produced as a result of the changes 

in the energy level states of the organic molecules (hydrocarbons), regardless of the 

molecules’ physical state (solid, liquid or gas) [175]. Organic molecules with a π-

electron, such as ethylene (C2H4) and acetylene (C2H2), emit visible light when they 

are exposed to radiation [176]. Figure 59 shows the energy level states of organic 

molecules with π-electron configurations as presented by Birks [176].  

 

Figure 59: Energy level states of organic molecules with π-electron configurations as presented 

by Birks [176]. 
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Energy level states of π-electron organic molecules are singlet (S0,  S1. . . ) and 

triplet (T1,  T2. . . ). In addition, each singlet energy level contains vibrational levels 

(S00, S01. ..) with energy spaces of 0.15eV. At room temperature (20–26°C), organic 

molecules are in the lowest (ground) energy level state (S00 ) [12]. Typically, the 

energy needed for π-electron organic molecules’ excitation from ground energy level 

(S0) to the first excited energy level (S1) is 3eV to 4eV.  

The scintillation process of the organic molecules is divided into three categories: 

prompt fluorescence, delayed fluorescence and phosphorescence. 

Firstly, prompt fluorescence (fast components) occurs through the excitation of the 

organic molecules (i.e. it is exposed to radiation particles) from ground singlet energy 

level (S0) to higher energy level (S2,  S3 … ). The molecules’ de-excitation occurs from 

the higher energy level to S1 through radiationless IC in picoseconds [177], followed 

by de-excitation from S1 to the ground energy level (S0), with visible light emission 

in only a few nanoseconds [12]. 

Secondly, delayed fluorescence (slow components) occurs when a singlet S1 (spin 0) 

excited energy level transforms to a triplet T1 (spin 1) excited energy level through a 

process called intersystem crossing [178]. Then, the organic molecule returns (i.e. 

thermally) to the singlet state and de-excites from S1 to ground energy level 

(S0) through visible light emission [179]. This process takes significantly more time 

than the prompt fluorescence process (i.e. a few hundred nanoseconds) [12]. 

Fast component and slow component emissions are created from the interaction of 

both gamma rays and neutrons with the organic scintillator [180]. However, the 

emission ratio (slow components/fast components) of the organic scintillator is 

changeable regarding the type of radiation (neutron or gamma ray) [181] [182]. The 

emission ratio regarding neutron interaction is significantly higher than the ratio 

related to gamma-ray interaction. The probability of a slow component emission 

compared to a fast component emission is significantly higher with HLET particles, 

such as neutrons (i.e. recoil protons) and alphas.  

Thereby, in comparison with a gamma-ray pulse shape (i.e. electron pulse shape), a 

neutron pulse shape (i.e. recoil proton pulse shape) has a longer tail that is formed by 

the high-ratio emission of the slow components. Figure 60 shows the electron and 
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recoil proton scintillation pulses obtained using the fourth prototype neutron detector 

and an Am–Be neutron–gamma source. 

 

 

Figure 60: Electron and recoil proton scintillation pulses obtained using the fourth prototype 

neutron detector and an Am–Be neutron–gamma source. 

 

Thirdly, phosphorescence occurs when an organic molecule de-excites from excited 

triplet level (T1) to ground singlet level (S0) without returning back to singlet excited 

level (S1). This process is unlikely to happen [183] as it occurs in seconds, which is 

excessively longer than fluorescence time, and it has a longer scintillation light 

wavelength therefore, it may not be useful in some applications, such as radiation 

detection and spectroscopy. 

 

3.3 Absolute light yield of organic scintillators  

 

The absolute light yield (i.e. scintillation efficiency) is the gross scintillation light 

photons produced by a scintillator over the radiation DE (i.e. light-photons/MeV) 

[184]. The light yield of the organic scintillators is determined by the type and the 

energy of incoming radiation particles [185]. In addition, the quenching effect should 

be considered.  
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HLET particles, such as protons and alphas, produce low-light photons compared to 

LLET particles, such as electrons. For example, the light photons yield from the 

interactions of a 40MeV proton is equal to the light yield from the interactions of a 

31.1MeV electron [167]. The low light yield of HLET particles is a result of the 

quenching effect, which has less of an effect at higher energies. Regarding the HLET 

particles, the main reduction of the light yield was found in the amount of fast 

components [176] [186]. 

 

Although the DE is directly proportional to the light photons yield, the relationship 

was found to be nonlinear [184]. The nonlinearity with gamma rays was observed for 

an energy range lower than 100keV [187]. On the other hand, the nonlinearity of the 

HLET particles was significantly greater than LLET particles at a wide energy range. 

The nonlinearity is related to the variation of the quenching effect with the radiation 

energy [188]. HLET particles significantly have a higher quenching effect (especially 

at low energy)—more than that of LLET particles [186]. In addition, the quenching 

agents in the scintillators, such as dissolved oxygen, impurities and quenching centres 

(scintillator damages), decrease the intensity of the light photons [162] [189]. 

 

To conclude, the light yield from the same DE of HLET particles and LLET particles 

is different. LLET particles’ light yield is significantly higher than HLET particles’ 

light yield. The reduction of the HLET particles’ light yield is mainly from fast 

component intensity.  

 

 

3.4 PSD Figure of merit  

 
The PSD figure of merit (FoM) is defined as the separation between two radiation type 

peaks (e.g. electron-proton and electron-alpha separation) over the sum of the FWHM 

of the two radiation type distributions [190]. On a practical level, the FoM can be 

measured easily from the PSD method’s data histogram [191]: 

FoM = L/(N+G) 

Where L is the separation between the two peaks, N is the FWHM of the first radiation 

type distribution and G is FWHM of the second radiation type distribution. Figure 61 
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shows a diagram of the PSD FoM calculation, which evaluates the separation 

efficiency between two radiation particle distributions. 

 

 

Figure 61: Diagram of FoM calculation, which evaluates separation efficiency between two 

radiation particle distributions (G and N). 

 

FoM is being used to evaluate the performance of the PSD method. Thus, a higher 

FoM value means higher efficiency of the PSD achieved [192]. The calculation of the 

FoM value over a large energy range reflects the PSD performance of the detector 

(detection material and devices), while the calculation over a particular or short energy 

range can show the detection material properties [193].  

The PSD performance is significantly affected by the detection material properties, 

the radiation energy range, and the devices used (e.g. the oscilloscope’s properties) 

[194] [195]. 

Theoretically, the PSD performance is 100% for a FoM≥1.5. Therefore, the achieved 

rejection ratio of background or unwanted radiation particles will be approximately 

100%. However, in practical terms, the PSD efficiency could be less than 100%—for 

example, due to pile-up events [194]. The rejection ratio related to the FoM values 

was calculated and is shown in Table 18 [193].  
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Table 18: Rejection ratio related to FoM values [193]. 

FoM Rejection ratio of x from y 

0.5 2:1 

0.75 12.5:1 

1.0 750:1 

≥1.5 ∞ 

 

The table shows the rejection ratio of particle x from particle y; for example, at 0.75 

FoM value, the rejection ratio is 12.5:1. This means that 1/12.5 of x particle counts 

cannot be recognised as x or y particles (e.g. overlap of x and y particles). Figure 62 

shows the pulse tail charge versus the pulse total charge of neutron and gamma-ray 

events with an overlap area. The overlap area is the area where the type of radiation 

particles (i.e. neutron or gamma ray) cannot be recognised. This data was obtained 

during this research. 

 

 

Figure 62: Pulse tail charge versus pulse total charge of neutron and gamma-ray events with 

overlap area.  

 

The overlap clearly appears under the PSD threshold. On the other hand, the rejection 

of gamma-ray particles is approximately 100% in the area above the PSD threshold. 

Thereby, above the PSD threshold, the PSD efficiency is approximately 100%. 
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3.5 Experimental setup and materials 

 

The experiment was conducted at the National Physical Laboratory (NPL)/Neutron 

Metrology group. The neutron detector was the fourth prototype detector, and its 

properties were mentioned in detail in Chapter 2, ‘Prototype neutron detector designs’.  

The neutron detector was connected to an oscilloscope by a signal cable with 50Ω 

impedance. The oscilloscope was a PicoScope 3000 Series with 1GS/s sampling, 

200MHz bandwidth and 8-bit resolution. The oscilloscope was adjusted to a voltage 

range of 1V and a trigger of 100mV. The scintillation pulses were viewed and stored 

using a laptop computer. The detector was located 1.5m away from the Am–Be 

neutron–gamma source of 2.04 x 107 neutron/second emission rate. The 

measurements were taken for three hours and the total number of collected signals was 

in the form of 100 files, with each file containing 3,000 signals. Figure 63 shows the 

experimental setup. 

 

 

Figure 63: The fourth prototype neutron detector was exposed to an Am–Be neutron–gamma 

source at the NPL, UK. 
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3.6 Results and discussions 

 

3.6.1 Pulse rise and fall times 

 

The output files from the oscilloscope were the pulse amplitudes (Y-axis) and their 

times (X-axis). Using the MATLAB program, the pulse rise and fall times were 

measured to determine the ability to apply a convenient radiation discrimination 

method using these specifications (i.e. pulse time and amplitude). All pulse amplitudes 

were normalised to allow pulse times comparison. At the rising edge of the pulse, the 

pulse rise time was considered to be the time taken for the pulse to rise from 10% to 

90% of the maximum pulse amplitude. In addition, at the falling edge of the pulse, the 

pulse fall time was considered to be the time taken for the pulse to fall from 90% to 

10% of the maximum pulse amplitude. Figure 64 shows the parameters used to 

compare the pulse time profiles. 

 

 

Figure 64: Pulse time profile parameters used for comparisons. 
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Firstly, the pulse rise time was measured for 30,000 scintillation pulses. The pulse rise 

time distribution was found to be around 15ns for the 30,000 scintillation pulses. 

Figure 65 shows the pulse rise time distribution of the 30,000 scintillation pulses.  

 

Figure 65: Rise time distribution of the 30,000 scintillation pulses. 

 

From Figure 65, we can see that the difference in the pulses’ rise time of neutron and 

gamma rays is insignificant, and applying PSD method using pulse rise time could not 

be achieved. 

On the other hand, the pulse fall time was also measured for the 30,000 pulses. The 

pulse fall time distribution was found to be around two peak distributions. The first 

and second peak distributions were around 45ns and 55ns respectively. The two 

distributions were considered to be neutron and gamma-ray events. Figure 66 shows 

the pulse fall time distribution of the 30,000 scintillation pulses. 
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Figure 66: Fall time distribution of the 30,000 scintillation pulses. 

 
Figure 66 shows that the difference in the pulses’ fall time of neutrons and gamma 

rays is significant and it was therefore utilised to obtain PSD methods. 

 

3.6.2 PSD methods 

 

Four PSD methods were examined in order to choose the PSD method with the best 

performance. The PSD method with the best performance will be applied to the data, 

which will be collected in the proton therapy room at the Clatterbridge Hospital. The 

motivation is to identify neutron and gamma-ray spectra during proton irradiation.  

 

 Charges ratio PSD method 

 

The frequent use of charge comparison PSD methods has been due to its high 

efficiency and ease [196]. Usually, charge comparison PSD methods have been 

obtained through the same technique, which is comparing the pulse charge integration 

over two time periods during the pulse lifetime. The only difference is which two time 

periods are chosen. For example, the optimum charge comparison was considered to 
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be between the total charge (from the start of the scintillation pulse to 50ns) and the 

charge from 21ns to 50ns from the scintillation pulse peak [172].  

In a similar way, the charges ratio PSD method was obtained. The calculation was 

done using the MATLAB program. A MATLAB script was written to integrate 

(summate) the pulse charge over any chosen time period during the pulse lifetime. The 

total pulse charge was considered to be the charge integration from the beginning of 

the pulse to 5% of the pulse’s amplitude at the falling edge. In addition, the pulse tail 

charge was considered to be the charge integration at a period over the falling edge 

(i.e. from 90% to 5% [90 5] or from 80% to 5% [80 5], etc.). Figure 67 shows an 

example of neutron and gamma-ray pulse integration over two time periods. 

 

 

Figure 67: Example of neutron and gamma-ray pulse integrations over two time periods.  

 
The plot demonstrates that a neutron pulse has a slow fall time compared to a gamma-

ray pulse. This makes the neutron tail charge significantly more than the gamma-ray 

tail charge, with the same pulse amplitude. Figure 68 shows the tail charge versus the 

total charge of neutron and gamma-ray events obtained using the fourth prototype 

neutron detector and an Am–Be neutron–gamma source.  
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Figure 68: Tail charge versus total charge of neutron and gamma-ray events obtained using the 

fourth prototype neutron detector and an Am–Be neutron–gamma source. 

 

In order to obtain the charges ratio PSD, the ratio of the pulse tail charge to the pulse 

total charge was calculated and optimised. The optimum charges comparison ratio was 

considered to be the maximum neutron–gamma separation and the lowest PSD 

threshold (i.e. the start of neutron–gamma separation). The optimum ratio was found 

between the integration of the total pulse charge and the integration of the pulse tail 

charge over the time period of pulse amplitude to fall from 60% to 5% [60 5]. Thereby, 

the charges ratio PSD method was obtained by dividing the pulse tail charges [60 5] 

over the total pulse charges. Figure 69 shows the MATLAB scatter plot of the charges 

ratio PSD method histogram versus the pulse amplitude scale (i.e. pulse height). 
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Figure 69: MATLAB scatter plot of the charges ratio PSD method. 

 

 Charge to amplitude ratio PSD method 

  

This technique involves the same approach as the charge comparison PSD method. 

The difference is that it compares the pulse charge and the pulse amplitude. The 

measurements of the pulse amplitudes and pulse charges integration were taken using 

the MATLAB program. The optimum charge to amplitude ratio was found between 

the integration pulse tail charge over the time period of pulse amplitude to fall from 

60% to 5% [60 5] and the pulse amplitude. Figure 70 shows the MATLAB scatter plot 

of the pulse amplitude versus the pulse tail charge [60 5] of neutron and gamma-ray 

events, obtained using the fourth prototype neutron detector and an Am–Be neutron–

gamma source.  
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Figure 70: MATLAB scatter plot of the pulse amplitude versus the pulse tail charge of neutron 

and gamma-ray events, obtained using the fourth prototype neutron detector and an Am–Be 

neutron–gamma source. 

 
The plot shows that the ratio of the pulse tail charge to the pulse amplitude for neutron 

and gamma-ray events are significantly different. Thereby, the charge to amplitude 

ratio PSD method was obtained by dividing the pulse tail charges [60 5] by the pulse 

amplitudes. Figure 71 shows a MATLAB scatter plot of the charge to amplitude ratio 

PSD method histogram versus the pulse amplitude scale (volt).  
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Figure 71: MATLAB plot of charge to amplitude ratio PSD method (histogram). 

 
 

 Amplitude-fall time PSD method 

In this PSD technique, the pulse fall time was determined as a function of the falling 

amplitude—for example, the pulse fall time at 10% of the pulse amplitude (at the pulse 

falling edge). Figure 72 shows the time difference between neutron and gamma-ray 

events at a fixed falling pulse amplitude. 
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Figure 72: Fall time comparison between neutron and gamma-ray pulses at a fixed falling pulse 

amplitude. 

 

The plot reveals that the pulse fall time at certain amplitude during the pulse falling 

edge is clearly different for gamma-ray and neutron events. The neutron pulse takes 

more time to reach a certain amplitude (i.e. 10% of the maximum pulse amplitude), 

which is more than a gamma-ray pulse.  

Thus, the fall time difference between neutron and gamma-ray events was utilised to 

distinguish between these radiation types. Using the MATLAB program, 

normalisation and curve fitting was applied to the recorded pulses. The time taken for 

the pulse amplitudes to fall from 90% to 10% was considered to be the PSD method. 

Thus, the amplitude-fall time PSD method was obtained and is shown in Figure 73.  
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Figure 73: Amplitude-fall time PSD method. 

 

 

 Fall time-amplitude PSD method 

 

In this PSD technique, the pulse amplitude was determined as a function of the pulse 

fall time—for example, the pulse amplitude at 30ns from the pulse peak (at the pulse 

falling edge). Figure 74 shows the amplitude difference between neutron and gamma-

ray events at 30ns from the pulse peak. 
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Figure 74: Amplitude comparison between neutron and gamma-ray events at fixed fall times. 

 

The plot shows a significant difference between gamma-ray and neutron events. The 

neutron pulse has a higher pulse amplitude at certain fall time (e.g. 30ns). The 

amplitude difference between neutron and gamma-ray events was utilised to 

distinguish between these radiation types.  

Using the MATLAB program, normalisation and curve fitting was applied to the 

recorded pulses. In addition, the pulses’ amplitudes at 30ns were measured and were 

considered to be the PSD method. Thus, the fall time-amplitude PSD method was 

obtained and is shown in Figure 75.  
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Figure 75: Fall time-amplitude PSD method. 

 

3.6.3 PSD method performances 

 

The performances of the PSD methods were evaluated by finding the FoM and the 

PSD threshold values. The best PSD performance involves high FoM and low 

threshold values. The high FoM provides high separation between the two radiation 

types (i.e. neutron and gamma-ray), whereas the low PSD threshold provides the 

ability to recognise the radiation of low energies (e.g. neutron energies below 

0.5MeV).  

Firstly, the FoM and threshold of the charges ratio PSD method were found to be 1.05 

and 0.45MeVee respectively. Figure 76 shows the charges ratio PSD method 

histogram (two Gaussians), as well as the FoM and the PSD threshold values. 
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Figure 76: Charges ratio PSD method histogram (two Gaussians) showing FoM and PSD 

threshold values. 

 

Secondly, the FoM and the PSD threshold of the charge to amplitude ratio PSD were 

found to be 0.86 and 0.45MeVee respectively. Figure 77 shows the charge to 

amplitude ratio PSD method histogram (two Gaussians), as well as the FoM and PSD 

threshold values. 
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Figure 77: Charge to amplitude ratio PSD method histogram (two Gaussians) showing FoM and 

PSD threshold values. 

 
Thirdly, the FoM and PSD thresholds of the amplitude-fall time PSD method were 

found to be 0.6 and 0.8MeVee respectively. Figure 78 shows the amplitude-fall time 

PSD method histogram (two Gaussians), as well as the FoM and PSD threshold values. 
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Figure 78: Amplitude-fall time PSD method histogram (two Gaussians) showing FoM and PSD 

threshold values. 

 
Fourthly, the FoM and threshold of the fall time-amplitude PSD method were found 

to be 0.6 and 0.75MeVee respectively. Figure 79 shows the fall time-amplitude PSD 

method histogram (two Gaussians), as well as the FoM and PSD threshold values. 
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Figure 79: Fall time-amplitude PSD method histogram (two Gaussians) showing FoM and PSD 

threshold values. 

 

3.7 Application of PSD technique to measured data  

 

The charges ratio PSD method was applied to the recorded scintillation pulses 

obtained from exposing the fourth prototype neutron detector to an Am–Be neutron–

gamma source. The radiation events below the PSD threshold (<0.45MeVee) were 

rejected. Then, the Am–Be total, neutron and gamma-ray energy spectra were 

obtained. In addition, the Am–Be neutron energy spectrum was compared to the MC 

simulation result. The Am–Be neutron energy spectrum was calibrated with regard to 

the MC simulation result. A good agreement was found between the MC simulation 

and the measured Am–Be neutron energy spectrum. Figure 80 shows the measured 

total, neutron and gamma-ray spectra and a comparison between the measured and 

MC simulation of the Am–Be neutron spectrum. 
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Figure 80: Measured total, neutron and gamma-ray Am–Be energy spectra (upper plot) and 

comparison between the measured and MC simulation of the Am–Be neutron spectrum (lower 

plot). 
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3.8 Discussions and comparisons 

 

Regarding the PSD methods’ performances, the best PSD method performance was 

found in the charges ratio PSD method. The charge to amplitude ratio PSD 

performance was inferior compared to the charges ratio PSD method. Nevertheless, it 

was superior compared to the amplitude-fall time PSD and the time-amplitude PSD 

methods. The time-amplitude PSD and the amplitude-fall time ratio PSD methods 

were found to be comparable.  

 

The charges ratio PSD method was obtained in a similar way to the common charge 

comparison PSD methods. The difference was in the optimisation of the charges ratio 

(tail charge/total charge). It was noticed that the optimisation of the charges ratio has 

a significant effect on its performance. The optimum charge comparison was found 

between the integration of the total pulse charge and the integration of the pulse tail 

charge over the time period of pulse amplitude to fall from 60% to 5% [60 5]. 

 

Few researchers have reported a charge to amplitude comparison PSD—for example, 

the charge-to-current ratio PSD method. Usually, charge to amplitude comparison 

PSD methods are obtained using the same technique, which is comparing the pulse 

charge integration over a specific time period during the pulse lifetime to the pulse 

amplitude. The charge to amplitude ratio PSD method was similarly obtained. The 

difference was the optimum charge to amplitude comparison. The optimum 

comparison was between the pulse tail charge [60 5] and the pulse amplitude, whereas 

the charge-to-current ratio PSD method was obtained by comparing the total pulse 

charge to the pulse amplitude. 

 

The amplitude-fall time PSD method was obtained in a similar way to the zero 

crossing, the time over threshold, and the trailing edge pulse timing PSD methods. Its 

difference from the zero crossing PSD method was that the output of the PMT was not 

modified. In addition, its difference from the time over threshold and trailing edge 

pulse timing PSD methods was that the pulse fall time (i.e. pulse rise time was 

excluded) at a certain amplitude was considered to be the PSD method, instead of the 

pulse lifetime (i.e. pulse rise time was included) over a certain amplitude. 
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The fall time-amplitude PSD method was novel in utilising the relation between the 

pulse fall time and its relevant amplitude. The pulse amplitude at a certain pulse fall 

time (e.g. 30ns) was considered to be the PSD method. 

Table 19 shows the comparison between the performances of the obtained PSD 

methods and PSD methods from the literature review. The table is arranged from the 

highest to the lowest FoM. 

 
Table 19: Comparison between the performances of the obtained PSD methods and PSD 

methods from the literature review. 

Reference  
PSD method 

Energy 

range 
Detector type FoM 

Threshold 

(MeVee) 

[172] Charge comparison method Cf Liquid scintillator (EJ-301) 1.1 0.3 

In this work Charges ratio Am–Be Liquid scintillator (EJ-331) 1.05 0.45 

[174] Charge-to-current ratio Am–Be Liquid scintillator (NE-213) 0.88 0.25 

In this work Charge to amplitude ratio Am–Be Liquid scintillator (EJ-331) 0.86 0.45 

[174] Trailing edge pulse timing Am–Be Liquid scintillator (NE-213) 0.6 0.25 

In this work Fall time-amplitude Am–Be Liquid scintillator (EJ-331) 0.6 0.75 

In this work Amplitude-fall time Am–Be Liquid scintillator (EJ-331) 0.6 0.8 

 

The table shows that the performance of the charges ratio PSD method was good 

enough (i.e. to separate neutron and gamma-ray events) and its performance was 

comparable to the performance of the charge comparison PSD method. However, the 

differences in the values of the FoM and PSD thresholds were due to the used 

oscilloscope’s limitations. In addition, the oscilloscope trigger was adjusted at 100mV, 

which is equal to 0.43MeVee. 

 

3.9 Conclusion  

 

An evaluation of the PSD methods was done using the FoMs and PSD thresholds. In 

this work, the highest PSD method performance was found in the charges ratio PSD 

method. However, a PSD method’s performance is significantly affected by the 

oscilloscope used and its properties (resolution and sampling rate). Using an 

oscilloscope with a higher sampling rate and resolution will improve a PSD method’s 
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performance; for example, the FoM was increased by 17.6% with an increasing 

sampling rate from 100MS/s to 1GS/s [197].  

 

Amplitude-fall time and fall time-amplitude PSD methods need precise pulse details 

to be identified, such as a certain fall time and amplitude during the pulse lifetime. 

The precise pulse details were affected strongly by the low resolution of the 

oscilloscope used.  

 

Regarding the high performance of the charges ratio PSD method, it was 

recommended to be applied to the data (i.e. neutrons and gamma rays) that was 

collected in the proton therapy room at Clatterbridge Hospital.  
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Chapter 4. MC simulations and measurements 

during proton irradiation at Clatterbridge 

Hospital 
 

 

4.1 Introduction and overview  

 

The source of secondary radiation (mainly neutrons and gamma rays) during proton 

therapy is the interaction of primary protons with high atomic number materials that 

are in the proton therapy beam line. Therefore, healthy tissue is exposed to an 

unwanted additional radiation dose. The additional dose has been assessed in many 

published papers, which were mentioned in the ‘Introduction chapter’ under the 

subtitle ‘Neutron dose assessment during proton therapy’. However, it is still unknown 

whether the effect is significant or negligible. 

The two main subjects covered in this chapter are the MC simulations and 

measurements during proton irradiation in the proton therapy room at Clatterbridge 

Hospital.  

The MC simulation results were obtained using a simulated fourth prototype neutron 

detector and a voxelised water phantom within a simulated proton irradiation at 

Clatterbridge Hospital. In contrast, the measured results were obtained using the fourth 

prototype neutron detector without the water phantom and with a fixed location during 

the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital. 

The Clatterbridge Hospital proton therapy beam line was simulated using Geant4 and 

GAMOS.4.0.0 MC simulation codes. In addition, a simulated voxelised water 

phantom and a neutron detector were included in the simulated proton irradiation 

environment.  

The aim of the MC simulations was to find the relative integral neutron dose and its 

distribution in a voxelised water phantom during the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge 

Hospital. In addition, the MC simulation was done to simulate the setup of the 

measurement, which was taken during the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital. 
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Hence, the scintillation energy spectra (neutron and gamma ray) and their DEs were 

obtained. 

The aim of taking measurement in the proton therapy room at Clatterbridge Hospital 

was to validate the MC simulation results of the neutron scintillation spectrum and its 

relative DE (or its absorbed dose). Hence, the MC simulation of relative DE 

distributions from the neutrons and the gamma rays in the voxelised water phantom 

were validated. 

The measurement was taken using the fourth prototype neutron detector and the 

charges ratio PSD method to separate neutrons and gamma rays. Thus, neutron and 

gamma-ray scintillation spectra were obtained. In addition, the neutron and gamma-

ray relative DEs were measured.  

A good agreement was found between the MC simulation and the measured results of 

scintillation neutron spectrum and its relative absorbed dose, which were 2.63µGy/Gy 

and 2.08±0.42µGy/Gy respectively. 

Thus, the main research question, which was whether the neutron dose during proton 

therapy is significant or negligible, was answered. Although the neutron dose was 

small compared to the prescribed proton therapy dose, it is not negligible. 

In addition, Measurements were taken while wax and lead shields were used. The use 

of wax and lead shields considerably reduced the amount of gamma rays and neutrons 

reaching the detector. This was done to propose the use of a neutron shield to reduce 

neutron dose during proton therapy at Clatterbridge Hospital. 
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4.2 MC simulations during proton irradiation in the proton 

therapy room at Clatterbridge Hospital  

 
 

4.2.1 Aim and objectives 

 

The aim was to conduct an MC simulation of the relative neutron dose distribution 

(neutron equivalent dose/prescribed proton therapy dose) during the proton irradiation 

at Clatterbridge Hospital.  

The objectives were the following: 

 MC simulation of the proton therapy beam line at Clatterbridge Hospital. 

 MC simulation of the DE distribution and the relative DE from gamma rays 

during the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital. 

 MC simulation of the relative DEs from thermal and internal neutrons 

during the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital. 

 MC simulation of the measurement setup, which was taken in the proton 

therapy room at Clatterbridge Hospital. 

In the simulation model and the measurements, the proton beam was configured to 

produce a full energy Bragg peak. The estimated statistical errors associated with the 

simulated dose was ±0.91%, with one million proton particles from which radiation 

dose was estimated (i.e. DE). 

 

4.2.2 MC simulation of the proton therapy beam line  

 

The proton therapy beam line, the voxelised water phantom and the fourth prototype 

neutron detector were simulated using Geant4 and GAMOS.4.0.0 MC simulation 

codes.  

Geant4 was used to simulate the following geometries: 

 The proton therapy beam line.  

 The voxelised water phantom.  

 The fourth prototype neutron detector. 
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GAMOS.4.0.0 was used for the following: 

 Simulating physics models. 

 Simulating the proton generator. 

 Tracking secondary radiation particles. 

 Scoring DE distributions and obtaining energy histograms 

 With reference to C. Baker et al., A. Kacperek and  D. E. Bonnett et al. [41] [198] 

[199] , the proton therapy beam line at Clatterbridge Hospital was simulated using 

Geant4 and GAMOS.4.0.0MC simulation codes. The component specifications of the 

proton therapy beam line are shown in Table 20. 

 
Table 20: The component specifications of the proton therapy beam line at Clatterbridge 

Hospital, UK. 

Component Specifications 

1. Available dose rate   From 1Gy/min to 40Gy/min  

2. Proton beam Gaussian-shape 62MeV with 0.1 standard deviation 

3. Pre-collimator 10mm height x 3mm radius (brass) 

4. First scattering foil 0.025mm tungsten (W-73) 

5. Stopper  6mm height x 2.85mm radius (brass) 

6. Second scattering foil 0.025mm tungsten (W-73) 

7. Kapton window 0.05mm thickness 

8. Modulator 0.84mm thickness PMMA (32 steps) 

9. Range shifter PMMA 

10. Monitor chamber 0.02mm mylar, 0.04mm aluminium 

11. Second collimator 10mm height x 20mm radius (brass tube) 

12. Nozzle 70mm height x 17mm radius (brass tube) 

 

Table 20 shows the beam line components for the proton therapy at Clatterbridge 

Hospital, arranged from the proton beam generator to the target (i.e. the phantom). 

The distance from the pre-collimator to the end of the second collimator (i.e. the final 

collimator) was 2.026m. Figure 81 shows a diagram of the simulated proton therapy 

beam line geometry.  
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Figure 81: First and second scatterers (2 and 4), central stopper (3), collimators (1, 8 and 12), 

Kapton window (5), range shifter (6), modulator wheel (7), dose monitors (9 and 10), and nozzle 

(11). The upper image was taken when the MC simulation program was running. 

 

The diagram shows that the proton beam travels through the first and second scatterers 

(2 and 4), central stopper (3), collimators (1, 8 and 12), Kapton window (5), range 

shifter (6), modulator wheel (7), dose monitors (9 and 10), and nozzle (11). 

The QGSP_BIC_HP GAMOS physics lists were used to simulate the interactions of 

the primary protons and the secondary radiation (i.e. neutrons and gamma rays). The 

QGSP_BIC_HP physics lists were used to describe the production of the secondary 

particles due to the neutron and proton interactions with matter. QGSP_BIC_HP 

physics lists contain the following physics constructors [200]:  

 G4DecayPhysics. 

 G4EmStandardPhysics. 

 G4EmExtraPhysics. 

 G4IonPhysics. 

 G4StoppingPhysics.  

 G4HadronElasticPhysics. 
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The primary proton generator was simulated as the proton source, with a Gaussian-

shape distribution and a standard deviation (SD) of 0.1% [41].  

GAMOS user actions were used to track the different radiation particles, and GAMOS 

data analysis was used to obtain energy histograms (i.e. the energy spectrum). In 

addition, GAMOS scoring was used to obtain the DE distributions.  

 

4.2.3 DE scoring 

 

In addition to the proton therapy beam line MC simulation, the fourth prototype 

neutron detector and voxelised water phantom were simulated using Geant4 and 

GAMOS.4.0.0 MC simulation codes, and were included in the proton therapy room. 

Figure 82 shows a diagram of the proton therapy beam line geometry and the voxelised 

water phantom.  

 

Figure 82: Diagram of the proton therapy beam line geometry and the voxelised water phantom 

(13), where 14 is the target voxel of the (0, 9, 4) copy number.  

 

The simulated voxelised water phantom dimensions were 50cm (x), 100cm (y) and 

50cm (z), and the voxels’ dimensions were 5cm (x), 10cm (y) and 5cm (z). In total, 

there were 1,000 voxels (i.e. 10 (x), 10 (y), 10 (z)). The size of the voxelised water 

phantom was chosen to be approximately equivalent to the size of an adult patient’s 

body (head, neck, chest and abdomen). The voxelised water phantom was simulated 

and included in the proton therapy room to find the relative DE distributions from 

neutrons and gamma rays and their relative integral DEs. In addition, the simulated 
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voxelised water phantom was used to find the relative integral DEs from internal, 

thermal and thermalised neutrons. 

The MC simulation of the fourth prototype neutron detector during the proton 

irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital was done to compare the simulated neutron and 

gamma-ray spectra with the measured neutron and gamma-ray spectra. The neutron 

detector was the same as the one that was simulated, designed and used during the 

measurements at the NPL. Figure 83 shows a diagram of the proton therapy beam line 

geometry and the detector position.  

 

Figure 83: Diagram of the proton therapy beam line geometry and the detector (15). The 

detector location is 15cm in front of and 30cm below the second collimator of the proton 

therapy beam line.  

 

Firstly, using the MC simulation geometry shown in Figure 82, the DE of the different 

radiation particles on the voxelised water phantom was scored. The voxelised water 

phantom was located 1cm in front of the second collimator of the proton therapy beam 

line. The copy number (x, y, z) of the target voxel was (0, 9, 4), which was the front-

top-middle voxel. At each MC simulation, 106 proton particles were run.  

The MC simulation results of the DE were the following: 

1. The relative DE distribution of the total neutrons (external and internal) was 

obtained and displayed in a 2D plot. This was done by scoring the DE from all 

neutrons, external and internal, from a thermal to fast energy range at each 

voxel of the voxelised water phantom.  
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2. The relative DE distribution of gamma rays was obtained and displayed in a 

2D plot. This was done by scoring the DE from gamma rays incident on the 

voxelised water phantom at each voxel.  

In addition, the following quantities were obtained to be compared with the relative 

integral DE of total neutrons: 

1. The relative integral DE of internal neutrons was obtained by scoring the DE 

from the internal neutrons generated within the voxelised water phantom from 

a thermal to fast energy range. 

 

2. The relative integral DE of thermal neutrons was obtained by scoring the DE 

from the thermal neutrons incident on the voxelised water phantom with 

energy below 1eV (thermal to slow neutron energy range).  

 

3. The relative integral DE of thermalised neutrons was obtained by scoring the 

DE from the thermalised fast neutrons, which were the external and internal 

neutrons that had been thermalised within the voxelised water phantom.  

Secondly, using the MC simulation geometry shown in Figure 83, the scintillation 

spectra of neutrons and gamma rays were obtained from the simulated fourth prototype 

neutron detector. In addition, the relative DEs of the scintillation spectra were 

calculated.  

 

4.2.4 Results 

 

The following describes some of the MC simulation results that this study aimed to 

obtain: 

1. The relative DE distribution is the DE distribution, in a 2D plot, of neutrons or 

gamma rays in the voxelised water phantom. It was obtained by dividing the 

DE from the neutron or gamma ray at each voxel by the summation of the 

proton DE (e.g. prescribed proton therapy dose).  

2. The relative integral DE is the integral DE from different radiation particles 

(e.g. internal neutrons, thermal neutrons or gamma rays) in the voxelised water 
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phantom. It was obtained by dividing the summation of the DE from different 

radiation particles by the summation of the proton DE. 

 

 Relative DE distributions  

 

The relative DE distributions from neutrons and gamma rays are displayed in the 2D 

plots (X˗Y) in Figure 84. The X˗Y 2D plot was a vertical slice taken from the voxelised 

water phantom at the level of the target voxel.  

 

 

Figure 84: 2D plot of the relative DE distributions (X˗Y) from neutrons (upper plot) and 

gamma rays (lower plot) at the level of the target voxel. 
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The X˗Y plots in Figure 84 show that the relative neutron DE distribution is mainly in 

and around the primary proton target voxel. Although the highest neutron DE was at 

the target voxel (5 x 10 x 5cm3), there was significant neutron DE at a distance of 

approximately 20 x 20 x 20cm3 around the target voxel. The highest neutron DE at 

the target voxel was considered to be due to the contribution of the internal neutron 

DE. In contrast, the gamma-ray DE was widely distributed within the voxelised water 

phantom (i.e. compared to the neutron DE distribution). 

In addition, the following radiation quantities were obtained: 

1 The relative integral DE of total neutrons. 

2 The relative integral DE of gamma rays. 

3 The relative integral DE of internal neutrons.  

4 The relative integral DE of thermal neutrons. 

5 The relative integral DE of thermalised neutrons. 

 

Table 21 shows the relative integral DEs obtained from different radiation particles in 

the voxelised water phantom during the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital. 

 
Table 21: MC simulation result of the relative DEs obtained from different radiation particles 

during the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital.  

Type of secondary radiation  Relative DE %  Radiation weighting factor [8] 

Total neutrons (thermal to fast) 14.8 x 10−3 From 5–20 

Internal neutrons (thermal to fast) 0.61 x 10−3 From 5–20 

Thermal neutrons 0.0121 x 10−3 5 

Thermalised neutrons  0.35 x 10−3 5 

Gamma rays  8 x 10−3 1 

 

Table 21 shows the contribution of internal neutron DE and total thermal neutron DE 

(i.e. thermal and thermalised) to the total neutron DE were 4.1% and 2.4% 

respectively. Thus, fast external neutrons are the main source of neutron dose during 

proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital.  

The ratio of gamma-ray DE over the total neutron DE was 0.54. Nevertheless, the 

weighted neutron dose (equivalent dose) is several times higher than the weighted 
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gamma-ray dose. The weighted neutron dose is the calculated neutron absorbed dose 

(Gy) to equivalent dose (Sv) by using a neutron quality factor or weighting factor [199] 

[2] [67]. 

The MC simulation results show the neutron dose as having an SD of ±0.91%. 

Therefore, integral neutron DE (or absorbed dose) can be obtained by multiplying the 

prescribed proton therapy dose by (14.8±0.135) x10−5. In addition, the integral 

neutron equivalent dose can be obtained from the following relation:  

Integral neutron equivalent dose (Sv) = (14.8±0.135) × 𝟏𝟎−𝟓 × prescribed proton 

dose (Gy) × neutron weighting factor 

 

 MC simulation result of the scintillation spectra and the relative 

absorbed doses from the simulated fourth prototype neutron detector 

 

Using MC simulation, neutron and gamma-ray scintillation spectra were obtained 

during the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital. The MC simulation results of 

the neutron and gamma-ray scintillation spectra are shown in Figure 85. 

 

Figure 85: Neutron (a) and gamma-ray (b) scintillation spectra during the proton irradiation at 

Clatterbridge Hospital. 

 

Figure 85 shows the scintillation neutron spectrum (a) with an exponential decay shape 

extending from thermal to 32MeV. The neutron nuclear data presented in International 

Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) Report 63 confirmed that 

neutrons from proton interaction with elements (such as, copper, tungsten and lead) 

are decreasing as dramatically as the produced neutrons with high energy [201]. For 
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example, the number produced of neutrons with an energy of thermal–3MeV, from 

60MeV protons incident on tungsten, is 37 times more than produced neutrons with 

an energy of 27–31MeV [201]. Thus, the neutron spectrum appears to have an 

exponential decay shape. 

Figure 85 shows that the scintillation gamma-ray spectrum (b) was extended to 

10MeV. However, gamma-ray counts were approximately five times higher than the 

neutron counts at the lower neutron energies (<10MeV).  

The relative neutron and gamma-ray DEs (or absorbed doses), obtained by dividing 

the integration of the scintillation spectra by the proton DE, were found to be 2.63 x 

10−6% and 1.4 x 10−6% respectively. These results will be compared to the measured 

results that were taken using the fourth prototype neutron detector during the proton 

irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital.  

 

4.2.5 Summary and discussion  

 

The relative DE distributions in the voxelised water phantom of neutrons and gamma 

rays were obtained using an MC simulation, and were presented in 2D plots. The 

relative integral neutron DE was found to be higher than that of gamma-ray DE. In 

addition, most of the neutron DE was distributed in and around the target voxel. In 

contrast, the gamma-ray DE was widely distributed.  

The relative integral neutron DE in the voxelised water phantom was (14.8±0.135) 

x 10−3%, where the highest DE was in the target voxel. The neutron dose in the target 

voxel (i.e. the proton therapy target volume) was found to be 7.4% of the total neutron 

dose.  

The contribution of the gamma-ray DE to the total DE was found to be 35% 

(8 x 10−3%) and it was widely distributed within the voxelised water phantom. 

However, the gamma-ray weighting factor is several times lower than the neutron 

weighting factor. The contribution of internal neutron DE and thermal (i.e. thermal 

and thermalised) neutron DE to the total neutron DE were 4.1% and 2.4% respectively. 
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In addition, the MC simulations of the neutron and gamma-ray scintillation spectra 

were obtained during the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital. The scintillation 

neutron spectrum appeared to have an exponential decay shape and extended from 

thermal to 32MeV. However, as a result of the neutron production decreasing 

dramatically at the high energy range, the neutron count >27MeV was found to be 

insignificant. The scintillation gamma-ray spectrum was extended to 10MeV. 

Gamma-ray counts were approximately five times higher than the neutron counts at 

the lower neutron energies (<10MeV). In addition, the relative neutron and gamma-

ray absorbed doses, obtained from their scintillation spectra, were found to be 2.63 

x 10−6 and 1.4 x 10−6 respectively. These results will be compared to the measured 

results that were taken using the fourth prototype neutron detector during the proton 

irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital.  
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4.3 Measurements during proton irradiation in the proton 

therapy room at Clatterbridge Hospital  

 

4.3.1 Aim and objectives 

 

The MC simulation and the measurement attempted to determine the neutron 

scintillation spectrum during the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital. In 

addition, the MC simulation attempted to determine the relative neutron DE 

distribution in a voxelised water phantom. 

The aim of taking the measurement was to validate the MC simulation of the neutron 

scintillation spectrum and its relative DE (or its absorbed dose). Hence, the MC 

simulations of the relative DE distributions from the neutrons and gamma rays in the 

voxelised water phantom were validated.  

The MC simulation and measured results of the neutron scintillation spectrum were 

obtained from the designed and the simulated fourth prototype neutron detector. Then, 

the relative neutron DE was determined by dividing the summation of the scintillation 

energy spectrum by the prescribed therapeutic proton dose. 

The measurement geometry during the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital was 

adjusted so that it was the same to the MC simulation geometry. The fourth prototype 

neutron detector was located in the same position as that of the MC simulation, and 

the configurations of the proton therapy beam line were considered.  

Furthermore, the following objectives were achieved: 

1. Applying the charges ratio PSD method to the collected data. 

The performance of the charges ratio PSD method in the NPL measurements was 

found to be superior compared to the other tested PSD methods. Therefore, the charges 

ratio PSD method was applied to the collected data to separate the collected neutron 

and gamma ray signals. In addition, an evaluation of the applied charges ratio PSD 

method was conducted by measuring the FoM and PSD threshold.  

2. Estimating the relative thermal and gamma-ray DEs (or absorbed doses) in the 

fourth prototype neutron detector. 
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The measured DEs from thermal neutrons and gamma rays were obtained by 

subtracting the neutron DE from the total DE, as measured by the fourth prototype 

neutron detector. 

Extra measurements were taken using the same detector location and the proton 

therapy beam line configurations. The detector was first shielded by 5cm-thick lead, 

and then 5cm-thick wax. These measurements were taken in order to show the 

effectiveness of using radiation shields to reduce the neutron and gamma-ray events 

(i.e. radiation doses from neutrons and gamma rays). 

 

4.3.2 Materials and methods 

 

 Neutron detector 

The neutron detector was the fourth prototype neutron detector, which was the same 

as that used for the NPL measurements. The properties of the fourth prototype neutron 

detector were mentioned in detail in Chapter 2, ‘Prototype neutron detector designs’.  

 

 Clatterbridge proton therapy beam line 

The location of Clatterbridge Hospital is Bebington in the UK. The Clatterbridge 

proton cyclotron is the Scanditronix MC-60 PF, which has been used to provide proton 

beams since 1983. The energy of the proton therapy particles is 60MeV, with 31mm 

maximum penetration in water [198]. The therapeutic proton energy is degraded from 

62MeV as it passes through the beam line to 60MeV at the treated target. The proton 

therapy system at Clatterbridge Hospital is a double-scattering proton therapy system 

[202]. 
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4.3.3 Measurement setup 

 

Table 22 shows the proton beam configurations used for the measurements during the 

proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital. 

 
Table 22: Configurations of the Clatterbridge proton therapy beam line. 

Proton therapy energy 60MeV (full energy Bragg peak) 

Beam field size 20 x 20mm 

Proton therapy dose rate  40Gy/min 

 

The detector was connected to an oscilloscope via a signal cable with 50Ω impedance. 

The oscilloscope was a PicoScope 3000 Series with 1GS/s sampling, a 200MHz 

bandwidth and an 8-bit resolution. The scintillation pulses were viewed and stored on 

a laptop computer. The detector was located 15cm in front of and 30cm below the final 

collimator (i.e. the second collimator) of the proton therapy beam line. Figure 86 

shows the Measurement setup in the proton therapy room at Clatterbridge Hospital. 

 

 

Figure 86: Measurement setup in the proton therapy room at Clatterbridge Hospital. 

 

With regard to the MC simulation results, the estimated neutron energy range was 

from thermal to 32MeV; therefore, two voltage ranges of the oscilloscope were used. 

These two ranges were 500mV and 5V. In addition, the trigger of the oscilloscope was 

adjusted at 40mV and 200mV respectively. Therefore, the two ranges were equivalent 

to the energy ranges from 0.17MeVee to 2.1MeVee, and from 0.85MeVee to 
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21MeVee respectively regarding the volt-to-MeVee calibration factor, which was 

0.233±0.009 (volt to MeVee).  

The proton therapy machine was run and the fourth prototype neutron detector was 

exposed twice to the secondary radiation (out-of-field) for 10 minutes; signals were 

collected. For each voltage range, there were 20 files of collected signals (each file 

contains 6,000 signals). When taking these measurements, the setup was fixed and the 

data were collected. 

In addition, extra measurements were taken. The measurement was conducted twice 

at the high voltage range in the same condition as before, but each time the detector 

was shielded with 5cm-thick lead and 5cm-thick wax respectively. For example, a 5cm 

thickness of lead is efficient for reducing the initial intensity of monoenergetic 

4.5MeV gamma rays to 9%, while a 5cm thickness of wax is efficient for reducing the 

initial intensity of monoenergetic 4.5MeV neutrons to 39%, in terms of the following 

equations [8]:  

 

𝐆𝟏/𝐆𝟎  = 𝐞  ̄µ𝐱 

𝐍𝟏/𝐍𝟎  = 𝐞  ̄𝚺𝐱 

 
Where G0 is the initial gamma-ray intensity, G1 is the final gamma-ray intensity. N0 

is the initial neutron intensity, and N1 is the final neutron intensity. X is the shield 

thickness, and µ and Σ are the gamma-ray linear attenuation coefficient and neutron 

macroscopic cross section respectively [137] [203]. 

 

4.3.4 Results 

 

 Charges ratio PSD method 

 

The charges ratio PSD method was obtained in the same way to that obtained from the 

collected data during the NPL measurements, which was explained in the previous 

chapter. Figure 87 shows the MATLAB scatter plots of the charges ratio PSD method 
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obtained for the high and low voltage ranges during the proton irradiation at 

Clatterbridge Hospital. 

 

 

Figure 87: MATLAB scatter plots of the charges ratio PSD method obtained for the low (A) and 

high (B) voltage ranges.  

The plots show acceptable separation between neutron and gamma-ray events. The 

performance of the PSD method was evaluated using the FoM and PSD threshold 

values. 
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 FoMs  

 

The performance of the charges ratio PSD method was evaluated by finding the FoMs 

and the PSD threshold values. The FoMs of the charges ratio PSD method for the low 

voltage and the high voltage ranges were found to be 1.1 and 0.65 respectively. 

Therefore, the neutron-gamma separation was >90% and >70% for the low and high 

voltage ranges respectively [193]. Figures 88 and 90 show the charges ratio PSD 

method histograms obtained from the collected data at both the low and high voltage 

ranges during the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital.  

Regarding the volt-to-MeVee calibration factor, the thresholds of the charges ratio 

PSD method at both the low and high voltage ranges were found to be 0.21MeVee and 

1.8MeVee respectively.  

 

 

Figure 88: Charges ratio PSD method histograms (two Gaussians) obtained from the collected 

data at the low voltage range during the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital. 
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The performance of the charges ratio PSD method at the low range was good over 

0.21MeVee. Therefore, below 0.21MeVee the recorded radiation signals cannot be 

identified as neutron or gamma-ray signals. Regarding the neutron energy calibration 

curve (i.e. from MeVee to MeV) shown in Figure 89, the lowest detected fast neutron 

energy was 1MeV. Thereby, the detected neutron energy range at the low voltage 

range was from 1MeV to 5.5MeV. 

 

Figure 89: Neutron energy calibration curve based on the data from the literature review [83]. 

 
The neutron energy calibration curve shown in Figure 89 was obtained based on the 

data from the literature review [83]. This data, which was used to calibrate the neutron 

energy range from MeVee to MeV, was obtained from an N-213 OLS detector’s 

measured and MC simulated results.  
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Figure 90: Charges ratio PSD method histograms (two Gaussians) obtained from the collected 

data at the high voltage range during the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital. 

 

The performance of the charges ratio PSD method at the high voltage range was 

acceptable over 1.8MeVee. Therefore, below 1.8MeVee the recorded radiation signals 

cannot be identified as neutron or gamma-ray signals. Regarding the energy 

calibration curve shown in Figure 89, the lowest detected fast neutron energy was 

4.2MeV. Thereby, the detected neutron energy range at the high voltage range was 

from 4.2MeV to 27MeV. 

Thus, the FoM values of the charges ratio PSD method, which were 1.1 and 0.65 at 

the low and the high voltage ranges respectively, show that the separation of neutron 

and gamma-ray events is acceptable. Therefore, the detected neutron energy range was 

from 1MeV to 27MeV. The implication of the undetected neutron energies (<1MeV) 

will be evaluated by comparing the relative DEs from the measured and simulated 

neutron scintillation spectrum. 
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 Measured neutron and gamma-ray scintillation spectra 

 

Using the charges ratio PSD method, neutrons and gamma rays were separated. The 

average neutron and gamma-ray counts were found to be 28% and 72% respectively. 

In contrast, the MC simulation result of the gamma-ray count was 80%. The difference 

resulted from using a 0.21MeVee oscilloscope trigger during the measurement, 

whereby 8% of the gamma-ray count was eliminated.  

Thus, at the low and high voltage range measurements, neutron and gamma-ray 

spectra were obtained. Figure 91 shows the neutron and gamma-ray scintillation 

spectra obtained at the low voltage range using the fourth prototype neutron detector 

and the charges ratio PSD method during the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge 

Hospital. 

 

 

Figure 91: Neutron and gamma-ray scintillation spectra obtained at the low voltage range using 

the fourth prototype neutron detector and the charges ratio PSD method during the proton 

irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital. 
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The voltage range of the neutron and gamma-ray spectra shown in Figure 91 was from 

0.05V to 0.5V. However, the oscilloscope trigger was adjusted to be 0.04V where the 

PSD threshold was 0.05V. Therefore, the signals below the threshold were rejected. 

In addition, regarding the calibration factor (volt to MeVee), the energy range was 

from 0.21MeVee to 5.5MeVee. 

Figure 92 shows the neutron and gamma-ray scintillation spectra obtained at the high 

voltage range using the fourth prototype neutron detector and the charges ratio PSD 

method during the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital. 

 

 

Figure 92: Neutron and gamma-ray scintillation spectra obtained at the high voltage range 

using the fourth prototype neutron detector and the charges ratio PSD method during the 

proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital. 

 

The voltage range of the neutron and gamma-ray spectra shown in Figure 92 was from 

0.5V to 3.2V. However, the oscilloscope trigger was adjusted to be 0.2V where the 

PSD threshold was 0.42V. Therefore, the signals below the threshold were rejected. 

In addition, the voltage range between 0.42V and 0.5V was included in the neutron-
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detected energies at the lower voltage range measurements. Therefore, the voltage 

range below 0.5V can be rejected. Thus, regarding the calibration factor (volt to 

MeVee), the energy range was from 5.5MeV to 27MeV. 

In addition, at the high voltage range, extra measurements were taken with the detector 

at the same fixed location and with the same proton therapy beam line configurations. 

In these measurements, the fourth prototype neutron detector was shielded with the 

following: 

1. 5cm-thick lead. 

2. 5cm-thick wax. 

This was done to show the effectiveness of the shields in order to reduce the neutron 

and gamma-ray events and to propose a neutron shield that would reduce a patient’s 

neutron dose. Figures 93 and 94 show the measurement results. 

 

Figure 93: Neutron scintillation spectrum with and without the 5cm-thick wax shield.  
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Figure 94: Gamma-ray scintillation spectrum with and without the 5cm-thick lead shield.  

 

The plots confirm that gamma-ray and neutron events during the proton irradiation at 

Clatterbridge Hospital were reduced considerably when using neutron and gamma-ray 

shields (wax and lead respectively). Therefore, using a few centimetres’ thickness of 

neutron shield would significantly reduce the neutron dose. 

 

 Comparison of the MC simulation and measurement results of 

scintillation spectra  

 

In order to compare the simulated and measured spectra, the simulated neutron and 

gamma-ray spectra were normalised to be the same in counts (Y-axis) as the measured 

spectra. This was done using a MATLAB program. In addition, the calibration curve 

(MeVee to MeV) shown in figure 89 was used to calibrate the energy range of the 

measured neutron spectrum (i.e. X-axis). 

Figure 95 shows the comparison between both the measured and the simulated neutron 

and gamma-ray scintillation spectra. 
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Figure 95: Measured and MC simulation results of the neutron (a) and the gamma-ray (b) 

spectra. 

 

The measured and simulated scintillation gamma-ray and neutron spectra show good 

agreement. However, the MC scintillation neutron spectrum shows an insignificant 

count at the fast neutron energy range >27MeV (i.e. <1.5%). This can be explained by 

the neutron nuclear data presented in ICRU Report 63, which shows that the neutron 

count, from proton interaction with elements, dramatically decreases at the high 

energy range [201]. 

 

 Relative absorbed dose estimation in the fourth prototype neutron 

detector 

 

1. Estimation of relative neutron absorbed dose in the fourth prototype 

neutron detector 

The MC simulation and the measured results of the neutron absorbed dose were 

obtained by dividing the summation of the scintillation energy spectrum (i.e. DE to 

absorbed dose) by the primary proton absorbed dose. 

The MC simulation result of the relative neutron absorbed dose was 2.63µGy/Gy. In 

addition, the MC simulation shows that the neutron count rate was 5.7 x 103 
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scintillation signal/Gy. The limitations of the oscilloscope and laptop were due to the 

speed of recording signals. Experimentally, the maximum recorded signal count rate 

was 6,000 signals/Gy, whereas the estimated count rate (neutrons and gamma rays 

incident on the detector) was >20,000 signals/Gy.  

The measured neutron count rate (i.e. by applying the PSD method) was 1.7 x 103 

signals/Gy. While the MC simulation result showed that the estimated neutron count 

rate (i.e. neutron incident on the detector) was 3.4 times more than the measured. 

Accordingly, the measured neutron count rate was corrected with regard to the MC 

simulation result. 

 In addition, table 23 shows the calibration factors used to calibrate the measured 

neutron absorbed dose. 

 
Table 23: Calibration factors used to estimate the neutron DE during the proton irradiation at 

Clatterbridge Hospital.  

Calibration factors Value 

Volt to MeVee conversion Volt × 0.233±0.009 (obtained from Figure 56) 

MeVee to MeV conversion From the calibration curve in Figure 89 

DE (MeV) to absorbed dose (Gy) MeV × 1.6 x 10−13  [11] 

  

Thus, the relative absorbed dose obtained from the measured scintillation neutron 

energy spectrum was 2.08±0.42µGy/Gy. Hence, the agreement between the measured 

and the MC simulation results of the relative neutron absorbed doses was within 

80±20. However, the difference was due to the calibration and correction factors’ 

uncertainties. In addition, the lower measured neutron energy was 1MeV regarding 

the threshold of the charge ratio PSD method. Thereby, the MC simulation results of 

the relative DE distributions from neutrons and gamma rays in the voxelised water 

phantom were validated. 
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2. Estimation of relative thermal neutron and gamma-ray absorbed doses in 

the fourth prototype neutron detector 

In addition to the high gamma-ray background during the proton irradiation at 

Clatterbridge Hospital, the EJ-331 (the detection material used) produced conversion 

electrons and gamma rays as a result of thermal neutron capture reactions. Moreover, 

the threshold of the applied charges ratio PSD Method was 0.21MeVee where the 

significant energy range of the conversion electrons was lower than 0.21MeVee. In 

addition, the conversion electrons and gamma rays have the same scintillation pulse 

shape.  

Thereby, utilising conversion electron signals (energy and shape) to recognise thermal 

neutrons was found to be impossible. However, the measured thermal neutron and 

gamma-ray absorbed doses can be estimated by subtracting the measured neutron 

absorbed dose (2.08±0.42µGy/Gy) from the total absorbed dose recorded by the fourth 

prototype neutron detector. 

Thus, the measured thermal neutron and external gamma-ray absorbed dose was 

1.12±0.25µGy/Gy. In addition, the MC simulation estimation of the thermal neutron 

absorbed dose during the proton irradiation was 5% of the total gamma-ray absorbed 

dose. Figure 96 shows the total gamma-ray spectrum compared to the gamma-ray 

spectrum released from the EJ-331 thermal neutron capture reactions.  
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Figure 96: Gamma-ray spectrum released from the gadolinium thermal neutron capture 

reactions (A) compared to the total gamma-ray spectrum (B) (i.e. from the external gamma rays 

and the gamma rays released from the thermal neutron capture).  

 

Therefore, the estimated measured thermal neutron absorbed dose and the gamma-ray 

absorbed dose were 0.06±0.012µGy/Gy and 1.07±0.22µGy/Gy respectively.  

 

4.3.5 Summary  

 
Measurements were taken during the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital in 

order to validate the MC simulation of the neutron scintillation spectrum and its 

relative absorbed dose. Hence, the MC simulation of the relative DE distributions from 

the neutrons and gamma rays in the voxelised water phantom was validated. 

Measurement was taken using the fourth prototype neutron detector. Neutron and 

gamma-ray spectra and the relative absorbed doses were obtained. Even though the 

MC simulation of the scintillation neutron spectrum shows an insignificant neutron 

count >27MeV, there was a good agreement between the MC simulation result and 

the obtained energy neutron spectrum up to 27MeV. In addition, the MC simulation 

and measured results of the gamma-ray spectrum show a good agreement, with a same 

energy range. 

The agreement between the measured and the simulated relative neutron absorbed 

dose was found to be within 80%, at 2.08±0.42µGy/Gy and 2.63µGy/Gy respectively. 
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4.4 Discussions and comparisons  

 

The relative integral neutron absorbed dose within the voxelised water phantom was 

0.148±0.00135mGy/Gy. The neutron absorbed dose was converted to an equivalent 

dose by using the neutron weighting factor as shown in the following equation: 

 

Neutron equivalent dose (Sv) = neutron weighting factor x neutron absorbed 

dose (Gy) [204] 

 

Using the neutron weighting factor of 10 [199] [2] [67], the relative integral neutron 

equivalent dose within the voxelised water phantom was found to be 

1.48±0.0135mSv/Gy. In addition, the contribution from the relative integral internal 

neutron equivalent dose was 0.061mSv/Gy. Therefore, the contribution of internal 

neutrons to the total neutron dose was found to be 4.1%. 

Moreover, the relative integral thermal neutron and the relative integral gamma-ray 

absorbed doses in the voxelised water phantom were 0.0036mGy/Gy and 0.08mGy/Gy 

respectively. In addition, the relative integral thermal neutron and gamma-ray 

absorbed  doses were converted to equivalent doses by using a thermal neutron 

weighting factor of 5 and a gamma-ray weighting factor of 1 [8]. Therefore, the 

relative integral thermal neutron and gamma-ray equivalent doses were 0.018mSv/Gy 

and 0.08mSv/Gy respectively. 

Thus, the contribution of gamma rays to the relative integral secondary radiation 

equivalent dose was 5.1%. In addition, the contribution of thermal neutrons to the 

relative integral neutron equivalent dose was 1.2%. The contribution of thermal 

neutrons and gamma rays was reported to be less than 10% of the total secondary 

radiation dose [95]. Therefore, fast external neutrons are the main source (89.6%) of 

the additional unwanted dose during proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital.  

The relative integral neutron equivalent dose was compared to many published papers’ 

results; for example, the MC simulation result was found to be within 95% to 98% 

agreement with the result of the Harvard Cyclotron Laboratory, and with the result of 

the Proton Medical Research Center at Tsukuba University respectively [205] [206]. 

Table 24 shows the obtained MC result of the relative integral neutron equivalent dose 
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(mSv/Gy), compared to the MC simulation and the measured results from the literature 

review. 

Table 24: MC simulation result of the relative integral neutron equivalent dose (mSv/Gy) 

during the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital compared to the MC simulation and 

measured results from the literature review. 

Institute Method Parameters Beam target Neutron dose  

Proton therapy at 

Clatterbridge 

Hospital (this work) 

MC simulation 

(Geant4) 

62MeV and 2cm 

field size 

(patient location) 

Water phantom box 

(50 x 

x 100 x 50cm3) 

1.48 

Harvard Cyclotron 

Laboratory [205] 
 MC 

simulation 
(MCNP) 

 Measured 

(Bonner 

spheres) 

152MeV and 

5cm field size 

(patient location) 

Lucite phantom 

cylinder (26cm dia. x 

24cm length) 

 1.4  

 2.2 

Proton Medical 

Research Center at 

Tsukuba University 

[206] 

Measured (WENDI-

II) 

250MeV and 

5cm field size and 

900 50cm from 

beam axis  

Water phantom box 

(22 x 

x 24 x 39cm3) 

1.45  

 

Proton therapy at 

Loma Linda 

University Cancer 

Center [64] 

Measured (silicon 

on insulator)  

Typical prostate 

proton therapy 

 900 and 

2.5cm 

from beam 

axis  

 00 and 

0.6cm 

from beam 

axis  

 Anthropomo

rphic 

phantom 

 

 

 

 Polystyrene 

plate 

phantom 

 3.9 

 

 

 

 

 

 1.6  

MD Anderson 

Proton Therapy 

Center [84] 

Measured (extended 

range Bonner 

sphere) 

250MeV proton 

900 100cm 

No target  1.6 

Proton Medical 

Research Center 

[69] 

Measured 

(proportional 

counter, REM500) 

200MeV 00 along 

the beam axis to 

80cm 

Water phantom 2 

University of 

Florida Health 

Proton Therapy 

Institute (IBA eye-

line) [81] 

Measured (neutron 

bubble detector) 

105MeV and 2cm 

field size (patient 

location) 

Head phantom  0.197 

 

 

Table 24 shows that some assessments of the neutron equivalent dose during proton 

irradiation were between 1mSv/Gy and 4mSv/Gy. In addition, the neutron equivalent 

dose was reported to be around this value in other published papers [67] [207].  

However, regarding the measured result (i.e. 0.197mS/Gy) at the University of Florida 

Health Proton Therapy Institute, the beam line (IBA eye-line) schematic showed that 

there was a 42cm-thick polyethylene neutron shield around the brass collimator.  
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Nevertheless, the neutron equivalent dose depended strongly on the proton therapy 

facility, measurement methods and materials (i.e. simulated or measured), and the 

measurement conditions (i.e. the distance from the proton therapy beam axis and the 

degree of incident neutrons). Thereby, some published papers show the neutron 

equivalent dose as being significantly more and others significantly less than those 

shown in Table 24. For example, the relative neutron equivalent dose was assessed for 

unmodulated proton therapy at a different beam configuration [208]. The relative 

neutron equivalent dose was found to be 19mSv/Gy with 250MeV proton energy, a 

closed aperture and a large field size, whereas it was found to be 0.3mSv/Gy with 

100MeV proton energy, a closed aperture and a small field size. 

Thus, the integral neutron equivalent dose, during proton irradiation (i.e. proton 

therapy) at Clatterbridge Hospital, can be obtained from the following relation:  

 

Integral neutron equivalent dose (Sv) = (14.8±0.135) × 𝟏𝟎−𝟓 × prescribed proton 

dose (Gy) × neutron weighting factor 

 

The integral neutron equivalent dose from the prescribed proton therapy dose of 

53.1Gy [209] during the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital was found to be 

78.6mSv. Moreover, the localised neutron equivalent doses in a patient’s head, neck, 

chest and abdomen (i.e. in a voxelised water phantom using an MC simulation) were 

obtained and are demonstrated in Figure 97. This was done by the summation of 

neutron equivalent doses in the voxels of the water phantom localised in the regions 

of the patient’s head, neck, chest and abdomen respectively.  
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Figure 97: MC simulation results of the localised neutron equivalent dose at the head, neck, 

chest and abdomen (i.e. positions in the voxelised water phantom) from the prescribed proton 

therapy dose of 53.1Gy [209]. 

 

In addition, the integral gamma-ray equivalent dose from the prescribed proton 

therapy dose of 53.1Gy was found to be 4.25mSv, which was widely distributed in the 

voxelised water phantom compared to the neutron equivalent dose. Thereby, it was 

found to be insignificant and can be neglected. 

The neuron dose in the proton therapy target (i.e. target voxel) was small compared to 

the out-of-target neutron dose. It was found to be 5.8mSv (i.e. 7.4% of the total neutron 

dose). The neutron dose in the patient’s head was 60% of the total neutron dose. 

Therefore, using a few centimetres of shielding (i.e. 5cm around the final collimator) 

would reduce the neutron dose by more than 50%.  

However, the estimated risk of secondary cancers from the neutron dose during proton 

therapy at Clatterbridge Hospital is small. For, example, using BEIR VII report, the 

highest PCCs (the probability of cancers causation) for male patients were found to be 

7.8% and 0.45% for leukaemia and thyroid cancers respectively. In addition the 

highest PCCs for female patient were found to be 7.8%, 0.95% and 0.45% for 
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leukaemia, thyroid and breast cancers respectively. Thus, the main concern related to 

the secondary neutron dose during proton therapy at Clatterbridge Hospital is the 

probability related to the occurrence of leukaemia (7.8%), whereas the risks related to 

other secondary cancers could be insignificant (<1%). 

To conclude, fast external neutrons are the main concern in terms of the additional 

unwanted secondary radiation dose during proton therapy at Clatterbridge Hospital. 

Although the neutron dose was small compared to the prescribed proton therapy dose, 

it is not negligible and the dose distribution can be used as the basis of the risk 

estimation from radiation induced secondary cancers. 
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The significance of proton therapy treatment is the high proton energy deposition at 

the target volume. Neutrons are generated from interactions of high-energy protons 

with the treatment head and the patient’s body (treated target).  

During the scattering proton therapy delivery, in order to deliver a useful, uniform, flat 

proton beam to the target volume, the initial narrow pencil proton beam needs to be 

converted to a wide, flat and uniform proton beam profile, which is the beam spreading 

process. This is done by using high atomic number materials (scatterers). In addition, 

the proton beam needs to be modulated to cover the whole target volume (modulating). 

During proton beam spreading and the modulating, the proton particles interact with 

the beam treatment head materials located in the proton beam path. Secondary 

neutrons are generated from these interactions (external neutron source). In addition, 

the interaction of proton particles with the target volume is another source of 

secondary neutrons (internal neutron source).  

The neutron production during the spot-scanning delivery technique was reported to 

be significantly low compared to the scattering delivery technique, because of the 

absence of the proton beam shaping devices such as scatterers, collimators and 

compensators in the spot-scanning proton therapy system. Therefore, the dominant 

neutron source is the internal neutrons generated inside the treated target. During spot 

scanning, the neutrons are generated in the target volume from thermal to the 

maximum proton energy. In contrast, compensators and collimators are used in the 

wobbling proton therapy system. Therefore, the neutron production from the wobbling 

proton therapy system could be higher compared with the spot-scanning proton 

therapy system. 

Regarding the high radiation weighting factor of neutrons, a minor neutron dose could 

be significant. During scattering proton therapy, the neutron dose could be ten to 

several ten times more than that of spot-scanning proton therapy. However, the dose 

distribution (dose location) is the basis of the risk estimation from radiation induced 

secondary cancers. 
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In addition, estimation of the secondary cancers risk involves converting the neutron 

dose (Sv) to risk.  

The neutron dose to healthy tissue near the treated target could be the same for both 

spot-scanning and scattering proton therapy. It was reported that the neutron dose at a 

few centimetres from the target during spot-scanning proton therapy could be 

comparable to the dose from scattering proton therapy. This is because, near the treated 

target, the dominant of the neutron source is the internal neutrons generated inside the 

target. 

MC simulations were used widely to estimate the neutron dose during the proton 

therapy. The reasons were found to be the following: 

 The difficulty of neutron detection in a high gamma-ray background. 

 The difficulty and complexity of constructing more realistic human-

body phantoms. 

 Most of the measured neutron doses were obtained in terms of the 

distance from the central proton therapy beam. The MC simulation 

gives a better idea of the neutron dose distribution over body organs, 

which is the basis of the risk estimation for radiation developing 

secondary cancers. 

Therefore, MC simulations were used to find the neutron and gamma-ray dose 

distributions during the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital.  

MC simulations of the proton therapy beam line at Clatterbridge Hospital, the DE 

distributions, the measurement setup, and the data analysis were done using Geant4 

and GAMOS.4.0.0 MC simulation codes. Geant4 was used to simulate the geometries. 

GAMOS.4.0.0 was used to apply the required physics models in order to simulate the 

proton therapy generator, track the secondary radiation particles, and score the DE and 

scintillation light.  

The DE distributions from neutrons and gamma rays in a 50 x 100 x 50cm3 voxelised 

water phantom (1,000 voxels) were scored. The neutron DE was found to be higher 

than the gamma-ray DE. In addition, most of the neutron DE was distributed around 

and within the target voxel. In contrast, the gamma-ray DE was widely distributed. 
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The relative integral neutron DE to the primary proton DE in the voxelised water 

phantom was (14.8±0.135) x 10−3%. The contribution of the gamma-ray DE to the 

total DE was found to be 35% (8 x 10−3%). However, the gamma-ray weighting factor 

is several times lower than the neutron weighting factor. The contribution of the 

internal neutron DE to the total neutron DE was found to be 4.1%. Furthermore, the 

contribution of the thermal and thermalised neutron DE was found to be 2.4%.  

Thus, the MC simulation results showed that fast external neutrons are the main source 

(89.6%) of the additional unwanted dose during proton irradiation at Clatterbridge 

Hospital. 

The validation of the MC simulation results was done using the designed fourth 

prototype neutron detector. This was done through five stages, which were the 

following: 

1. Designing four prototype neutron detectors. 

2. Validation the fourth prototype neutron detector using MC simulation. 

3. Testing the fourth prototype neutron detector in a mixed radiation field and 

evaluating the performances of four PSD methods to discriminate neutrons 

from gamma rays. 

4. Taking measurements during the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge Hospital 

using the fourth prototype neutron detector. This was done to validate the MC 

simulation results of the neutron scintillation spectrum and its relative 

absorbed dose. 

Firstly, in the first, second and the third prototype neutron detector designs, only the 

cell of the detection material was changed (Teflon 9cm x 20cm, glass 5.3cm x 5cm 

and white plastic 5.3cm x 5cm), while the instruments—oscilloscope, MCA, shaping 

amplifier, cables and PMT—remained the same. In addition, the EJ-331 (gadolinium-

loaded liquid scintillator) was used as a detection material in the three designs. The 

main concern during the designing of the first, second and third prototype neutron 

detectors was the scintillation counting and the improvement of the detector energy 

resolution. 

In the first prototype neutron detector design, the Cs137 spectrum was found to have a 

broadened spectrum peak due to the loss of scintillation light. The detector cell 
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diameter (9cm) was much larger than the PMT diameter (5cm). This led to the loss of 

scintillation light and therefore degraded the energy resolution. In addition, 

scintillation light was lost due to the difference in refractive index between the air and 

the EJ-331 liquid scintillator. This degraded the energy resolution. 

In the second prototype neutron detector design, the loss of scintillation light was 

avoided by using a cell with a 5.3cm diameter that matched the PMT diameter of 

5.2cm. However, the improvement in the energy resolution was not adequate due to 

the light reflector, which was aluminium foil that had been mounted on the cell wall 

manually.  

In the third prototype neutron detector design, the detector cell was cylindrical (5.3cm 

x 5cm) and made of white plastic. The white inner wall of the cell was considered to 

be a light reflector. The detector energy resolution significantly improved as compared 

to the first and second prototype neutron detector designs.  

The energy resolution of the second design was improved by 50% as compared to the 

first design. The improvement was approximately double in the third detector design, 

which was inferior by 25% to the Cs137 reference spectrum (i.e. the Cs137 spectrum 

provided by Eljen Technology). The target improvement for the energy resolution of 

the fourth prototype neutron detector design was 25% higher than the resolution 

achieved using the third prototype neutron detector. 

Secondly, in order to validate the fourth prototype neutron detector design, an MC 

simulation was used as a guideline when constructing the detector. The simulated 

detector was an aluminium container that was cylindrical in shape (10cm diameter x 

10cm height), with a glass window that was to be coupled to the PMT. The PMT was 

simulated to be cylindrical in shape with the same diameter as the scintillator; it was 

made of glass and was attached to the side of the container.  

An OLS was considered to be the optimum neutron detection material. Thus, three 

commercially available OLS detection materials were compared. The three different 

types of OLS detectors (based on materials) were pure (EJ-309), boron-loaded (EJ-

339) and gadolinium-loaded (EJ-331). These three materials were selected because 

they are regularly used in neutron detection.  
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Comparisons were conducted for the DE spectrum and the scintillation spectrum of 

the Cs137 and Am– Be radiation sources. The MC simulation results of the 

Cs137scintillation spectrum from the three detection materials (EJ-331, EJ-339 and EJ-

309) had the same response to the gamma-ray source. However, there was 

approximately a ±5% count difference in the scintillation efficiencies of the three 

materials. The MC simulation results of the Am– Be scintillation spectrum from the 

EJ-331 and EJ-309 were very similar, whereas the EJ-339 appeared to have a higher 

detection efficiency at higher neutron energies due to its high H:C ratio.  

Thirdly, the fourth prototype neutron detector was constructed based on EJ-331 and a 

9305KB PMT. The liquid container was cylindrical, measuring 10cm x 10cm in 

diameter and length, and the inside walls were painted with an adhesive light reflector 

(EJ-520). The detector was tested and calibrated. In order to increase the scintillation 

efficiency, inert gas (nitrogen) was used to eliminate dissolved oxygen in the EJ-331. 

A good agreement was found between the measured and the simulated Cs137 spectrum.  

The energy calibration of the fourth prototype neutron detector was done by 

comparing the MC simulation of the DE spectrum to the measured scintillation energy 

spectrum to recognise the Compton edges of the gamma-ray sources that were used. 

In addition, the measured detector energy resolution was the same as the simulated 

energy resolution, which was 17% at the Cs137 Compton edge position (477keV), 

which is considered to be an optimum energy resolution for OLS detectors. 

Fourthly, the detector was exposed to an Am–Be neutron–gamma source of  

2.04 x 107 neutron/second emission rate at the NPL. Four PSD methods were 

obtained.  

The charges ratio PSD method was obtained in a similar way to the common charge 

comparison PSD methods. The difference was in the optimisation of the charges ratio 

(tail charge/total charge). It was found that the optimisation of the charges ratio has a 

significant effect on the PSD performance. The optimum charge comparison was 

found between the integration of the total pulse charge and the integration of the pulse 

tail charge over the time period of pulse amplitude to fall from 60% to 5% [60 5]. 

Few researchers have reported a charge to amplitude comparison PSD—for example, 

the charge-to-current ratio PSD method. Usually, the charge to amplitude PSD 
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methods are obtained using the same technique, which is comparing the pulse charge 

integration over a specific time period during the pulse lifetime to the pulse amplitude. 

The charge to amplitude ratio PSD method was similarly obtained. The difference was 

the optimum charge to amplitude comparison. The optimum comparison was between 

the pulse tail charge [60 5] and the pulse amplitude. The charge-to-current ratio PSD 

method was obtained by comparing the total pulse charge to the pulse amplitude. 

The amplitude-fall time PSD method was obtained in a similar way to the zero 

crossing, the time over threshold and the trailing edge pulse timing PSD methods. Its 

difference from the zero crossing PSD method was that the output of the PMT was not 

modified. In addition, its difference from the time over threshold and trailing edge 

pulse timing PSD methods was that the pulse fall time at a certain amplitude was 

considered to be the PSD method, instead of the pulse lifetime over a certain 

amplitude. 

The fall time-amplitude PSD method was novel in utilising the relation between the 

pulse fall time and its relevant amplitude. The pulses’ amplitudes at 30ns were 

considered to be the PSD method. 

The PSD methods were evaluated using the FoM and are shown in Table 25. 

 
Table 25: Evaluation of the four obtained PSD methods (FoM and threshold). 

PSD method FoM Threshold (MeVee) 

Charges ratio 1.05 0.45 

Charge to amplitude ratio 0.86 0.45 

Fall time-amplitude 0.6 0.75 

Amplitude-fall time 0.6 0.8 

 

The best PSD method performance was found in the charges ratio PSD method. 

However, a PSD method’s performance is significantly affected by the oscilloscope 

used and its properties (resolution and sampling rate). Amplitude-fall time PSD and 

fall time-amplitude PSD methods need precise pulse details to be identified, such as a 

certain fall time and amplitude during the pulse lifetime. The precise pulse details were 

affected strongly by the low resolution of the oscilloscope used.  
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Thus, the designed fourth prototype neutron detector was judged to have met the 

physical and clinical criteria, and was considered to be efficient in detecting neutrons 

and gamma rays in the proton therapy room. In addition, it can be used in other mixed 

neutron and gamma radiation fields. 

 

Fifthly, the measurement was taken during the proton irradiation at Clatterbridge 

Hospital in order to validate the MC simulation results. In particular, it was taken in 

order to validate the MC simulation of the neutron scintillation spectrum and its 

relative DE (or its absorbed dose). Hence, the MC simulation of the relative DE 

distributions from the neutrons and gamma rays in the voxelised water phantom were 

validated. 

The measurement geometry was adjusted to be similar to that of the MC simulation 

geometry. Neutron and gamma-ray events were separated by applying the charges 

ratio PSD method. Neutron and gamma-ray spectra were obtained and the relative 

absorbed doses were calculated. A good agreement was found between the measured 

and simulated scintillation neutron energy spectrum and its relative absorbed dose, 

which were 2.08±0.42µGy/Gy and 2.63µGy/Gy respectively.  

Therefore, the MC simulation of the relative DE distributions from the neutrons and 

gamma rays in the voxelised water phantom were validated. The integral relative DEs 

from the neutrons and gamma rays in the voxelised water phantom were (14.8±0.135) 

x 10−3% and 8 x 10−3% respectively. These results can be generalised for any proton 

therapy prescribed dose during the proton therapy at Clatterbridge Hospital. 

To conclude, fast external neutrons are the main concern in terms of the additional 

unwanted secondary radiation dose during proton therapy at Clatterbridge Hospital. 

Although the relative neutron dose was small (i.e. 1.48±0.0135mSv/Gy) compared to 

the prescribed proton therapy dose, it is not negligible and the dose distribution can be 

used as the basis of the risk estimation from radiation induced secondary cancers. 
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